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ABSTRACT

The Languages of Relevant Logic: A Model-theoretic Perspective

Guillermo Badia

A traditional aspect of model theory has been the interplay between formal lan-

guages and mathematical structures (hence Chang and Keisler’s famous equation

“model theory = universal algebra + logic”). This dissertation is concerned, in par-

ticular, with the relationship between the languages of relevant logic and Routley-

Meyer models. One fundamental question is treated: what is the expressive power

of relevant languages in the Routley-Meyer framework? In the case of finitary rel-

evant propositional languages, two answers are provided. The first is that finitary

propositional relevant languages are the fragments of first order logic preserved

under relevant directed bisimulations. The second is that, when we restrict our

attention to what can be labelled as De Morgan models, we can obtain an analogue

of Lindström’s theorem for finitary propositional relevant languages.

Furthermore, it is shown that a preservation theorem characterizing the expres-

sive power of infinitary relevant languages in classical infinitary languages follows as

a consequence of an interpolation theorem for classical infinitary logic. In addition,

algebraic characterizations of the classes of Routley-Meyer models axiomatizable

in relevant propositional languages, incompactness of infinitary relevant proposi-

tional languages and the expressive power of quantificational relevant languages are

discussed. A final chapter is devoted to the study of relevant languages as sec-

ond order frame languages. In particular we devote our attention to the problem

of which properties expressible by relevant languages are elementary and which are

not. An algebraic characterization of such elementary properties together with some

examples of non first order properties axiomatizable in relevant logic are given. Fi-

nally, a Sahlqvist-van Benthem algorithm showing that relevant formulas with a

certain syntactic form express calculable first order properties at the level of frames

is established.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

One of the most fundamental questions that can be asked about a given language

is what concepts can be expressed in it. Being able to use a language to say things

is “a communicative function that may even be prior to reasoning” ([16]). Having

fixed a semantics for a formal language L, we say that a property of the structures

under consideration is expressible in L iff there is some set of formulas of L which

are satisfied (according to our semantics) in exactly those structures having the

aforementioned property. This notion can be, of course, also relativized with respect

to a given subclass K of the relevant structures, in which case we might want to

speak about L expressing properties of structures in K or defining subcollections of

K. From the semantical perspective, this is a more basic than what inferences can

be drawn using the language L.

As was observed by Tharp ([101], p. 5), such issues lead immediately to the two

main different senses of the word logic which can be found in the literature today:

either as an instrument for the characterization of structures or as an instrument

for demonstration. Here by “characterization of structures” is meant that one can

describe properties of the structures in question by means of the language (in this

way axiomatizing a subclass of these structures).

According to van Benthem, questions of the first kind having to do with com-

parisons between different models have been “somewhat neglected in philosophical

logic” ([16]). They appear to have been largely left to mathematicians and com-

puter scientists.1 Parting ways with such unjustified tradition, the central topic of

1Admittedly, it is difficult to asses how accurate this claim is. It depends on what people
consider “philosophical logic” to be. The point we are trying to make is simply that, overall,
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this thesis will be the study of the expressive power of the languages of relevant logic.

Our main methodological observation is quite simple: relevant logic is close

enough to modal logic as to allows us to adapt a great deal of the powerful technical

machinery of the latter to the former.2 In fact, the language of relevant logic is a

fragment of the language of what is known in modal logic as “arrow logic”. Indeed,

this connection between relevant logic and arrow logic runs rather deeply and it has

been recently investigated by Dunn in [33].

An important slogan in modal logic has been that bisimulations are to modal

logic as partial isomorphisms are to first order logic. Our slogan will be that relevant

directed bisimulations (introduced in §2.3) are to relevant logic as bisimulations are

to modal logic. So the following “equations” are our guiding principles:

directed bisimulations

relevant logic
“

bisimulations

modal logic
“

partial isomorphisms

first order logic

We are mainly interested in the so called “local” perspective on the languages

of relevant logic ´although we have a couple of incursions in increasingly “global”

perspectives, namely §5 and §9. This means that we look at how relevant formulas

say things at worlds. An appropriate notion of bisimulation becomes rather useful at

this level for it provides an algebraic relation which shows when a model sufficiently

imitates another model from the point of view of relevant languages.

Indeed, in first order model theory, a “Fräıséan extremist would find it pointless

to speak of [first order] formulas; at most he would consider them as heuristic

disguise for the study of [partial] isomorphisms” ([77], p. 15) and the same could

be said about relevant directed bisimulations and relevant formulas in our setting.

The reason is that in both contexts the satisfaction of the same formulas in two

models can be spelled out in terms of the existence of the corresponding algebraic

relations between the models.

Overall, in this thesis, we aim to deepen the current understanding of the se-

mantic properties of relevant languages as well as provide a new point of comparison

logicians coming from philosophy seem more interested in other topics (check, for instance, the
papers in the Review of Symbolic Logic in the last couple of years). This is not to mean that there
have not been rather important exceptions, though ´e.g., [39].

2For other recent places where techniques from modal logic have been related to relevant logic
see [94] and [96].
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between relevant logic and its classical counterpart.

1.1 What is relevant logic?

Relevant (or relevance) logic has been traditionally a branch of mathematical logic

devoted to the study of models of correct reasoning involving the concept of “en-

tailment”. This concept indicates a strong relationship between the antecendent of

an implication and its consequent. The idea is that in some way the former needs

to be used in the reasoning allowing us to conclude the latter (making it actually

“relevant”).

As explained in the foundational text [1], the original motivation for relevant

logic lies in the so called paradoxes of material (and strict) implication (popularized

by Lewis in [59]). Let us examine an example of each here. Consider the sentences:

(1) That France is a monarchy implies that the fact that France is not a monarchy

implies that Ted Cruz is the president of the US.

(2) That Ted Cruz is and is not half Cuban implies that the Earth is a biscuit.

Statement (1) is an instance of the paradox of material implication  φ Ą pφ Ą ψq3

while (2) is an instance of the paradox of strict implication  φ ^ φ Ą ψ.4 Both

sentences are indeed true according to the standard reading of “implies” as material

implication. This is essentially so because contradictions can never be true under

classical logic, and an impossible antecedent validates any conditional.

However, it looks highly counterintuitive that Cruz’s ethnicity has any bearing

whatsoever on the Earth being a biscuit, for instance. At least it looks counterin-

tuitive according to the näıve notion of “implies” that we have even before learning

any classical logic. Under such notion, we normally expect some sort of connection

between the ideas in the antecedent of an entailment and its consequent.

Similarly counterintuitive are some forms of reasoning entirely legitimate from

the point of view of classical logic such as the following example:

3We are using the Ą symbol for material implication here because all these paradoxes famously
hold with this reading of implication but, of course, when considering them for a particular notion
of implication, the appropriate substitution must be made.

4The rejection of this latter principle is also at the core of paraconsistent logic, where one
is interested in considering systems that would allow us to work with traditionally inconsistent
theories without making the enterprise trivial in the sense that any arbitrary formula would be a
consequence of the theory.
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D. J. Trump is a rather humble man. Thus, either Dunedin has chilling

weather or not.

Our conclusion is a classical validity, so the argument must be valid according to

the classical wisdom. Nevertheless Trump’s moral qualities do not seem to hold

any connection to Dunedin’s weather. Arguments like this are called “fallacies of

relevance” ([67]).

Such mismatch between the intuitive use of “implies” and material implication

has led several philosophers to propose better formal readings of this connective.

According to Mares ([67]), “[r]elevant logicians point out that what is wrong with

some of the paradoxes (and fallacies) is that the antecedents and consequents (or

premises and conclusions) are on completely different topics”.

It is worth pointing out that, in essence, the idea of relevant logic has been

around at least since Leibniz. In his calculus of concepts,

the relations of equivalence, inclusion and qualification of one concept by

another [. . . ] are always considered in intension when it is a question of

applying the calculus to formal logic. “Equivalence” is the equivalence

of concepts, not simply of two classes which have the same members

[. . . ] [T]he inclusion relation may be interpreted as the relation of an

antecedent proposition to a consequent proposition. The hypothesis A

includes its consequence B just as the subject A includes the predicate

B. This accords with [Leibniz’s] frequently expressed conviction that all

demonstration is analysis. ([59], p. 13)

Indeed, the content semantics from [25] for relevant logic has an unspoken Leibnizian

ring to it.

Finally, we would like to recommend (for the interested reader) three deeper

(yet still accessible) introductions to the classical theory of relevant logic. A gentle

philosophically oriented text on the subject aimed at beginners is provided by [65].

An even more concise version can be found in [67]. A fairly substantial mathematical

presentation is given in the survey [32].
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1.2 Syntax

A basic relevant language L contains a countable list PROP of propositional variables

p, q, r . . . and the logical symbols ∼ (negation), ^ (conjunction), _ (disjunction)

and Ñ (relevant implication).5 A basic relevant language with absurdity comes

from adding K (an absurdity constant) to a basic relevant language. A basic relevant

language with fusion (and absurdity) comes from a basic relevant language by adding

the connectives ˝ (fusion) and t (the Ackermann constant) (and K). Formulas are

constructed in the expected way:

φ ::“ p | K | t | ∼φ | φ^ ψ | φ_ ψ | φÑ ψ | φ ˝ ψ,

where p P PROP.

Formulas of a basic relevant language with absurdity will sometimes be called

basic relevant formulas.

An important remark that the reader should keep in mind is that whenever we

add fusion to our language we will also the Ackermann constant t. The reason for

this has to do with the algebraic interpretation of our logics. As it can be seen from

Definition 33, in the algebras corresponding to the usual relevant logics the element

1 which is the interpretation of t has to be a monoid identity for the operation

corresponding to ˝.

Definition 1. The degree of a relevant formula φ, in symbols, dgpφq, is defined

inductively in the following way:

dgptq = 0,

dgpKq = 0,

dgppq = 0,

dgpφ^ ψq = maxtdgpφq, dgpψqu,

dgpφ_ ψq = maxtdgpφq, dgpψqu,

dgp∼φq = dgpφq,

dgpφÑ ψq = 1`maxtdgpφq, dgpψqu,

dgpφ ˝ ψq = 1`maxtdgpφq, dgpψqu.
5Cf. [2] (pp. XXIII, XXIV). We would like to thank an anonymous referee for the Review

of Symbolic Logic who suggested this definition for “basic” relevant languages. The majority of
the formal systems of relevant logic in the literature are presented without an absurdity constant
(although some exceptions can be found in [24] (Chapter 6)).
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Definition 1 can also be found in [90] (p. 170) or [24] (p. 195) and is well-known

in the literature on relevant logic. It measures the number of nested intensional

symbols in a formula of a relevant language. It is important to remark that though

a negated formula holding or not at a given world will not depend on what goes on

at that world (cf. Definition 2), the connective ∼ is still not regarded as intensional

by the authors of [90], and, hence, it does not increase the degree of a formula.

Let us briefly explain the reason why we have decided to follow this practice.

It is not difficult to see, by inspecting our embedding of relevant languages into

first order languages in §2.1, that there is a correspondence between the degree of a

relevant formula and the quantifier rank (in the standard classical sense) of its first

order translation. However, in all the classes of models we will be considering in

this thesis, iterated applications of the first order translation of ∼ to a given first

order formula will not increase the quantifier rank of the formula past a certain

fixed number as opposed to iterated applications of the first order translations of

˝ and Ñ. So, in a sense, ˝ and Ñ should be as in Definition 1 the only genuinely

degree increasing connectives given the classes of structures we will be considering.

1.3 Semantics

Relevant logic was born, in a sense, connected to modal logic through its relationship

with Lewis’s work on “strict implication”. In this thesis, however, we are more

interested in the connection arising from the Routley-Meyer semantic framework

[93, 91, 92, 90, 24], which has been for a long time the most popular non-algebraic

semantics in relevant logic.

1.3.1 Frames and models

The key thought of the Routley-Meyer semantics is to introduce a ternary accessi-

bility relation R between worlds (points, situations or whatever terminology we find

most appropriate) and stipulate that an entailment φ Ñ ψ holds at a given world

w iff for all worlds v, u such that Rwvu, φ holds at v only if ψ holds at u. To deal

with negation, an operation ˚ on worlds known as the “Routley star” is introduced

and a formula ∼φ is said to hold at a world w iff φ fails at w˚.

This idea is essentially a generalization of the Kripke semantics for the intuition-
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istic implication, ñ. Recall that in that setting we have a binary relation R between

worlds and a formula φ ñ ψ is said to hold at a certain w iff for all v such that

Rwv, we have that if φ holds at v then ψ must hold as well. This gives already some

flexibility in allowing for certain classical validities involving conditional statements

to fail by making the implication symbol intensional rather than extensional as in

classical logic. One example of this is the linearity principle pφ ñ ψq _ pψ ñ φq.

This is one of the paradoxes of material implication (after all, why should there be

some entailment relation holding between any two arbitrary statements?). How-

ever, other paradoxes of material implication such as φ ñ pψ ñ ψq still cannot

be falsified in the intuitionistic setting. A moments reflection shows that the main

obstacle is that the semantics of the conditional forbids worlds where ψ ñ ψ fails.

For this to be possible we would need to have ψ holding at the same time as failing.

This is exactly what is accomplished by the move to a ternary relation, for now,

given Rwvu, φ could hold at v while it fails at u.

One of the possible intuitive meanings of the ternary relation is nicely laid out

by Dunn ([31], p. 200) in the following passage:

In interpreting Rxyz perhaps the best reading is to say that the

combination of the pieces of information x and y (not necessarily the

union) is a piece of information in z [. . . ]. Routley himself called the

x, y, etc., “set-ups” and conceived them as being something like possible

worlds except that they were allowed to be inconsistent and incomplete

[. . . ]. On this reading Rxyz can be regarded as saying that x and y are

compatible according to z, or some such thing.

On the other hand, we can cite Routley and Meyer themselves ([90], p. 202) for an

informal analysis of the Routley star:

We save [. . . ] something like the familiar recursive treatment of nega-

tion by distinguishing a strong and a weak way of affirming a sentence

A in a given set-up. The strong way is to omit the assertion of ∼A.

This yields for each set-up x the complementary set-up x˚, where what

is strongly affirmed in x is weakly affirmed in x˚ and vice versa.

More recent philosophical justifications and applications of the Routley-Meyer

semantics can be found in [6, 63] and [85, 86, 87] respectively.
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The framework has been greatly generalized in [19]. Historically, the idea seems

to have occurred first to Routley and it happened to generalize a setting indepen-

dently developed by Urquhart [103]. Meyer collaborated with Routley to make his

idea precise and obtain completeness results for certain well-known systems of rele-

vant logic, hence the name “Routley-Meyer semantics”. Fine [38], Maksimova [62]

and Gabbay [44] (chapter 15) are other authors who proposed and studied essen-

tially the same semantics at about the same time. As with modal logic and possible

worlds semantics, priority is somewhat difficult to fully asses but the fact that sev-

eral writers came up with fundamentally the same idea looks like a testimony to

the naturalness of the approach.

We will more or less follow the presentation of the Routley-Meyer semantics

given in [90]. In this setting, a frame for L is a structure F “ xW,R, ˚, Oy, where

W is a non-empty set, O a non-empty subset of W , ˚ is an operation ˚ : W ÝÑ W ,

and R Ď W ˆW ˆW . A model M for L is just a frame F together with a valuation

function V : PROP ÝÑ ℘pW q.6

In what follows we will abbreviate Dzpz P O^Rzxyq by x ď y. This is standard

practice in relevant logic.

Definition 2. We define the expression φ is satisfied at w in M recursively as

follows:

M,w , K never,

M,w , t iff for some z P O, z ď w,

M,w , p iff w P V ppq,

M,w , ∼φ iff M,w˚ . φ,

M,w , φ^ ψ iff M,w , φ and M,w , ψ,

M,w , φ_ ψ iff M,w , φ or M,w , ψ,

M,w , φÑ ψ iff for every a, b such that Rwab, if M,a , φ then M, b , ψ,

M,w , φ ˝ ψ iff there are a, b such that Rabw, M,a , φ and M, b , ψ.

A formula φ is said to be true in a model M if M, z , φ for all z P O. φ is said

to be valid in a frame F (in symbols F , φ) if φ is true in any model M based on F.

When w is an arbitrary world of F, we also write F, w , φ to mean that for every

6Generally, we will use ℘ to denote the powerset operation.
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model M based on F, M,w , φ. Given a class K of frames (models) we say that a

formula φ is valid over K if φ is valid (true) in every frame (model) of K.

Before going further, let us say a word about the satisfaction condition for the

Ackermann constant t, which can look a bit mysterious. The idea here is that,

provided our models satisfy certain semantic postulates (those for B˝t-models or

stronger postulates), the worlds where t holds are such that everything true in the

model (according to the definition in the previous paragraph) holds in them as well.

This will follow from the so called Hereditary Lemma (Lemma 4 below), which

requires our models to satisfy postulates such as those for B˝t-models.

As in modal logic, given that satisfaction underlies the concepts of truth and

validity, the basic semantic units in relevant logic are pointed models, that is, pairs

pM,wq where w is some distinguished element of W , namely the world at which we

are evaluating formulas at a particular time.

Note that K gives us a means to define the empty class of models, while J “df

p∼Kq allows defining the class of all models since it is invariably true (for recall

that K invariably fails at w˚ for any w). The presence of an absurdity constant

is rather essential for most results in this thesis. As we will see later (§3.5), the

question of expressive power at the level of models for relevant languages without

K has no reasonable model-theoretic answer in the sense of a result having the

shape characterizations of expressive power take in standard model theory. Kit Fine

pointed out to us that this does not mean that some other kind of characterization

is impossible. This is, of course, true but we are not aware of any such attempt in

any other area of logic.

1.3.2 A connection with arrow logic

In analogy with modal logic, basic relevant languages can be regarded as local lan-

guages to talk about certain more familiar mathematical structures such as groups.

For instance, any group xG,ˆ, pq´1, 1y can be interpreted as a Routley-Meyer frame

in the following way:

W “ G,

R “ txx, y, zy : xy “ zu,

˚ “ txx, yy : x´1 “ yu,

9



O “ t1u.

Similarly, Routley-Meyer frames are just particular instances of what are known

as arrow frames in modal logic (cf. [22], p. 23). An arrow frame is a structure

F “ xW,C,R, Iy such that W is a non-empty set of worlds while C,R and I are

ternary, binary and unary relations on W , respectively. The intuitive picture behind

these creatures is that W is a collection of “arrows” like in category theory7, while

C is a relation of composition, R relates and arrow to its inverse (when defined)

and, finally, I picks out the identity arrows of W . The arrow language has the form:

φ ::“ p | K |  φ | b φ | φ^ ψ | φ ˝ ψ| 1,

where p P PROP. Satisfaction is defined at structures M “ xF, V y (where V is a

valuation as before) as:

M,w , K never,

M,w , p iff w P V ppq,

M,w , 1 iff w P I,

M,w , bφ iff M, v , φ for some v with Rwv,

M,w ,  φ iff M,w . φ,

M,w , φ^ ψ iff M,w , φ and M,w , ψ,

M,w , φ ˝ ψ iff there are a, b such that Rwab, M,a , φ and M, b , ψ.

First, it is not difficult to see how a basic relevant language with absurdity can

be embedded into an arrow language for Routley-Meyer models in an entirely sat-

isfaction preserving way. It suffices to consider the following translation function

τ :

τpKq = K

τppq = p

τp∼φq = b τpφq

τpφ^ ψq = τpφq ^ τpψq

τpφ_ ψq =  p τpφq ^  τpψqq

τpφÑ ψq =  pτpφq ˝  τpψqq.

7The collection of morphisms of a category with sufficient structure can be seen as the collection
of worlds for an arrow logic frame.
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If, moreover, we expand the arrow language by adding a backwards looking ˝ (let

us call it ˝´1), then we can extend this embedding to the relevant language with the

Ackermann constant and fusion in the natural way, that is, identifying the relevant

fusion connective with ˝´1 and putting τptq “ 1 ˝´1 1.8

1.3.3 Some classes of models

It is important to keep in mind that so far we have only introduced the structures

relevant languages are used to talk about in the Routley-Meyer semantic framework,

not the class of structures with respect to which a particular relevant system (like

B, R or T ´to be formally introduced in §1.4) is meant to be sound (and perhaps

complete). The main concern in this thesis will be with the language of relevant logic

and its semantics rather than with formal systems for relevant logic (the literature

on the latter is already abundant). However, we will still define some special classes

of models corresponding to particular formal systems of relevant logic since we will

have a fair deal to say about them below. For instance, the class of De Morgan

models (Definition 3) will play an essential role in §6.

Let xW,R, ˚, V, Oy be a Routley-Meyer model. We will abreviate the claim that

there is a u such that Rxyu and Ruzv as R2pxyqzv, and the claim that there is a

u such that Rxuv and Ryzu as R2xpyzqv. Now, we will start by introducing De

Morgan models.

Definition 3. (De Morgan-frames/models) Consider a basic relevant language pos-

sibly with absurdity L. A structure xW,R, ˚, Oy is called a De Morgan-frame if ˚ is

an involution, that is, if for any x P W :

(i) x “ x˚˚.

A De Morgan-model for L comes from adding any valuation V to a De Morgan-

frame.

The formal system determined by this class of models lies between the weak

entailment systems ,0 and ,1 studied in [44] (Chapter 15) and it contains DML

from [90] (p. 110).

8However, over some particular classes of Routley-Meyer structures, we might not need to
expand the language of arrow logic to get the embedding. For example if the conditions “x ď y
and x P O only if y P O” and “x ď x” hold in our models, we can put τptq simply as 1.
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Definition 4. (B-frames/models) Consider a basic relevant language possibly with

absurdity L. A structure xW,R, ˚, Oy is called a B-frame if for any x, y, z, v P W :

(i) x ď x,

(ii) x ď v and Rvyz implies that Rxyz,

(iii) x “ x˚˚,

(iv) x ď y only if y˚ ď x˚,

where ď is defined as above. A B-model for L comes from adding to a B-frame a

valuation function V such that for every p P PROP, V ppq is upward closed under the

ď relation, that is,

x P V ppq and x ď y implies that y P V ppq.

The system known as B based on L is sound and complete with respect to the

class of B-models (cf. [90], pp. 305-318).

Definition 5. (R-frames/models) Consider a basic relevant language possibly with

absurdity L. A structure xW,R, ˚, Oy is called an R-frame if it is a B-frame where

condition (iv) is strengthened to

(iv)1 for any z P W , Rzxy only if Rzy˚x˚,

and, furthermore, for any x, y, z, v P W :

(v) R2pxyqzv only if R2xpyzqv,

(vi) Rxxx,

(vii) Rxyz only if Ryxz.

An R-model for L is an R-frame together with a valuation V such that for every

p P PROP, V ppq is upward closed under ď.

The system R based on L is sound and complete with respect to the class of

R-models (cf. [90], pp. 305-318).

Definition 6. (RM-frames/models) Consider a basic relevant language possibly

with absurdity L. A structure xW,R, ˚, Oy is called an RM-frame if it is an R-frame

and for any x, y, z P W :
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(v) Rxyz only if either x ď z or y ď z.

An RM-model for L is an RM-frame together with a valuation V such that for

every p P PROP, V ppq is upward closed under ď.

The system RM based on L (called by Meyer “the laboratory of relevant logic”

([30], p. 81) is sound and complete with respect to the class of RM-models (cf.

[90], pp. 305-318).

Definition 7. (B˝t-frames/models) Consider a basic relevant language with fusion

(and with or without absurdity) L. A structure xW,R, ˚, Oy is called a B˝t–frame

if for any x, y, z, v P W :

(i) x ď x,

(ii) If x ď y and Ryzv then Rxzv,

(iii) If x ď y and Rzyv then Rzxv,

(iv) If x ď y and Rzvx then Rzvy,

(v) If x ď y then y˚ ď x˚,

(vi) x “ x˚˚.

(vii) O is upwards closed under ď.

Condition (vii) is included to make our lives easier when dealing with the duality

theory of relevant logic. A B˝t–model for L comes from adding to a B˝t–frame a

valuation function V such that for every p P PROP, V ppq is upward closed under the

ď relation, that is,

x P V ppq and x ď y implies that y P V ppq.

The system known as B˝t based on L is sound and complete with respect to the

class of B˝t-models (cf. [24], Theorem 9.5.2).

Example 1. The structure xW,R, ˚, Oy where

W “ t0u

˚ “ tx0, 0yu
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R “ tx0, 0, 0yu

O “ t0u

is a trivial example of an RM-frame (and hence an R-frame and a B-frame). In a

sense, it is simply a classical model for propositional logic.

Example 2. The structure xW,R, ˚, Oy where

W “ t0, 1u

˚ “ tx0, 1y, x1, 0yu

R “ tx0, 0, 0y, x0, 1, 0y, x0, 1, 1y, x1, 0, 0y, x1, 0, 1y, x1, 1, 0y, x1, 1, 1yu

O “ t0u

is another example of an RM-frame. The verification of this is trivial but rather

tedious and the reader might find helpful to use an automated theorem prover like

PROVER9.9

Example 3. An even more tiresome instance of Definition 5 is the structure

xW,R, ˚, Oy where

W “ t0, 1, 2, 3u

˚ “ tx0, 1y, x1, 0y, x2, 3y, x3, 2yu

R “ tx0, 0, 0y, x0, 0, 2y, x0, 1, 0y, x0, 1, 1y, x0, 1, 2y, x0, 2, 2y, x0, 3, 0y, x0, 3, 1y, x0, 3, 2y,

x0, 3, 3y, x1, 0, 0y, x1, 0, 1y, x1, 0, 2y, x1, 1, 0y, x1, 1, 1y, x1, 1, 2y, x1, 2, 2y, x1, 3, 0y, x1, 3, 1y,

x1, 3, 2y, x1, 3, 3y, x2, 0, 2y, x2, 1, 2y, x2, 2, 2y, x2, 3, 0y, x2, 3, 1y, x2, 3, 2y, x2, 3, 3y, x3, 0, 0y,

x3, 0, 1y, x3, 0, 2y, x3, 0, 3y, x3, 1, 0y, x3, 1, 1y, x3, 1, 2y, x3, 1, 3y, x3, 2, 0y, x3, 2, 1y, x3, 2, 2y,

x3, 2, 3y, x3, 3, 0y, x3, 3, 1y, x3, 3, 2y, x3, 3, 3yu

O “ t0u.

9The software can be downloaded from https://www.cs.unm.edu/ mccune/mace4/.
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The variable sharing property ([1], pp. 32-33) is almost a folklore requirement

for any formal system of relevant logic. The property states that whenever φ Ñ ψ

is a theorem then φ and ψ must share some propositional variable in common. It is

a necessary property but by no means sufficient for a logic to qualify as relevant.10

When our language has K, the principle fails quite easily since K Ñ θ (for arbitrary

θ) would be a theorem, tempting one to claim that no system involving K should

qualify as a system of relevant logic.

However, Yang [108] has suggested recently the strong implicit relevance property

as a nice substitute of the variable sharing property that would allow for systems

containing K.11 The idea is basically that K is to be understood informally more or

less as the conjunction of all propositions in our language, so, indeed, the theorem

K Ñ θ does, in sense, have some propositional variable appearing in both K and θ

(since θ appears in K as one of its conjuncts). Nevertheless, one has to be careful in

what we mean by a proposition here. For starters, K cannot count as a proposition.

For it would have to appear as a proper part of itself! Regular syntax as presented

in, say, this thesis makes the subformula relation well-founded (the reason for this

is roughly that the possibility of perfoming induction on formula complexity is

equivalent to a least subformula principle). So, in fact, K is to be understood as

the disjunction of all propositional variables.

The following well-known proposition is traditionally proven by induction on

formula complexity (see [90], Lemma 4.1). It is, however, a consequence also of

more general results from §2.3.

Lemma 4. (Hereditary Lemma) Let L be a basic relevant language (with fusion)

possibly with absurdity. For any relevant formula φ, B(B˝t)-model M , and worlds

x, y of M , x ď y implies that M,x , φ only if M, y , φ.

An immediate consequence of this lemma is the following fact, which is par-

ticularly nice if we are trying to establish a certain implication as true in a given

model.

10For a trivial example, consider a system with no rules other than substitution and, say,
ppÑ qq _ pq Ñ pq as sole axiom. Clearly, there are no theorems in this boring system with Ñ as
main connective, so the variable sharing property is trivially satisfied. However, ppÑ qq_pq Ñ pq
is one of the paradoxes of material implication.

11Many thanks to an anonymous referee for the Logic Journal of the IGPL who suggested Yang’s
solution to this problem.
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Corollary 5. Let L be a basic relevant language (with fusion) possibly with ab-

surdity. For any relevant implication φÑ ψ, B(B˝t)-model M : (1) for every world

x P O, M,x , φÑ ψ iff (2) for each y P W , M, y , φ only if M, y , ψ.

Proof. p1q ùñ p2q: Suppose that (1) and take y P W such that M, y , φ. But we

have that y ď y, so certainly M, y , ψ.

p2q ùñ p1q: Assume now that (2) and let x P O, Rxyz and M, y , φ. By the

Hereditary Lemma, since y ď z, we also must have that M, z , φ. But then using

our assumption that (2) holds, we get that M, z , ψ as desired.

1.4 Completeness

A traditional test of adequacy for a proposed semantics in a given logical subject is

soundness (i.e., that all theorems are semantic validities) and completeness (i.e., that

all semantic validities are indeed theorems) for the most prominent formal systems

in the field. The Routley-Meyer framework has been tremendously successful in

this regard when it comes to the propositional level.

At this point we should present some of the best known theories of relevant

implication which can be found in the literature. We will confine our attention to

basic relevant languages as systems based on these are the most frequent in the

literature.

Recall that a Hilbert calculus is formed by a set of axioms or postulates and a

set of rules. The Hilbert-style system B has axioms and rules as follows (cf. [90],

p. 287).

Axioms

1. pÑ p

2. pp^ qq Ñ p

3. pp^ qq Ñ q

4. pppÑ qq ^ ppÑ rqq Ñ ppÑ pq ^ rqq

5. pÑ pp_ qq
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6. q Ñ pp_ qq

7. pppÑ rq ^ pq Ñ rqq Ñ ppp_ qq Ñ rq

8. pp^ pq _ rqq Ñ ppp^ qq _ pp^ rqq

9. ∼∼pÑ p

Rules

MP: φ, φÑ ψ{ψ.

Adj: φ, ψ{φ^ ψ.

Preff: φÑ ψ{pχÑ φq Ñ pχÑ ψq.

Suff: φÑ ψ{pψ Ñ χq Ñ pφÑ χq.

Cont: pφÑ ∼ψq{pψ Ñ ∼φq.

The symbol “{” means that whenever the formulas on the left are provable, then

we can infer the formula on the right as well.

A rule of substitution will be needed in our systems, that is, we assume

that whenever a formula φpp0, . . . , pnq (where p0, . . . , pn are the propositional

variables appearing in φ) is provable in the system, then we can conclude that

φpψ0{p0, . . . , ψn{pnq, the result of substituting uniformly the formulas ψ0, . . . , ψn

for p0, . . . , pn in φ, is also provable.

The system DK is B plus the axioms:

10. p_∼p

11. ppÑ qq ^ pq Ñ rq Ñ ppÑ rq

12. ppÑ ∼qq Ñ pq Ñ ∼pq

The calculus DL is DK with the addition of the following axiom:

13. ppÑ ∼pq Ñ ∼p.

The famous “system of relevant implication” R comes from B+ Axiom 12 by adding:
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14. ppÑ qq Ñ ppq Ñ rq Ñ ppÑ rqq

15. ppÑ qq Ñ ppr Ñ pq Ñ pr Ñ qqq

16. ppÑ ppÑ qqq Ñ ppÑ qq.

17. ppÑ pq Ñ rqq Ñ pq Ñ ppÑ rqq.

Observe that in this system the rules Preff, Suff and Cont respectively redundant,

so we might as well remove them. If we remove Axiom 16 from our list for R, we

obtain the system RW.

Finally, RM, is the result of adding to R the mingle axiom:

15. pÑ ppÑ pq.

Theorem 6. (Soundness and Completeness) If K is the class of frames correspond-

ing to any of the above described formal systems L, then, for all F P K, F , φ iff

φ is a theorem of L.

Proof. This is shown in various places, to give one example, [90] (pp. 305-318).

For soundness we simply need to proceed by induction on the length of a proof.

The proof of completeness is a standard canonical model construction but with

some twists that makes it certainly more complex than, say, the analogous proof

for traditional systems of modal logic like K,S4 or S5. For one thing, observe how

many semantic conditions we need to check already at the level of B. But also,

as in intuitionistic logic given the absence of boolean negation, the worlds of the

canonical model need to be prime theories (that is, theories such that if φ_ψ is in

them then either φ or ψ must be in them also) rather than complete theories as in

modal logic.

1.5 Relevant and classical logic

We will normally say, given a certain class of structures K, that a language L is a

fragment or is contained in another language L1 if for every formula φ of L there is

a formula φ1 of L1 such that φ and φ1 are satisfied in exactly the same structures of

K.
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As we will see below, there are essentially two ways of looking at relevant lan-

guages as fragments of classical languages in the Routley-Meyer semantic frame-

work, depending on whether we focus our attention on models or on frames. Rele-

vant languages can be regarded either as fragments of monadic second order logic or

as fragments of first order logic. At the level of frames, they cannot be understood

as fragments of first order logic since they become indeed incomparable (in the

sense that neither is a fragment of the other) with first order logic. The situation is

depicted by the following diagrams where RL represents the languages of relevant

logic, FOL first order languages and MSOL monadic second order languages.

RL

FOL

MSOL

Figure 1.1: Relevant languages from the perspective of Routley-Meyer models
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RL FOL

MSOL

Figure 1.2: Relevant languages from the perspective of Routley-Meyer frames

One needs to be careful when interpreting these expressive inclusions of relevant

languages in classical languages philosophically. We should be wary of an unfair

reductionism. Relevant languages are not reducible to extensional languages at the

heart of strongly committed relevant logicians (cf. Meyer [69]). Such reduction is

necessary as a technical tool (which, for instance, allows us to provide counterex-

amples to proposed theorems) but it should not be mistaken for the whole story.

To put it in the words of Bob Meyer:

The “worlds semantics” arose in response to the claim that, for non-

classical systems of logic to be “intelligible”, a truth functional semantics

was required. For, after all, those of us already philosophically commit-

ted to relevant logics did not require any further evidence for the justified

true belief that our systems made sense. Least of all did we require ev-

idence that presupposes “extensionalist” or “empiricist” philosophical

commitments that we don’t share. So, at least so far as my own involve-

ment in the relevant semantical project was concerned, the aim was to

“preach to the Gentiles in their own tongue”. Granted, having provided

the Gentiles with the truth functional explication of relevant logics that

they claimed to seek, most of them have decided, as Routley observed,

that the sort of explication proffered was not what they had in mind.

Still, Routley and I are entitled to feel a bit miffed about having been
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taken to task for preaching in Classicalese to the Classicalists. For it is

they, and not we, who hold the view that only Classicalise makes sense;

and that, for anything else to make sense, it must have a Classicalese

translation. ([69], p. 1)

The message here is that true believers in the relevant enterprise already knew

what the relevant conditional was supposed to mean. A semantics given in first

order logic was not necessary in the same sense that in first order logic we do not

need to give the semantics of “and” in terms of, say, some non-classical language.

This is, admittedly, a rather thorny issue but we do not wish to dwell on it. It is

discussed in a number of places, for instance, [65] (Chapter 10), [24] (Appendix) and,

much more recently, [106].12 In [65], Mares puts forward an argument as to why,

even if one is a committed relevantist, it may be fine to proceed with classical logic

in our metatheory.13 The upshot is that the argument justifies the use of a classical

metatheory as long as it is a “Hilbert-style deduction system where theorems are

deduced from strongly consistent set of axioms and rules (and which is so that we

have a good reason to believe that it is strongly consistent)” ([65], p. 188). In our

case we are using ZFC, as is standardly done.

The reduction to classical logic does make relevant logic a much less esoteric field

comforting people in the fact that they do not need any special vague intuitions to

grasp what (at least part of) relevant logic is about. It suffices to understand what

first order logic or monadic second order logic are about.

Finally, it is interesting to remark that even in the setting of Figure 1. 1 (where

no second order quantifiers have been brought into the picture), relevant languages

are indeed fairly complex creatures: they form undecidable fragments of first order

logic. That is, there is no decision procedure that would determine whether a given

first order formula is a relevant formula or not (Theorem 37 below).

12In the wider setting of logics where disjunctive syllogism is rejected but perhaps some para-
doxes of material implication are admitted, see [78] (Postcript) and [107].

13The interested reader is welcome to check the somewhat lengthy details in Chapter 10 of [65].
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1.6 A historical note

We would like to stress that, in these pages, our interest in relevant logic is largely

semantic, where by a semantics for a given language L we simply mean a definition

of satisfaction for the formulas of L in structures of a certain signature. This is in

contrast to the way the discipline has developed over its more than sixty years of ex-

istence, most important studies focusing on more or less syntactic or computational

properties of numerous formal systems of relevant logic (recent interesting examples

being [43, 88, 21, 20]). As we explained in §1.1, relevant logic had at its beginnings

a strong proof-theoretic motivation, which is what has justified the course taken

by the field. The literature also contains model-theoretically motivated studies of

(sometimes fragments of) relevant languages such as [30, 99, 35, 102, 42] but this

area of relevant logic can be seen to be still very much in its infancy. This sort

of situation is, of course, not unique to relevant logic; first order logic itself went

through a similar process as did modal logic.

In the case of first order logic, we believe it worthwhile to cite Poizat ([77], p.

xxvii) on this issue for the classical setting:

Model theory involves very little syntax; the gist of its study is at

the level of semantics. It is thus contrasted with theoretical computer

science, of which an essential component is the algorithmic study of

languages, which is principally syntactic. We see that it is natural to

approach logic with model theory, as it is common practice in mathe-

matics to give priority to substantial contents over formal developments.

However, this is a rather new view point; for our predecessors, the object

of logic was to study not what was satisfied by a given structure, but

more often what was true (the “model” of reference being the whole uni-

verse of our ideas, inaccessible though it may be), as well as the manner

in which we can prove it true. They therefore needed to insist on the

formalization of the language, giving the leading part to the implication

symbol, which plays a central role in deductive systems; the axiom-

atizations, the formal rules of proof, the “effective” nature of certain

processes, were all at the center of their preoccupations.
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So logicians working in the first half of the 20th century were mostly concerned

about issues of provability and other syntactic notions for there was the feeling that

they were uncovering truths about some fixed background unique model (maybe

the ever-so elusive realm of abstract objects where all mathematical objects live).

Some might have even been working under the formalistic slogan that “truth is

proof”. No doubt that the independence results in set theory in the 1960s ´such as

Cohen’s and Gödel’s results on the Continuum Hypothesis´ must have contributed

to a change in perspective from a philosophical standpoint since structures proved

themselves to be much more complex than could be captured in any of our favorite

formal systems.

On the other hand, for modal logic, the authors of [22] have offered a rather neat

description of its historical development in three phases: the syntactic (1918-1959),

the classical (1959-1972) and modern (1972-present) eras (cf. [22], pp. 37-48). In

particular, the classical era was dominated by work on completeness theory using

the new and shiny relational semantics. However, the authors of [22] (pp. 43-44)

explain that

the classic era took over many of the goals of the syntactic era. Modal

investigations still revolved round much the same group of concepts: ne-

cessity, belief, obligation and time. Moreover, although modal research

in the classical was certainly not syntactical, it was, by and large, syn-

tactically driven. That is ´with the notable exception of the temporal

tradition´ relational semantics seems to have been largely viewed as a

tool for analyzing logics: soundness results could distinguish logics, and

completeness results could give them nice characterizations. Relational

structures, in short, were not really there to be described ´they were

there to fulfill an analytic role.

Borrowing the above historical classification, one could say that relevant logic is

just recently stepping into its modern era, after the work in [82], where a number

of tools to study the expressivity of relevant languages were introduced. The field

is just coming out of its classical era as an examination of the topics covered in the
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four most famous references ([2, 1, 90, 24]) in the area would show. This is no doubt

due to the particular interests of the limited number of people working in the area.

We wish to reiterate that work on completeness theorems, which has been around

for a long time in relevant logic (see §1.4), is not purely semantical in nature.

There is an obvious important semantical component to such results; however their

motivation is syntactical for we are looking to see if a particular syntactic object

(a logical calculus) offers a proof (which is a syntactic concept, having to do with

manipulation of symbols in a certain way) of everything that the semantics claims

to be valid.14

Hence, it seems like so far most of the work in relevant logic has been done

with more or less syntactical motivations. We are interested in approaching the

subject in a purely semantical way via the Routley-Meyer framework. We are only

14In classical model theory, for instance, it is not the completeness theorem of first order logic
that is useful but rather compactness since completeness depends on our choice of formal axioma-
tization of first order logic (hence, its syntactical motivation). In the words of Poizat ([77], p. 52)
again:

[Compactness] is a much more essential and primordial result (and thus also less
sophisticated) than Gödel’s completeness theorem, which states that we can formalize
deduction in a certain arithmetic way; it is an error of method to deduce it from the
latter. [. . . ] It is undoubtedly more “logical”, but it is inconvenient, to require the
student to absorb a system of formal deduction, ultimately quite arbitrary, which can
be justified only much later when we can show that it indeed represents the notion
of semantic consequence. We should not lose sight of the fact that the formalisms
have no raison d’être except insofar as they are adequate for representing notions of
substance.

A referee for this thesis points out that, from the philosophical standpoint of relevant logic,
indeed the question of compactness is rather subtle. Compactness in the usual form “if the
collection of formulas Γ is finitely satisfiable, that is, each of its finite subsets is satisfiable at some
world in a model, then the whole of Γ is going to be satisfied at some world in some model” might
hide irrelevances when interpreted from the point of view of consequence relations. The reason is
that with a finitary consequence relation, when Γ is infinite, certainly most of Γ’s members will be
unnecessary for any deduction of some formula from Γ. What would be required is some sort of
intensional connection between the members of Γ (such as an infinitary fusion connective linking
them all). Suppose that we introduce an infinitary fusion connective with a semantics as follows.
Let ˝Γ “ γ0 ˝ pγ1 ˝ p. . . q . . . qu, and say that ˝Γ is satisfied at w iff there are v0, v1, v3, . . . such
that Rv0v1w, Rv2v3v1, . . . and γ0 holds at v0, γ1 ˝ pγ2 ˝ p. . . q . . . q holds at v1, γ1 holds at v2 and
γ2 ˝ pγ3 ˝ p. . . q . . . q holds at v3, etc. In that sense the “relevant” form of compactness would be
something like ”if for any finite Γ0 Ď Γ, ˝Γ0 (that is the result of linking the members of Γ0 with
a fusioon connective) is satisfied at some world in some model, then ˝Γ is satisfied at some world
in some model”. Although from an intutitive point of view this seems sensible, making it precise
is a non-trivial task and we leave it for future work.
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interested in particular formal systems of relevant logic insofar as they isolate a

given famous class of Routley-Meyer structures. In these pages, structures come

first. We hope that this work will deepen our understanding of the Routley-Meyer

semantic framework. The question would be how much exploring the Routley-Meyer

universe contributes to the original goals of relevant logic as a field. In our opinion,

relevant logic has grown much bigger than its original form, very much as modal

logic did.

1.7 Overview

Next we will offer the reader a map of the land where they are about to adventure,

with the hope that it will make their journey easier.

The first part of this dissertation is devoted to investigating the simplest rele-

vant languages around: finitary propositional languages. In §2, we will introduce

the fundamental model-theoretic machinery that will be used throughout the rest

of the thesis. In particular, we provide the “standard” translation of propositional

relevant languages into first order logic, establish some fundamental facts on com-

pactness and review the concepts of bounded morphisms, generated submodels,

disjoint unions and the unraveling construction. The most important idea that we

present in this chapter is the notion of a relevant directed bisimulation, which con-

stitutes the backbone of the majority of the work in these pages. In §3, we start with

the true substance of these pages: we present the idea of using a preservation the-

orem to characterize the expressive power of relevant languages. The fundamental

result that we establish says that a first order formula is equivalent to the trans-

lation of a finitary propositional relevant formula iff it is preserved under relevant

directed bisimulations. In §4 we characterize the classes of pointed Routley-Meyer

models which can be defined by formulas in simple propositional relevant languages

using ultraproducts and relevant directed bisimulations. In §5 we obtain similar

results for the restricted class of Bt˝-models replacing ultraproducts by prime filter

extensions. In §6, we concentrate our attention on the particular class of De Mor-

gan Routely-Meyer models which allows us to give a Lindström theorem for basic
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relevant languages interpreted over this class of models.

On the other hand, the second part of this dissertation looks at some natural

extensions of the simplest propositional relevant languages, namely infinitary and

quantificational extensions. In §7, we present infinitary extensions of relevant lan-

guages, prove analogues of a couple of famous results from infinitary logic such

as Karp’s and Scott’s theorems as well as results on incompactness and failure of

strong completeness. To end the chapter, we establish an interpolation theorem

which lets us characterize infinitary relevant formulas as as a fragment of standard

infinitary logic. In §8, we study the expressive power of quantificational relevant

languages, characterizing it this time using the concept of a world-object relevant

directed bisimulation. Finally, in §9, we make an incursion in relevant correspon-

dence theory. We show that certain characterizations in terms of ultraproducts of

classes of frames axiomatizable in first order logic from modal logic carry over to

the setting of relevant logic. We also establish that not all classes of Routley-Meyer

frames definable in relevant logic are axiomatizable in first order logic and provide

a Sahlqvist correspondence theorem allowing us to identify a decent number which

are.
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Part I

Finitary Propositional Languages
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Chapter 2

Beginning model theory for

relevant languages

In this chapter we will start by discussing the standard semantic embedding of

relevant languages into first order languages, which will lead to a study of the com-

pactness theorem in the Routley-Meyer framework. Furthermore, we will introduce

some model-theoretic constructions and relations that will underpin the remainder

of our work.

The most important notion introduced is that of a relevant directed bisimulation,

which will play the same roles as bisimulation does in modal logic (cf. [82], Chapter

13). Indeed, all the other relations and constructions introduced have relevant

directed bisimulations as an implicit part in the sense that from the other model-

theoretic relations (namely bounded morphisms) one can define a relevant directed

bisimulation and that between the constructions of generated submodels, disjoint

unions and unravelings a natural relevant directed bisimulation between the original

model(s) and the constructed new structure exists.
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2.1 Translation into classical languages

Take now a first order language (that is, a language with a countable list of indi-

vidual variables x, y, z, . . . and the following logical symbols: ^ (conjunction), _

(disjunction),  (boolean negation), Ą (material implication), D (existential quanti-

fier), @ (universal quantifier) and (if necessary) “ (equality or identity)) that comes

with one function symbol ˚, a distinguished three place relation symbol R, a unary

predicate O, and a unary predicate P for each p P PROP. Following the tradition

in modal logic, we might call this a correspondence language Lcorr for L (cf. [22]).

Now we can read a model M as a first order model for Lcorr in a straightforward

way: W is taken as the domain of the structure, V specifies the denotation of each

of the predicates P,Q, . . . , while ˚ is the denotation of the function symbol ˚ of

Lcorr (in what follows we will write x˚ instead of the customary ˚pxq), the subset

O of W the denotation of the obvious unary predicate and R the denotation of the

relation R of Lcorr.

At this point, we should warn the reader that, in this thesis, by first order logic

we will almost always mean the class of all classical first order languages expand-

ing the signature of the correspondence first order language Lcorr of L (including

the empty expansion). This follows the tradition of regarding “logics” as model-

theoretic languages (cf. the usage in [51], p. 28).

Where t is a term in the first order correspondence language, we write φt{x for

the result of replacing x with t everywhere in the formula φ. As expected, it is

easy to specify a translation (perhaps first put forward by Meyer [69]) from the

formulas of the basic relevant language with absurdity (and fusion) into formulas

of first order logic with one free variable as follows:
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TxpKq = Rxxx^ Rxxx

Txptq = Dy, zpOz ^Oy ^Rzyxq

Txppq = Px

Txp∼φq =  Txpφq
x˚{x

Txpφ^ ψq = Txpφq ^ Txpψq

Txpφ_ ψq = Txpφq _ Txpψq

TxpφÑ ψq = @y, zpRxyz ^ Txpφq
y{x Ą Txpψq

z{xq

Txpφ ˝ ψq = Dy, zpRyzx^ Txpφq
y{x ^ Txpψq

z{xq.

The choice of the contradiction translating K is inessential, any other contradiction

would have given an equivalent translation. The symbols  and Ą should, of course,

not be confused with∼ andÑ, the former being the negation and conditional of first

order logic while the latter are the corresponding symbols for relevant languages.

By the relevant fragment of first order logic we mean the set of formulas logically

equivalent (in the sense of first order logic, that is, φpxq and ψpxq are equivalent

for any element a in a any structure M , we have that φpaq holds in M iff ψpaq

holds) to a formula in tTxpφq : φ is a relevant formulau. With harmless ambiguity,

formulas in this fragment of first order logic might be also called relevant formulas.

One can notice that the translation can effectively be adjusted to take place in the

three variable fragment of the correspondence language.

Next we prove a lemma to the effect that our proposed translation is adequate.

In what follows we will make free use of this lemma since it works as a useful

bridge between first order languages and relevant languages. Note that while ,

stands for satisfaction as defined for basic relevant languages with absurdity, ( is

the usual Tarskian satisfaction relation from classical logic. In particular, when φ

is a first order formula and a a sequence of elements of a first order model M “

xD,PM
0 , PM

1 , . . . y, M ( φras means that the sequence a satisfies the formula φ in

M according to the usual recursive definition:

M,w ( Pnras iff a P PM
n

M,w (  φras iff M,w * φras

M,w ( pφ^ ψqras iff M,w ( φras and M,w ( ψras

M,w ( @xφras iff for every b P D, M,w ( φrabs.
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The reader should keep in mind the difference between ,,( and $ since we will

make use of all three below.

Lemma 7. (Switch Lemma) For any w, M,w , φ if and only if M ( Txpφqrws.

Proof. Simply note that φ and Txpφq express the same thing about w in M . Strictly

speaking, this would be established by a routine induction on formula complexity.

We borrowed the name of the above lemma from [15] (p. 76) where the modal

case is discussed. One important advantage of building this bridge between first

order logic and propositional relevant logic is that it enables one to use model-

theoretic results from first order logic in relevant logic.

The translation from propositional relevant logic into first order logic also pro-

vides a new way to look at propositional relevant languages with absurdity, namely

as the fragments preserved under relevant directed bisimulations of their correspon-

dence first order languages (which will be the focus of §3).

Hence, without loss of generality, we could switch to the following alternative

presentation of L:

φ ::“ Px | Rxxx ^  Rxxx | DvpOv ^ v ď xq |  φx
˚{x | φ ^ ψ | φ _

ψ | @y, zpRxyz ^ φy{x Ą ψz{xq | Dy, zpRyzx^ φy{x ^ ψz{xq.

This style is followed by De Rijke for basic modal languages in a place like [83] and

it has become familiar among modal logicians.

We will say that a formula φ1 of Lcorr corresponds to (or is a correspondent of) a

relevant formula φ if for any Routley-Meyer frame F, F , φ iff F ( φ1. A formula ψ

of Lcorr locally corresponds to a relevant formula φ if for any Routley-Meyer frame

F and world w of F, F, w , φ iff F ( ψrws.

If we abbreviate the formula @x, ypPx ^ x ď y Ą Pyq of Lcorr which expresses

that the value of a given predicate P is upward closed under ď (recall that the
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formula x ď y abbreviates in turn DzpOz^Rzxyq) by UpďpP q, the next proposition

is easily established using the Switch Lemma.

Lemma 8. (Second Order Switch Lemma) Let L be a basic relevant language (with

fusion) possibly with absurdity. For any relevant formula φpp1, . . . , pnq of L, Routley-

Meyer frame F in the class of B-frames (B˝t-frames ) and world w of F, the fol-

lowing holds:

(i) F , φ iff F ( @y@P1, . . . , PnppOy ^
Ź

0ăiăn UpďpPiqq Ą Txpφq
y{xq 1

(ii) F, w , φ iff F ( @P1, . . . , Pnpp
Ź

0ăiăn UpďpPiqq Ą Txpφqqrws.

So, at the level of frames and validity, relevant languages can be seen as frag-

ments of monadic second order logic as opposed to fragments of first order logic

at the level of models. To be precise, fixing a relevant language L, the “relevant

fragment” of monadic second order logic over the class of B(B˝t)-frames can be

taken to be any formula equivalent to a formula in the set of universal second order

formulas:

t@P1, . . . , Pnp
Ź

0ăiăn UpďpPiq Ą Txpφqq : φ is a formula of Lu.

We need to remark that, at the level of frames, the main semantic concept

being that of validity, we focus our investigation on less general classes of models

than in other parts of this thesis, which are tied up to particularly famous formal

systems. In §9, the basic class of structures under consideration will be the one in

the hypothesis of Lemma 8.

To end this section, we use the second order switch lemma to yield a result on

the abstract completeness (that is, recursive enumerability of the set of validities)

of formal systems with certain special classes of Routley-Meyer models. Recall the

following definition from classical model theory.

1An expression of the form
Ź

0ăiăn φi will stand in this thesis for the conjunction of all φi
(0 ă i ă n).
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Definition 8. Let K be a class of models of a first order language (possibly with

identity) L. K is said to be EC∆
2, generalised first order or simply axiomatizable

in first order logic if there is a set of first order sentences T of L such that K is

exactly the class of models of T.

It is easy to see that all the classes of Routley-Meyer models we have been

introduced so far are EC∆ ´indeed, the majority of the relevant formal systems

to be encountered in the literature have also a similarly first order axiomatizable

class of models. This is simply because all the conditions we have demanded in our

definitions are expressible in first order logic. For instance, the class of models for

the system B is axiomatizable in the correspondence language in the following way:

(i) @xDypOy ^Ryxxq,

(ii) @x, y, z, uppDwpOw ^Rwxuq ^Ruyzq Ą Rxyzq,

(iii) @xpx “ x˚˚q,

(iv) @x, ypDwpOw ^Rwxyq Ą DwpOw ^Rwy˚x˚qq,

(v) @x, ypDwpOw ^Rwxyq Ą pPx Ą Pyqq (for each P such that p P PROP).

Corollary 9. The set of valid relevant formulas over an EC∆ class K of Routley-

Meyer frames is recursively axiomatizable on the basis of the system B.

Proof. First observe that, by the second order switch lemma, a formula ψpp0, . . . , pkq

is a validity over K iff @y@P0, . . . , Pkp
Ź

iďk UpďpPiq ^ Oy Ą Txpψq
y{xq is a logical

consequence (in the sense of classical logic) of Σ, where Σ is the set of first order

sentences defining K. The symbols P0, . . . , Pk do not occur in Σ, so ψpp0, . . . , pkq is

a validity over K iff @yp
Ź

iďk UpďpPiq Ą Txpψq
y{xq is a logical consequence of σ. By

the recursive enumerability of the set of validities of first order logic, the collection

of all validities of relevant logic over K is also recursively enumerable.

2The notation EC usually stands for “elementary class”, where the “elementary” part refers
to first order languages. The ∆ subscript is used to distinguish classes axiomatizable by a set of
formulas as opposed to a single formula (in which case we simply speak of EC classes of models).
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Now we use Craig’s trick (see Theorem 1 in [61] or, alternatively, Theorem 7.28 in

[77]) which given any recursively enumerable set of formulas lets us build a recursive

set. Let fp0q, fp1q, fp2q, . . . be one such enumeration of the relevant validities. For

any relevant formula φ, define recursively φ0 “df φ and φn`1 “df φ
n ^ φ. Then

Θ “ tfpkqk : k ă ωu is a recursive set of relevant formulas. Moreover, since

φ $B φk and φk $B φ for any k where $B is the deducibility relation of the system

B. We see that the collection Θ of formulas is a recursive axiomatization of the set

of all relevant validities over K. To decide if a formula φ is in Θ first check that φ

is of the form ψj for some j ă ω, otherwise it is not in Θ. If φ is of the described

form, then check if ψ if fpkq, if it is, φ P Θ, otherwise ψ R Θ.

2.2 Compactness

In this section, we will discuss the phenomenon of (topological) compactness in

relevant languages and its relation to the compactness of first order logic. This is a

(necessary for some of the results to come further on in this thesis) digression from

the main theme of this chapter which is relevant directed bisimulations; however, it

is motivated by our introduction of the translation of relevant languages into first

order logic in §2.1. So let us start with an easy proof of an expected result. Recall

that we say that a language is compact if, given a set of formulas Φ of the language,

every finite Φ0 Ď Φ is satisfied by some model only if Φ is.

Proposition 10. Let L be a relevant language with or without absurdity, Φ a set

of formulas of L and K an EC∆ class of models. If every finite Φ0 Ď Φ is satisfied

by some world of some model in K, then the whole of Φ is satisfied by a world of a

model in K.

Proof. Consider tTxpφq : φ P Φu. The proposition follows by the Switch Lemma and

the compactness of first order logic. Let Θ be the first order axiomatization of K.

If every finite ∆0 Ď tTxpφq : φ P Φu is satisfied by some world w in a model M P K,

then every finite subset of tTxpφq : φ P Φu YΘ is satisfied by some element of some
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model, so by compactness, the whole set of formulas must be satisfied by some

element of some model N , which in particular implies that N P K by definition of

Θ.

This fact was traditionally established by direct arguments (cf. [90] ´Corollary

4, p. 318´ or, for the quantificational case, [42]). The unjustly neglected article [99]

appears to have been the first place where it is established as a trivial consequence

of classical compactness. Proposition 10 (together with another consequence of the

completeness of first order logic) has been very recently used in [102]. However, it

is not the only form of compactness that can be obtained. A seemingly stronger

(and probably more useful) fact is true but we need a definition first.

Definition 9. Let L be a basic relevant language with or without absurdity. Suppose

Φ and Ψ are theories (in the sense of sets of formulas not necessarily closed under

logical consequence) of L. We speak of the pair pΦ,Ψq as being satisfiable or having

a model if there is a model M for L such that for some some world w, M,w , φ

for each φ P Φ and M,w . ψ for every ψ P Ψ (we may also write M,w , pΦ,Ψq

in this case).

Pairs of theories are usually employed in completeness arguments in relevant

and, more generally, substructural logics (cf. [82]). Our usage is closer, however,

to the one in [27], where they are called tableaux. The intuitive picture is that the

pairs pΦ,Ψq keep track on the left of the things that hold while on the right keep

track of the things that do not. When Φ “ tφu we will write pφ,Ψq instead of

ptφu,Ψq, and similarly, when Ψ “ tψu, we might write pΦ, ψq.

Proposition 11. Let L be a relevant language with or without absurdity and pΦ,Ψq

a pair of sets of formulas of L and K an EC∆ class of models. If for every finite

Φ0 Ď Φ and Ψ0 Ď Ψ, the pair pΦ0,Ψ0q has a model in K, then pΦ,Ψq has a model

in K.

Proof. Let Θ be a first order axiomatization of K. Now simply consider the union

of the set of first order translations of formulas in Φ and the set of boolean negations

of translations of formulas in Ψ, i.e., tTxpφq : φ P ΦuYt Txpψq : ψ P Ψu. If for every
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finite Φ0 Ď Φ and Ψ0 Ď Ψ, the pair pΦ0,Ψ0q has a model in K, i.e., Θ Y Φ0 Y Ψ0

is satisfiable, then any finite subset of ΘY tTxpφq : φ P Φu Y t Txpψq : ψ P Ψu has

a model, so the whole set must have a model, i.e., the pair pΦ,Ψq is satisfiable in

K.

Proposition 12. Let L be a relevant language with or without absurdity and pΦ,Ψq

a pair of sets of formulas of L and K an EC∆ class of models. If for every finite

Φ0 Ď Φ and Ψ0 Ď Ψ, the pair pΦ0,Ψ0q is satisfied at a world w P Oi for some model

Mi in K, then pΦ,Ψq is satisfied at a world w P Oj of some model Mj from K.

Proof. As before, but considering instead tOxu Y tTxpφq : φ P Φu Y t Txpψq : ψ P

Ψu.

The above formulation of compactness using pairs of theories can be found in

[27] where intuitionistic languages are considered. Proposition 11 implies an actual

topological compactness property, as we will see next. Note how Proposition 11

seems to be weaker than Proposition 10.3 In the case of first order logic both

properties amount to the same (given closure under boolean negation) and imply a

well-known topological compactness property (Theorem 6.3.3 in [51], Theorem 4.4

in [77] or Lemma 4.1.8 in [68]).

Definition 10. A pair of relevant theories pΦ,Ψq is said to be complete if for every

relevant formula σ either σ P Φ or σ P Ψ.

Before going any further, for the sake of completeness, let us quickly review some

elementary notions from topology. Given a non-empty class X, T is a topology on

X if

3In fact, under certain provisos, it can be easily seen to be weaker. Suppose our relevant
language does not have absurdity or the Ackermann constant (but contains infinitary disjunctions)
and that there is a model with a trivial world, a world where every formula of the language holds.
This language would be trivially compact in the sense of Proposition 11. However, compactness
in the sense of Proposition 10 would certainly fail. Just consider the proof of Proposition 82 and
think of the theory pair p

Ź

pPPROP p, tp^∼p : p P PROPuq. For instance, the Routley-Meyer semantic
version of Priest’s logic of paradox (LP ) extended by adding countable disjunctions satisfies these
requirements.
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(i) T Ď ℘pXq, that is, T is a subset of the powerset of X , and also T contains

H and X,

(ii) T is closed under arbitrary unions, i.e., Y Ď T only if
Ť

Y P T , and

(iii) T is closed under finite intersections, i.e., Y0, . . . , Yn Ď T only if
Ş

iďn Yi P T .

The pair formed by X and T is usually called a topological space. The elements

of T are called open sets while their complements (relative to X) are called closed

sets. A set is clopen if it is both open and closed. Let Y Ă X, then A Ă ℘pXq is

called an open cover of Y if Y Ď
Ť

A and A Ă T . The space formed by X and

T is called compact if every open cover of X has a finite subset also covering X.

Dually, compactness means that every set A of closed sets of X is such that if the

intersection of every finite subset of A is non-empty then the intersection of A itself

must be non-empty (Proposition 2.5, [58]). A space is said to be Hausdorff if for

any distinct u, v P X there are open sets A,B such that A X B “ H, u P A and

v P B.

Suppose now that K be an EC∆ class of models for a relevant language with

absurdity and say it is axiomatized in first order logic by the theory Θ. We will

write SpKq for the collection of all complete pairs of relevant theories pΦ,Ψq such

that ΘY tTxpφq : φ P Φu Y t Txpψq : ψ P Ψu is consistent. Where σ, θ are relevant

formulas, rpσ, θqs “ tpΦ,Ψq P SpKq : σ P Φ, θ P Ψu. Consider now the collection

B “ trpφ, ψqs : φ, ψ are relevant formulasu. Intuitively, this simply contains all the

sets of pairs of theories such that φ is made to hold while ψ is made to fail, for any

two relevant formulas φ, ψ.

Proposition 13. B is the base for a topology on SpKq, that is, there is topology T

on SpKq such that every open set of T is just the union of a collection of sets from

B.

Proof. First, we note that
Ť

B “ SpKq for
Ť

B “ rpJ,Kqs “ SpKq. Also, if

rpφ, φ1qs, rpψ, ψ1qs P B and t P rpφ, φ1qs X rpψ, ψ1qs, then t P rpφ ^ ψ, φ1 _ ψ1qs Ď

rpφ, φ1qs X rpψ, ψ1qs and rpφ ^ ψ, φ1 _ ψ1qs P B. Hence, by Proposition VI.1.5 (i) of

[58], the result follows.
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The following can be established as a corollary to Proposition 11.

Proposition 14. Let K be an EC∆ class of pointed models. The space SpKq with

the topology generated by the collection of all rpφ, ψqs (where φ, ψ are propositional

relevant formulas) is compact.

Proof. Suppose Q Ď ℘pSpKqq is a cover of SpKq by basic open sets and assume for

reductio that no finite S Ď Q is a cover of SpKq by open sets (observe that this is

enough to get the result given that if we have an open cover of a set we can get a cover

by basic open sets). Let Q “ trpφi, ψiqs : i P Iu. We claim that the pair ptψi : i P

Iu, tφi : i P Iuq is satisfiable in K. Take any finite Q0 Ď Q and let Q0 “ trpφi, ψiqs :

i P I0 Ď Iu. Now, there is t P SpKq such that t R
Ť

iPI0
rpφi, ψiqs “

Ť

Q0 for we have

assumed that no finite S Ď Q is a cover of SpKq. Since t is a complete theory pair

pΦ,Ψq we must have that tφi : i P I0u Ď Ψ and tψi : i P I0u Ď Φ. Hence, the model

in K satisfying pΦ,Ψq also satisfies ptψi : i P I0u, tφi : i P I0uq. By Proposition 11,

we see that ptψi : i P Iu, tφi : i P Iuq must be itself satisfiable in K. Let pM,wq P K

be such that M,w , ptψi : i P Iu, tφi : i P Iuq. Consider the pair pT, T 1q where T, T 1

are sets of relevant formulas and T “ tφ : φ is a relevant formula and M,w , φu

and T 1 “ tψ : ψ is a relevant formula and M,w . ψu. But then pT, T 1q P SpKq,

which contradicts the fact that Q is a cover of SpKq.

Indeed, Proposition 14 is actually equivalent to Proposition 11. For assume that

Proposition 14 holds while Proposition 11 fails, so there is a pair of sets of formulas

pΦ,Ψq and an EC∆ class of models K such that pΦ,Ψq has no model in K but for

every finite Φ0 Ď Φ and Ψ0 Ď Ψ, the pair pΦ0,Ψ0q has a model in K. Since pΦ,Ψq

has no model, for each t P SpKq either there is ψ P Ψ such that t P rpψ,Kqs or

there is φ P Φ such that t P rpJ, φqs. Consequently, trpψ,Kqs : ψ P Ψu Y trpJ, φqs :

φ P Φu is an open cover of SpKq. By Proposition 14, there must be a finite subset

trpψ,Kqs : ψ P Ψu Y trpJ, φqs : φ P Φu which is an open cover of SpKq, that is,

there are ψ0, . . . , ψk, φ0, . . . , φn such that trpψi,Kqs : i ă ku Y trpJ, φjqs : j ă nu is

an open cover of SpKq. However, our assumption that for every finite Φ0 Ď Φ and

Ψ0 Ď Ψ, the pair pΦ0,Ψ0q has a model in K prevents this from being the case.

Hence, the compactness property of relevant propositional languages actually
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amounts to the compactness of the topological space of all complete satisfiable

pairs of theories. In fact the following topological fact also holds.

Proposition 15. For any two complete and satisfiable pairs of theories pΦ,Ψq and

pΦ1,Ψ1q there is a clopen (i.e., a both closed and open) set X such that pΦ,Ψq P X

but pΦ1,Ψ1q R X. So the space SpKq is Hausdorff.

Proof. For if pΦ,Ψq and pΦ1,Ψ1q are distinct we must have, using the completeness

of our pairs of theories, either φ P Φ such that φ R Φ1 or ψ P Ψ such that ψ R Ψ1. In

the first case consider rpφ,Kqs and in the second rpJ, ψqs.

Corollary 16. SpKq is a Stone space, that is, a non-empty compact Hausdorff

space.

Finally, we will provide a couple of other topological compactness results. Con-

sider rather the topology on SpKq with base B1 “ trφs : φ is a relevant formulau

where rσs “ tpΦ,Ψq P SpKq : σ P Ψu. With this setting, Proposition 11 yields the

following topological compactness theorem.

Proposition 17. Let K be an EC∆ class of pointed models. The space SpKq with

the topology generated by the collection of all rφs (where φ is a propositional relevant

formula) is compact.

Proof. Take an arbitrary collection of open sets Q Ď ℘pSpKqq. Suppose that for

every finite Q0 Ď Q, we have that SpKq ‰
Ť

Q0. We can assume without loss

of generality that
Ť

Q “
Ť

iPIrφis. By our supposition, we can find for any finite

I0 Ď I, S0 such that
Ť

iPI0
rφis Ď

Ť

S0 Ğ SpKq. Taking then pΦ,Ψq P SpXq such

that pΦ,Ψq R
Ť

S0, we have that pΦ,Ψq R
Ť

iPI0
rφis either, so φi P Φ (i P I0). Hence

every finite subset of tφi : i P Iu has a model. Then, by Proposition 11, the whole

set has a model. But this means that, indeed, SpKq ‰
Ť

Q.

On the other hand, consider now the topology on SpKq with base B1 “ trφs :

φ is a relevant formulau where rσs “ tpΦ,Ψq P SpKq : σ P Φu (which is closer to

the form the topology of complete teories takes in classical logic). First, note that
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the following lemma is true again, using the embeddability of relevant languages in

first order logic.

Lemma 18. Let L be a basic relevant language with or without absurdity, Φ a set

of formulas of L and K an EC∆ class of models. If there is no world of a model in

K where every formula of Φ fails, then for some finite Φ0 Ď Φ there is no world of

a model in K where every formula of Φ0 fails.

Proposition 19. Let K be an EC∆ class of pointed models. The space SpKq with

the topology generated by the collection of all rφs (where φ is a propositional relevant

formula) is compact.

Proof. Suppose Q Ď ℘pSpKqq is a subset of closed sets and that
Ş

Q “ H. It

suffices to suppose that Q “ tSpKqzrφisq : i P Iu since the intersection of any set of

closed sets can be taken to be the intersection of a set of closed sets of the described

form. Consequently, there can be no model falsifying all of tφi : i P Iu in K, since

otherwise
Ş

Q ‰ H. Here, by Lemma 18, we see that for some I0 Ď I, tφi : i P I0u

has no model falsifying all of it in K, which implies that Q Ě Q0 “ tSpKqzrφisq :

i P I0u “ H.

Indeed, once more, Lemma 18 and Proposition 19 must be equivalent. For if

there is no world of a model in K where every formula of Φ fails, then certainly
Ş

W where W “ tSpKqzrφs : φ P Φu “ H, so, by Proposition 19, there is finite

S Ď W such that
Ş

S “ tSpKqzrφks : i ă ku “ H. But then there is no world of a

model in K where every formula of Φ1 “ tφi : i ă ku fails.

The space SpKq in this context is T1, that is, for any two complete and satisfiable

pairs of theories pΦ,Ψq and pΦ1,Ψ1q there is an open set X such that pΦ,Ψq P X

but pΦ1,Ψ1q R X. However, it does not seem to be Hausdorff (it would have been

had the language have boolean negation as in classical logic and we had defined

the topology appropiately).4 Indeed, the method we used to get the Hausdorff

property before will not work for we can also show, for instance, that for the class

4This is because if we consider consider as points of the space of negation complete theories
in the standard classical sense (for any formula either the formula or its negation are in there) as
opposed to pairs of theories, then, given two points Φ and Ψ, there would have to be some θ such
that (without loss of generality) θ P Φ and θ R Ψ. Then Φ P rθs while Ψ P r θs but rθsXr θs “ H.
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of all R-models KR, there is an open set of the space SpKRq which is not clopen,

i.e., its complement is not open. Take a propositional variable p and consider rps.

Suppose rps is clopen, so SpKRqzrps is also open, that is, SpKRqzrps “
Ť

iPIrφis for

some collection tφi : i P Iu of relevant formulas. A moments reflection suffices to

convince us that this equality implies that for any structure in KR, M,w . p iff for

some i P I, M,w , φi. Now, using the frame from Example 3, define a valuation

V such that V ppq “ ty : R02yu (calling the newly built model N). Observe that

R002, R022 but not R020. Hence, N, 2 , p while N, 0 . p. By the Hereditary

Lemma, since N, 0 , φi for some i P I, N, 2 , φi, which means that N, 2 . p, a

contradiction.

To end this section, we want to remark that although we have not been able to

find the connection spelled out here between “logical” and “topological” compact-

ness in relevant logic anywhere in the literature, it certainly was to be expected

(and maybe people simply did not bother to work out the details). After all, “the

Compactness Theorem is not idly named” ([52], p.149).5 Every logical compactness

theorem is just a topological compactness result in disguise. It is simply a matter

of finding the appropriate space and topology.

2.3 Relevant directed bisimulations

In this section, we will introduce a fundamental model-theoretic relation that, given

two models (not necessarily different, of course) and some starting point w (a given

world) from one of them, will try to simulate the structure around w in the other

model by finding a point with appropriate structure around it to imitate w. One

could think in these relations as games where one tries to match points that look

sufficiently alike in the eyes of a given relevant language.

Directed bisimulations were originally introduced in [56] but our presentation

is closer to [82], where they were used for the first time in print in the context

of substructural logics. Recently, they have been used in [74] under the name of

5In fact, the history of the name of this theorem is complicated. The first known place where
it appears in print is [79]. It did not not become standard until the 1950s.
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asimulations to study intuitionistic logic.

Definition 11. Let M1 “ xW1, R1, ˚1, O1, V1y and M2 “ xW2, R2, ˚2, O2, V2y be

two models for a propositional relevant language with fusion and absurdity L. A

relevant directed n-bisimulation between M1 and M2 is a system of pairs of non-

empty relations xZ01, Z02y, . . . , xZn1, Zn2y where

Zk1 Ď W1 ˆW2 and Zk2 Ď W2 ˆW1 p0 ď k ď nq

such that

Z01 Ď ¨ ¨ ¨ Ď Zn1

Z02 Ď ¨ ¨ ¨ Ď Zn2

and when i, j P t1, 2u, i ‰ j and 0 ď k ď n,

(1) xZkiy only if y˚jZkjx
˚i,

(2) If xZpk´1qiy and Rjybc for some b, c P Wj, there are b1, c1 P Wi such that

Rixb
1c1, bZkjb

1 and c1Zkic,

(3) If xZkiy and p P PROP Ă L,

Mi, x , p only if Mj, y , p.

When L has fusion and the Ackermann constant we simply add the following clauses:

(4) If xZpk´1qiy and Ribcx for some b, c P Wi, there are b1, c1 P Wj such that

Rjb
1c1y, bZkib

1 and cZkic
1,

(5) If xZkiy and there are u, v P Oi Ď Wi such that Riuvx then there are u1, v1 P

Oj Ď Wj such that Rju
1v1y.
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We wish to point out that one could have also introduced a generalization of

the concept of directed bisimulation which could have applied to certain expressive

extensions of the relevant languages we have been studying here. The idea would be

to provide a general recipe to build these relations given a language with a certain

form. This has been done for the language of intuitionistic logic in [75] (pp. 10-16)

and it looks like it should extend to relevant logic as well but we will leave the

details of such generalization for future work.

Lemma 20. Let M1, M2 be two models, i, j P t1, 2u, u P Wi, and w P Wj. If (i)

there is a relevant directed n-bisimulation xZ01, Z02y, . . . , xZn1, Zn2y between M1 and

M2 with uZ0iw, then (ii) for any basic relevant formula φ such that dgpφq ď n,

Mi, u , φ only if Mj, w , φ.

Proof. Assume that (i). We argue for (ii) for all n ă ω simultaneously, by induction

on the complexity of φ.

The atomic cases including K and t are obvious from (3) and (4) in Definition

11 and the fact that K is never true.

For negation, let φ “ p∼ψq and suppose that Mi, u , p∼ψq, so Mi, u
˚i . ψ.

But w˚jZ0ju
˚i by (1) in Definition 11, and, by inductive hypothesis (since clearly

dgpψq ď n), Mj, w
˚j . ψ, so Mj, w , p∼ψq as desired. Conjunction and disjunction

are straightforward.

Suppose φ “ ψ ˝ χ. Since dgpφq ď n, n “ k ` 1 for some k ă ω ac-

cording to Definition 1. Assume that Mi, u , ψ ˝ χ, which means that Ribcu

for some b, c P Wi such that Mi, b , ψ and Mi, c , χ. By (i), xuyZ0ixwy,

so using property (4) in Definition 11, there are b1, c1 such that Rjb
1c1w, bZ1ib

1

and cZ1ic
1. Note that xZ11, Z12y, . . . , xZpk`1q1, Zpk`1q2y is a relevant directed k-

bisimulation between M1 and M2. This follows readily from our assumption that

xZ01, Z02y, . . . , xZpk`1q1, Zpk`1q2y is a relevant directed k`1-bisimulation between M1

and M2 by verifying (1)-(5) in the definition of k-bisimulations with the aid of (1)-

(5) in the definition of k`1-bisimulations. By inductive hypothesis, since Mj, c , χ,

Mi, b , ψ and dgpχq, dgpψq ď k, it follows that Mj, c
1 , χ and Mj, b

1 , ψ. Hence,

Mj, w , ψ ˝ χ.
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The only remaining case is when φ “ ψ Ñ χ. Since dgpφq ď n, n “ k ` 1

for some k ă ω according to Definition 1. Suppose that Mi, u , ψ Ñ χ, which

means that if Riub
1c1 for some b1, c1, and Mi, b

1 , ψ, then Mi, c
1 , χ. Now, let

Rjwbc for arbitrary b, c. We need to show that Mj, b , ψ only if Mj, c , χ.

To get the contrapositive, we will assume that Mj, c . χ. By (i), xuyZ0ixwy, so

using property (2) in the definition Definition 11, there are b1, c1 such that Riub
1c1,

bZ1jb
1 and c1Z1ic. Note that xZ11, Z12y, . . . , xZpk`1q1, Zpk`1q2y is a relevant directed

k-bisimulation between M1 and M2. This follows readily from our assumption that

xZ01, Z02y, . . . , xZpk`1q1, Zpk`1q2y is a relevant directed k ` 1-bisimulation between

M1 and M2 by verifying (1)-(3) in the definition of k-bisimulations with the aid

of (1)-(3) in the definition of k ` 1-bisimulations. By inductive hypothesis, since

Mj, c . χ and dgpχq ď k, Mi, c
1 . χ. Given that Mi, u , ψ Ñ χ, it must be

that Mi, b
1 . ψ. But by inductive hypothesis again using the fact that bZ1jb

1 and

dgpψq ď k, Mj, b . ψ. Hence, Mj, w , ψ Ñ χ.

Definition 12. Let M1 “ xW1, R1, ˚1, O1, V1y and M2 “ xW2, R2, ˚2, O2, V2y be two

Routley-Meyer models for a basic relevant language with absurdity L. A relevant

directed bisimulation for L between M1 and M2 is a pair of non-empty relations

xZ1, Z2y where

Z1 Ď W1 ˆW2 and Z2 Ď W2 ˆW1,

such that when i, j P t1, 2u, i ‰ j,

(1) xZiy only if y˚jZjx
˚i

(2) If xZiy and Rjybc for some b, c P Wj, there are b1, c1 P Wi such that Rixb
1c1,

bZjb
1 and c1Zic.

(3) If xZiy and p P PROP Ă L,

Mi, x , p only if Mj, y , p.
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When L has fusion and the Ackermann constant we simply add the following clauses:

(4) If xZiy and Ribcx for some b, c P Wi, there are b1, c1 P Wj such that Rjb
1c1y,

bZib
1 and cZic

1,

(5) If xZiy and there are u, v P Oi Ď Wi such that Riuvx then there are u1, v1 P

Oj Ď Wj such that Rju
1v1y.

A relevant directed bisimulation between models M1 “ xW1, R1, ˚1, O1, V1y and

M2 “ xW2, R2, ˚2, O2, V2y is said to be total with respect to Oi if for each w P Oi

there is w1 P Oj such that w1Zjw. Sometimes we say it is total with respect to O if

it is total with respect to both Oi and Oj.

When M1 “ M2 we may speak of a relevant directed auto-bisimulation. The

above is a slight modification of Definition 13.2 in [82]. The only difference is that

to evaluate∼ we are using the Routley star operation while Restall in [82] uses an ac-

cesibility relation C. The reader can observe that relevant directed n-bisimulations

are finite approximations of the concept of a relevant directed bisimulation.

The intuitive picture with relevant directed bisimulations as we have presented

them is that they look to preserve , claims while allowing failure of preservation

of . claims. That is, if xZ1, Z2y is a relevant directed bisimulation between M1 and

M2 and xZiy (where i P t1, 2u), then xZ1, Z2y will connect worlds in a way that

will guarantee that all relevant formulas satisfied at x will be satisfied at y but for

formulas failing to be satisfied at x it might be perfectly possible to be satisfied at

y.

Example 21. As a very simple illustration, consider a basic propositional relevant

language with absurdity where PROP “ tpu. Take a model M1 such that W1 “ twu,

O1 “ twu, R1 “ txw,w,wyu, w˚1 “ w and V1ppq “ twu, and a model M2 where

W2 “ tu, su, O2 “ tuu, u
˚2 “ s, s˚2 “ u, R2 “ txu, s, uy, xs, u, syu, V2ppq “ tuu.
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w u

s

Z1

Z2

Define xZ1, Z2y as in the diagram, that is Z1 “ txw, uyu and Z2 “ txs, wyu. It is

easy to check that xZ1, Z2y is indeed a relevant directed bisimulation between M1

and M2. If xZ1y then x “ w and y “ u, but u˚2 “ s, w˚1 “ w and sZ2w, so

y˚2Z2x
˚1 . If xZ2y then x “ s and y “ w, but w˚1 “ w, s˚2 “ u and wZ1u, so

y˚1Z1x
˚2 . This shows (1) in Definition 12. If xZ1y then x “ w and y “ u, and if

R2ubc then b “ s and c “ u, but R1www and sZ2w while wZ1u. If xZ2y then x “ s

and y “ w, and if R1wbc then b “ w and c “ w, but R2sus, wZ1u and sZ2w. This

shows (2) in Definition 12. If xZ1y then x “ w and y “ u, so M1, w , p only if

M2, u , p. If xZ2y then x “ s and y “ w, but M2, s . p, so by antecedent failure

M2, s , p only if M1, w , p. This shows (3) in Definition 12.

Proposition 22. Let M1, M2 be two models for a propositional relevant language

with absurdity L, i, j P t1, 2u, u P Wi, and w P Wj. If there is a relevant directed

bisimulation xZ1, Z2y between M1 and M2 with uZiw, then for any formula φ of L,

Mi, u , φ only if Mj, w , φ.

Proof. This follows from Lemma 20 by observing that every propositional relevant

formula of L has some finite degree and that for any n ă ω, xZ01, Z02y, . . . , xZn1, Zn2y

where xZi1, Zi2y “ xZ1, Z2y (0 ď i ď n) is a relevant directed n-bisimulation between

M1 and M2 with uZ0iw.

Example 23. Let L be a basic relevant language possibly with absurdity. Consider

a structure F “ xW,R, ˚, O, V y which is a B-model for L from Definition 32. xZ1, Z2y

where xZ1y iff there is z P O such that Rzxy iff xZ2y is a not necessarily trivial (in

the sense of being the identity relation) relevant directed auto-bisimulation of any

B-model M . Clause (1) in Definition 12 follows from (iv). Condition (2) follows

from (ii) and (i). Finally, (3) is immediate from (v). This example shows how the
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Hereditary Lemma from the Routley-Meyer semantics (Lemma 4) is just a corollary

of the more general Proposition 22 on preservation of relevant formulas.

We have defined a couple of versions of the concept of a relevant directed bisim-

ulation. The first one was parametrized version with respect to a given natural

number and we saw its connection to the preservation of satisfaction of relevant

formulas of degree bounded by that same number. The second version dropped the

parameters and gave us a connection to preservation of satisfaction simpliciter.

2.4 Submodels, disjoint unions and bounded

morphisms

In this section, we review a series of model-theoretic concepts (already familiar from

the modal setting, see [22]) in the context of the Routley-Meyer semantics. We start

with generated submodels.

Definition 13. When M “ xW,R, ˚, V, Oy is a model for a relevant language

L with absurdity (possibly with fusion and the Ackermann constant), w P W and

H ‰ X Ď O, we can speak of M 1 “ xW 1, R1, ˚1, V 1, O1y, the submodel ofM generated

by twu Y X. M 1 is roughly speaking the submodel of M (in the standard first

order sense) with a domain resulting from closing the set twu YX under R, and ˚.

Formally,

1. W 1 “
Ť

n ă ωHn, where we define Hn inductively as follows. H0 “ twu YX;

if n` 1 “ 2m` 2,

Hn`1 “ Hn Y tb : there is a P Hn, Rau1u2 and b “ u1 or b “ u2u

(if L has fusion and the Ackermann constant then we put

Hn`1 “ Hn Y tb : there is a P Hn, Rau1u2 or Ru1u2a and b “ u1 or b “ u2u);

if n` 1 “ 2m` 1,
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Hn`1 “ Hn Y
Ť

k ă ω Ik,

where Ik is in turn defined inductively as: I0 “ Hn, and

Ik`1 “ Ik Y ta
˚ : a P Iku.

2. R1 is just the restriction of R to W 1.

3. ˚1 is the restriction of ˚ to W 1.

4. O1 is the restriction of O to W 1.

5. V 1ppq “ W 1 X V ppq for each propositional variable p.

Similarly, we speak of F1 “ xW 1, R1, ˚1, O1y as the subframe generated by w of F “

xW,R, ˚, Oy if all the above except 5 hold.

Though a bit tedious, it is not difficult to check that a generated subframe of

a Bp˝tq-frame is also a Bp˝tq-frame. We only look at the conditions (i) and (v) of

Definition 7, leaving the rest (which follows by similar reasoning) to the reader. For

(i), taking any a P W 1 given that there is b P O such that Rbaa, it must be that

b P W 1 and since R1 is just the restriction of R to W 1, we have R1baa, i..e, a ď a

as desired. Clause (v) follows by the fact that the property holds for the original

frame and that the domain of the generated subframe is apropriately closed under

˚ and R.

The next proposition relates generated submodels to directed bisimulations.

Proposition 24. Let M “ xW,R, ˚, V, Oy be a model for a relevant language L with

absurdity (which possibly has fusion and the Ackermann constant), H ‰ X Ď O

and w a world of M . If M 1 is the submodel of M generated by twu YX, then the

identity specifies a relevant directed bisimulation between M and M 1, that is, where

xZy iff x “ y, the pair xZ,Zy is a relevant directed bisimulation between M and

M 1.

Proof. All that needs to be done is verify clauses (1)-(5) from Definition 12. For

clause (1), suppose that x “ y but then x˚
1

“ x˚ “ y˚ “ y˚
1

, which gives what we
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wanted. Clauses (2) and (4) also follow easily. Simply note that if x is in either W

or W 1 then for any b, c we have that Rxbc iff R1xbc since W 1 is closed under R and

R1 is just the restriction of R to W 1. Clause (3) is trivial by definition of V 1 in M 1.

Clause (5) follows by the fact that both O and R1 are the restrictions of O and R,

respectively, to W 1 together with the definition of the domain of W 1 guaranteeing

the appropriate closure under R.

From this result we can easily extract the following lemma which is essentially

Theorem 13.7 from [82].

Lemma 25. Let M “ xW,R, ˚, V, Oy be a model for a relevant language L with

absurdity (which possibly has fusion and the Ackermann constant), H ‰ X Ď O

and w a world of M . If M 1 is the submodel of M generated by twu YX, then for

any x P W 1 and formula φ of L, M,x , φ iff M 1, x , φ.

Proof. Immediate with the help of Proposition 22.

Corollary 26. Let L be a relevant language L with absurdity (which possibly

has fusion and the Ackermann constant), F “ xW,R, ˚, Oy a Bp˝tq-frame for L,

H ‰ X Ď O and F1 “ xW 1, R1, ˚1, O1y the Bp˝tq-subframe generated by twu Y X.

Then for any formula φ of L and v P W 1, F, v , φ only if F1, v , φ.

Proof. Simply argue for the contrapositive using Lemma 25.

Now we introduce the disjoint unions construction which is another fundamental

operation on models producing a new structure.

Definition 14. Let F0 “ xW0, R0, ˚0, O0y, . . . ,Fk “ xWk, Rk, ˚k, Oky be frames such

that Wi XWj “ H for i, j ď k. The disjoint union of tFi : i ď ku, in symbols,
À

iďk Fi is the structure xW
À

, R
À

, ˚
À

, O
À

y such that

W
À

“
Ť

iďkWi,

R
À

“
Ť

iďk Ri,
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˚
À

“
Ť

iďk ˚i,

O
À

“
Ť

iďk Oi.

If instead of sequence of frames we start with a sequence of models F0 “

xW0, R0, ˚0, O0, V0y, . . . ,Fk “ xWk, Rk, ˚k, Ok, Vky, we can define the disjoint union

model
À

iďkMi in the natural way by letting V
À

“
Ť

iďk Vi. In the above defi-

nition, the Routley star of the new structure is always well-defined given that the

sets of worlds of the original structures are pairwise disjoint. Further, we can al-

ways assume that given a sequence of Routley-Meyer models or frames their sets of

worlds will be pairwise disjoint by simply taking isomorphic copies of the structures

with this property if necessary. As is usual practice in model theory, we can move

between isomorphic copies of models without much consideration since they will

have exactly the same structural properties for our purposes.

Corollary 27. Let F0 “ xW0, R0, ˚0, O0y, . . . ,Fk “ xWk, Rk, ˚k, Oky be frames

such that WiXWj “ H for i, j ď k. Then,
À

iăk Fi , φ iff for every i ă k, Fi , φ.

Proof. First, we note that Fi is just the subframe of
À

iăk Fi , φ generated by Oi.

This together with Corollary 26 suffices for the left to right direction of the result.

For the converse suppose that
À

iăk Fi . φ, that is, there is w P O
À

“
Ť

iăk Oi and

V such that x
À

iăk Fi, V y, w . φ. Hence for j ă k such that w P Oj, consider the

submodel of x
À

iăk Fi, V y generated by Oj. Such a submodel falsifies φ at w and

can be considered a submodel of a model with underlying frame Fj which would

also falsify φ at w by Lemma 25.

Proposition 28. Let φ be a formula of L and tMi : i P Iu a collection of models.

If Mi , φ (i P I), then also
À

iPIMi , φ.

Proof. This is easy to see noting that the identity induces a relevant directed bisim-

ulation between each Mi and
À

iPIMi relating the worlds in Oi.

Definition 15. Let M “ xW,R, ˚, O, V y and N “ xW 1, R1, ˚1, O1, V 1y be models

for a basic relevant language with absurdity L. A map f : W ÝÑ W 1 is called a

bounded morphism if it satisfies the following:
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(i) x and fpxq satisfy the same propositional variables.

(ii) Rxyz only if R1fpxqfpyqfpzq.

(iii) fpxq˚
1

“ fpx˚q.

(iv) R1fpxqy1z1 only if there are y, z such that Rxyz and fpyq “ y1 and fpzq “ z1.

When the language has fusion and the Ackermann constant, then we add the further

conditions:

(v) fpxq P O1 for x P O

(vi) R1y1z1fpxq only if there are y, z such that Ryzx and fpyq “ y1 and fpzq “ z1.

(vii) R1y1z1fpxq for y1, z1 P O1 only if there are y, z P O such that Ryzx and fpyq “

y1 and fpzq “ z1.

In the context of relevant logic, the basic idea of bounded morphisms was used

in [104] to refute the joint consistency property in certain classes of Routley-Meyer

structures. In a much more explicit way it is introduced by Mares in [?]. It has, of

course, been around in the modal logic literature for quite a while; our presentation

follows closely that in [22].

Proposition 29. Let M “ xW,R, ˚, O, V y and N “ xW 1, R1, ˚1, O1, V 1y be models

for a basic relevant language with absurdity L. Suppose the map f : W ÝÑ W 1

is a bounded morphism. Then for any basic relevant formula φ of L and w P W ,

M,w , φ iff N, fpwq , φ.

Proof. By induction on the complexity of φ. When φ “ p for some propositional

variable p of L, by (i) of Definition 15 we see that w and fpwq satisfy the same

propositional variables, so in particular M,w , φ iff N, fpwq , φ. If φ “ K,

M,w , φ iff N, fpwq , φ is trivial by antecedent failure. If φ “ t, the result can be

established appealing to (v) in the left to right direction and (vii) for the converse.

The cases of ^ and _ are straightforward.
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Let φ “ ψ Ñ χ. Suppose that M,w , φ , i.e., for every a, b such that Rwab,

M,a , ψ only if M, b , χ. Take arbitrary a1, b1 such that R1fpwqa1b1. According

to (iv) in Definition 15, there must be a, b such that Rwab while fpaq “ a1 and

fpbq “ b1. Then, by inductive hypothesis, N, a1 , ψ only if N, b1 , χ. But this

means that N, fpwq , φ as desired. Conversely, let N, fpwq , φ, that is, for

every y, z such that R1fpwqyz, N, y , ψ only if N, z , χ. Now take arbitrary a, b

such that Rwab. By (ii) of Definition 15, we have that R1fpwqfpaqfpbq. Using the

inductive hypothesis, M,a , ψ only if M, b , χ, which shows that M,w , φ.

Let φ “ ψ ˝ χ. Suppose that M,w , φ , i.e.,there are a, b such that Rabw,

M,a , ψ and M, b , χ. By (ii) of Definition 15, we have that R1fpaqfpbqfpwq.

Using the inductive hypothesis, N, fpaq , ψ only if N, fpbq , χ, which shows that

N, fpwq , φ. On the other hand if there are a1, b1 such that Ra1b1fpwq, N, a1 , ψ

and N, b1 , χ, then by (vi) from Definition 15, we may conclude that there a, b

such that fpaq “ a1, fpbq “ b1 while Rabw. By inductive hypothesis, M,a , ψ and

M, b , χ, which means that M,w , φ after all.

Finally, let φ “ ∼ψ. Now, M,w , φ iff M,w˚ . ψ iff N, fpw˚q . ψ iff

N, fpwq˚
1

. ψ iff N, fpwq , φ. The second biconditional follows by inductive

hypothesis and the third one by (iii) in Definition 15.

In the next proposition we relate relevant directed bisimulations to bounded

morphisms.

Proposition 30. Let M “ xW,R, ˚, O, V y and N “ xW 1, R1, ˚1, O1, V 1y be models

for relevant language with absurdity (and possibly fusion and the Ackermann con-

stant) L. Suppose the map f : W ÝÑ W 1 is a bounded morphism. Then the pair

xZ1, Z2y where xZ1y iff fpxq “ y, and xZ2y iff fpyq “ x is a relevant directed

bisimulation between M and N such that for all w P W 1, there is v such that vZ1w

and wZ2v.

Proof. Suppose that xZ1y, i.e., fpxq “ y. But fpx˚q “ fpxq˚
1

by (iii) in Definition

15, so fpx˚q “ fpxq˚
1

“ y˚
1

, which means that y˚
1

Z2x
˚. On the other hand, if xZ2y,
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i.e., fpyq “ x then, since, by (iii) in Definition 15, fpy˚q “ fpyq˚
1

and fpyq˚
1

“ x˚
1

then fpy˚q “ x˚
1

. This suffices for (1) in Definition 12.

Now assume that xZ1y and R1ybc for some b, c P W 1. So, fpxq “ y and by (iv)

in Definition 15 there are b1, c1 such that Rxb1c1 and fpb1q “ b and fpc1q “ c, so bZ2b
1

and c1Z1c. Suppose on the other hand that xZ2y and Rybc for some b, c P W . So

fpyq “ x and by (ii) in Definition 15 it must be that Rxfpbqfpcq, but bZ1fpbq and

fpcqZ2c. This suffices for (2) in Definition 12.

Clause (3) in Definition 12 is immediate from (i) in Definition 15. To establish

(4) from Definition 12 we proceed as for condition (2), though this time we appeal

rather to (vi) and (ii) from Definition 15. Condition (5) from Definition 12 follows

similarly but this time we use (v) and (vii) from from Definition 15.

We have already seen some facts on bounded morphisms, submodels and the

disjoint union construction relating to the preservation of relevant formulas. Next,

we will move to examine the concept of an unraveling in the setting of the Routley-

Meyer framework. This construction will prove its worth in §6.

2.5 Unravelings

The present section is devoted to the unraveling construction and some of its prop-

erties. It constitutes a way of building models well-behaved with respect to relevant

directed bisimulations. Our focus is on basic relevant languages as the construction

seems to be the most useful in such context (letting us establish, for instance, the

main result of §6).

Definition 16. Let M “ xW,R, ˚, O, V y be a model for a basic propositional rele-

vant language with absurdity L but without fusion generated by twuYX where w P W

and H ‰ X Ď O. The forest unraveling of the pointed model M , ForestpMq is the

Routley-Meyer model xW 1, R1, ˚1, O1, V 1y defined as follows.
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1. The domain W 1 of ForestpMq is
Ť

n ă ωWn, where we define Wn inductively

in the following way. First, W0 “ txwyu Y txxy : x P Xu. If n ` 1 “ 2m ` 1,

then Wn`1 is the union of Wn and the set of all sequences xu1, . . . , u
˚
ky such

that xu1, . . . , uky P Wn. If n ` 1 “ 2m ` 2, then Wn`1 is the union of Wn

and the set of all sequences xu1, . . . , uk´1, uky with k “ p2m ` 2q ´ m such

that xu1, . . . , uk´1y P Wn and there is v P W such that either Ruk´1vuk or

Ruk´1ukv.

2. ˚1 is defined as xu1, . . . , uky
˚1 “ xu1, . . . , u

˚
ky.

3. R1 is defined as R1xx1, . . . , xnyxy1, . . . , ymyxz1, . . . , zmy iff m “ n`1, Rxnymzm

and xi “ yi “ zi pi ď nq.

4. For each propositional variable p of L, xx1, . . . , xny P V
1ppq iff xn P V ppq.

5. Put O1 “ txu1, . . . , uky : uk P Ou ‰ H (the last inequality holds since at least

txxy : x P Xu Ď O1).

It is worth highlighting the relationship between this construction and the stan-

dard tree construction from modal logic (cf. [22]). The name “forest unraveling”

for the above construction comes from the fact that the resulting structure con-

tains several trees.6 To see this let us look at an example. Consider a structure

xW,R,O, ˚y which does not satisfy any particular conditions (so it is not necessar-

ily a B-frame nor an R-frame, etc.) such that W “ tw0, 1, w1, w2, w3, w4, w5, w6u,

O “ tw0u, ˚ is the identity everywhere except at w0 where we define w˚0 “ 1 (if

we wanted to make this an involution we could also demand that 1˚ “ w0) and

R “ txw0, w1, w2y, x1, w1, w2y, xw1, w3, w4y, xw2, w5, w6yu. We can use this frame to

build a model by adding a valuation in some arbitrary way, the point is that the un-

raveling of such model will contain the following two trees (where the lines represent

the ternary relation of the unraveled model):

6The name “forest unraveling” has been used for similar reasons in the literature on modal
logic, e.g. [76].
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xw0y

xw0, w1y

xw0, w1, w3y xw0, w1, w4y

xw0, w2y

xw0, w2, w5y xw0, w2, w6y

x1y

x1, w1y

x1, w1, w3y x1, w1, w4y

x1, w2y

x1, w2, w5y x1, w2, w6y

Proposition 31. Let M be as in Definition 16. Then the map xx1, . . . , xky ÞÑ xk

is a surjective bounded morphism from the submodel of ForestpMq generated by

txwyu Y txxy : x P Xu to M .

Proof. Let M 1 “ xW 1, R1, ˚1, O1, V 1y the model containing the submodel M gener-

ated by twu YX. Suppose that the domain of M is
Ť

n ă ωHn as in Definition 13.

First, we show that the map in the proposition is surjective by an induction on n.

If xk P H0, then either xk “ w or xk P X, so there is something in the domain of

ForestpMq such that xk is its image by the map under consideration, namely xwy

or just xxky.

If n` 1 “ 2m` 1, then if xk P Hn`1 either xk P Hn, in which case, by inductive

hypothesis, it is the image by the map under consideration of something in the

domain of ForestpMq or xk is in the closure of Hn under the function ˚1. But,

by a quick subsidiary induction on i, every element in the closure
Ť

i ă ω Ii of Hn

under the function ˚1 is the image by the map under consideration of something

in the domain of ForestpMq. For if e P I0 “ Hn, we have what we want by our

main inductive hypothesis. If e P Ii`1 then e “ o˚
1

for some o P Ii, which by

inductive hypothesis, is the image by the map under consideration of some element

xx1, . . . , xm, oy in the domain of ForestpMq, but by construction xx1, . . . , xm, o
˚1y
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is also in this model, and hence, e is the image by the map under consideration of

something in the domain of ForestpMq.

If n` 1 “ 2m` 2, then if xk P Hn`1 either xk P Hn, in which case, by inductive

hypothesis, it is the image by the map under consideration of something in the

domain of ForestpMq, or there is a P Hn such that Rau1u2 and xk “ u1 or xk “ u2,

but by inductive hypothesis then, there is a sequence xx1, . . . , xm, ay in the domain

of ForestpMq, and by construction of this model, xx1, . . . , xm, a, xky is in it, which

gives what we wanted.

Now we need to verify all the clauses in Definition 15 for the map in our propo-

sition. Clause (i) follows by definition of V 1 in the unraveling ForestpMq. Clause

(ii) follows immediately from the definition of R1 in ForestpMq. Similarly, (ii) fol-

lows from the definition of ˚1 straightforwardly. For clause (iv), let Rxkyz hold.

But then xx1, . . . , xk, yy and xx1, . . . , xk, zy are both elements of the domain W 1 of

ForestpMq by construction. By definition of R1 in ForestpMq, it must be that

R1xx1, . . . , xkyxx1, . . . , xk, yyxx1, . . . , xk, zy as desired.

Definition 17. Let v be a world in a model M generated by twuYX and i the least

n such that v P Hn (where Hn is as in Definition 13). If i “ 0 or i “ 1, the height

of v in the model M (in symbols, height(v)) is 0. If 1 ă i, then the height of v in

the model M is k ´ 1, where k is the biggest even number ď i.

Intuitively, the elements of the model appearing for the first time in H0 Y H1

have height 0, the elements appearing for the first time in H2 YH3 have height 1,

the elements appearing for the first time in H4 YH5 have height 3, etc.

One important observation on the notion of height is that, when working with a

forest unraveling of the sort described in Definition 16, as the height of an element

of the forest unraveling grows so does its length (recall that the elements of forest

unravelings are sequences of worlds) and vice versa. Indeed, an induction on n

would show that if an element e of the forest unraveling has height n then its length

is n`1. For the only elements with height 0 in the forest unraveling are the elements

in the closure of txwyu Y txxy : x P Xu under the Routley star operation on the
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forest unraveling, which have all length 1. Also, if e has height n` 1, it means that

it is in the closure under the Routley star operator of the set of all elements of the

forest unraveling which are a second or third argument in the accessibility relation

of the forest unraveling and the first argument is an element e1 with height n and

length n ` 1 (this last bit by inductive hypothesis), which implies by construction

of the forest unraveling that the length of e is n` 2 as desired.

Let M be any model generated by twuYX. The submodel M |k of M is obtained

by restricting the model to the elements of M of height ď k.

Lemma 32. Let M be any model generated by twuYX for a basic relevant language

L. Then for any natural number k and world v of M |k, where n “ k ´ heightpvq,

there is a relevant directed n-bisimulation xZ0M , Z0M |ky, . . . , xZnM , ZnM |ky between

M and M |k such that vZ0Mv and vZ0M |kv.

Proof. Define the relevant directed n-bisimulation as follows:

xZiMy iff x is an element of M , y an element of M |k, x “ y and

heightpxq ď k ´ pn´ iq (0 ď i ď n),

xZiM |ky iff x is an element of M |k, y an element of M , x “ y and

heightpxq ď k ´ pn´ iq (0 ď i ď n).

Now we need to verify all the clauses in Definition 11. Let 0 ď i ď n.

Suppose that xZiMy, so x “ y and heightpxq ď k ´ pn ´ iq. Hence, since

heightpxq “ heightpx˚q and x˚ “ y˚M |k , then y˚M |kZiM |kx
˚. Similarly, if xZiM |ky

then y˚ZiM |kx
˚M |k . This suffices for (1) in Definition 11.

Suppose that xZpi´1qMy and RM |kybc for some b, c of M |k. But then x “ y and

heightpxq “ heightpyq ď k´pn´pi´1qq. Hence, heightpbq, heightpcq ď k´pn´iq, so

bZiM |kb, cZiMc and RMxbc. On the other hand, assume that xZpi´1qM |ky and RMybc

for some b, c of M . Since x “ y and heightpxq “ heightpyq ď k ´ pn´ pi´ 1qq, b, c

must be in M |k given that heightpbq, heightpcq ď k´pn´ iq, but we also know that

RM |kxbc. This proves (2) in Definition 11.
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Clause (3) in Definition 11 is trivial by the construction of M |k.

Proposition 33. Let L be a basic relevant language and φ a formula of L with

degree ď n and M a model generated by twuYX. Then, M,w , φ iff M |n,w , φ.

Proof. By Lemma 32, there is a relevant directed n-bisimulation

xZ0M , Z0M |ny, . . . , xZnM , ZnM |ny between M and M |k such that wZ0Mw and

wZ0M |nw. Then, using Lemma 20, it follows that M,w , φ iff M |n,w , φ.

After having introduced all these fundamental model-theoretic concepts and

ideas, we are finally ready to do some real work on expressive power. In the next

chapter we will start such enterprise by looking at what first order concepts can be

expressed in a propositional relevant language.
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Chapter 3

Relevant languages as fragments

of first order logic

It was no surprise that the basic modal language (the propositional language con-

taining only the modalities l and 3) can be interpreted in (classical) first order

logic. After all, the truth clauses for the language of modal logic in possible worlds

semantics are all given in first order logic. The surprising fact was van Benthem’s

characterization theorem of modal formulas in terms of invariance under bisimula-

tion as it was the first significant step towards understanding the expressive power

of basic modal logic (cf. [22, 15] for up to date expositions) at the level of models.

Of course, much work had been done by people such as K. Segerberg, H. Sahlqvist

and, above all, R. Goldblatt understanding the expressive power of modal logic at

the level of frames, as a fragment of second order logic.

Van Benthem’s result is an example of a preservation theorem, that is, a re-

sult where a syntactic criterion for formulas to be preserved under certain model-

theoretic relation is found (cf. [28, 51]). Two other instances of this kind of result

are Lyndon’s theorem characterizing positive formulas in first order logic (Theorem

3.2.4 in [28] or Corollary 10.3.5 in [51]) and Chang- Loś-Suszko theorem character-

izing @2 formulas (Theorem 6.5.9 in [51] or Theorem 3.2.3 in [28]).

In [82] (Project 11.20, p. 273), Restall asked exactly what model-theoretic
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relation characterizes the relevant fragment of first order logic. In this chapter, we

solve this open problem by giving a preservation theorem for the relevant fragment

of first order logic with the notion of relevant directed bisimulation. Another place

containing a similar result is [74], where it was proven that first order formulas

equivalent to the translation of an intuitionistic propositional formula are exactly

those preserved under asimulations, a variation of the notion of an intuitionistic

directed bisimulation from [56].

3.1 Countably saturated structures

We start by recalling some useful ideas from the model theory of first order logic.

The following notions can be found in any of the standard references such as [7,

28, 51] or [68]. They are included here only for the sake of completeness. For the

ultraproduct construction the best places are [7, 28]. The symbols a, b, and x, y

are used to denote sequences of elements of a model and variables respectively.

We speak of a set of first order formulas Φpxq as being realizable in a model M

if there is some sequence a of elements of M such that M ( Φras. Φpxq is said to

be refutable in M if Φ1pxq “ t φ : φ P Φpxqu is realizable in M .

When M is a model of first order logic, by dom(M) we denote the domain of

M . If X Ď dompMq, then pM,aqaPX is the expansion of M obtained by adding a

constant ca for each a P X.

Definition 18. Let λ be a cardinal. A model M of first order logic is said to be

λ-saturated if whenever X Ď dompMq and |X| ă λ, then the expansion pM,aqaPX

of M realizes every set of formulas Φpxq of the language of pM,aqaPX which is

consistent with the set of all first order sentences true in pM,aqaPX .

Note that if κ ă λ, λ-saturation implies κ-saturation.

Definition 19. Let M and N be two first order models. N is an elementary ex-

tension of M if M is (isomorphic to) a submodel N 1 of N such that where a is a

sequence of elements of N 1, for each first order formula φ,
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N 1 ( φras iff N ( φras.

Proposition 34. Each model of the correspondence first order language of a ba-

sic propositional relevant language with absurdity has an ω-saturated elementary

extension.

Proof. Let M be one such model. Since the correspondence language is countable,

by a result due to Keisler (Theorem 11.2.1 in [7] and Theorem 6.1.1 in [28]), we see

that we can form an ω1-saturated ultrapower of M . But the canonical embedding

between M and the ultrapower obtained is elementary (Lemma 5.2.3 in [7]). Finally,

recall that ω1-saturation implies ω-saturation.

Proposition 35. Let M be an ω-saturated model for the correspondence first order

language of basic relevant logic, and Φpx, yq a set of formulas. If M ( Dx
Ź

Ψras

for every finite Ψ Ď Φ, M ( Φra, bs for some finite tuple b of elements of M .

Proof. Immediate from Theorem 10.1.7 in [51].

The important thing to keep in mind about elementary extensions of a given

model is that we have a transfer principle. In other words, if we can show that first

order statements involving parameters only from the original model are true in the

extended model, we know that those statements are also true in the original model.

Before going any further, an important caveat is in place. In this chapter, we

will use the symbol $ to denote the concept of semantic consequence from first

order logic (here we follow a somewhat standard practice in model theory, cf. [51]).

Incidentally, by logical equivalence we will mean semantic equivalence in the first

order sense. That is, two first order formulas φ and ψ are logically equivalent if

φ $ ψ and ψ $ φ. This usage of $ should cause no confusion since we will not be

working with the proof-theoretic concept of deducibility in this chapter.
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3.2 A first example of a preservation theorem:

characterization of first order formulas pre-

served under generated subframes and p-

morphisms

In this section we will establish a preservation theorem that is the version for the

Routley-Meyer context of a result from modal logic due to van Benthem (Theorem

5.8.4 in [54]). Indeed, the proof strategy is identical. This will allow us to get a

first flavor of how preservation theorems work in non-classical contexts.

Given a first order correspondence language Lcorr (with identity and possi-

bly expanded with a list of individual constants), by a restricted formula we

will mean something which is logically equivalent (in the sense of first order

logic) to a formula where the only quantifications are restricted to the form

Dy, zpRtyz^, Dy, zpRyzt^, @y, zpRtyz Ą, or @y, zpRyzt Ą, where t is term of Lcorr.

A positive restricted formula is a restricted formula which has been built using only

K, atomic formulas, ^, _ and restricted quantifiers.

We will say that a formula φpxq of Lcorr is invariant under generated subframes if

given a Routley-Meyer frame F and a generated subframe F1 of F, for any sequence

of worlds w of F1 we have that F ( φrws iff F1 ( φrws.

Since we are supposing that Lcorr might have some individual constants, for

the next theorem to hold we have to require in Definition 13 that in the generated

subframe the constants of the language will denote exactly the same elements as

in the original frame (so they have to be included in the domain of the generated

subframe).

We will call any bounded morphism that is surjective a p-morphism. A formula

φpxq will be said to be preserved under p-morphisms if given a p-morphism f : F ÝÑ

F1, for any sequence of worlds w of F1 we have that F ( φrws only if F1 ( φrws.

Theorem 36. A formula φpxq of Lcorr is invariant under generated subframes and

preserved under p-morphisms iff it is equivalent to a positive restricted formula of
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Lcorr in the same free variables.

Proof. (ð): This is established by a routine induction on the complexity of re-

stricted formulas. As an illustration, we look at a one case of restricted quantifiers.

First, we deal with invariance under subframes. Suppose φpxq “ @y, zpRyzt Ą ψpxqq

and let F1 be a generated subframe of F, Now, assume that F ( @y, zpRyzt Ą

ψpxqqrws and that F1 ( Ryztrwa, bs. for arbitrary worlds a, b of F1. Hence,

F ( Ryztrwa, bs, which means that F ( ψpxqrwa, bs, and, by inductive hypoth-

esis, F1 ( ψpxqrwa, bs. Consequently, F1 ( @y, zpRyzt Ą ψpxqqrws. On the other

hand, suppose that F1 ( @y, zpRyzt Ą ψpxqqrws and that, for arbitrary worlds

a, b of F, F1 ( Ryztrwa, bs. Since w are worlds of F1, we must have, by the clo-

sure of the domain of F1 in both directions of R described in Definition 13, that

actually a, b are worlds of F1. Reasoning more or less as before, we obtain that

F ( @y, zpRyzt Ą ψpxqqrws, as desired. Second, preservation under p-morphisms

follows similarly using this time the fact that the map is surjective and (vi) Defini-

tion 15.

(ñ): The strategy is simple, we need to show that

Re`pφpxqq “ tθ : φpxq $ θ, θ is a positive restricted formula of Lcorru

logically implies φpxq. By the compactness of first order logic and the closure of

positive restricted formulas under conjunction, this suffices to establish the result.

So suppose that F ( Re`pφpxqqrws. Expand Lcorr to Lcorr1 by adding a sequence

of constants c with a constant ci for each element wi of the sequence of worlds w

(together with a constant for each element of the set O of F which has not already

be named) and the structure F to a structure F1 for Lcorr1 by interpreting the new

constants in the obvious way. Next we show that the following set of formulas is

finitely satisfiable:

Γ “ tφc{xu Y t ψ : ψ is a positive restricted formula of Lcorr,F1 * ψu.

Otherwise, by the compactness of first order logic, φc{x $
Ž

kăn ψk for some n such
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that

t ψk : k ă nu Ď t ψ : ψ is a positive restricted formula of Lcorr1 ,F1 * ψu.

But then φpxq $
Ž

kăn ψ
x{c
k by a familiar manipulation of constants.

However,
Ž

kăn ψ
x{c
k is a positive restricted formula of Lcorr, which means that, in-

deed,
Ž

kăn ψ
x{c
k P Re`pφpxqq, so F1 *

Ž

kăn ψ
x{c
k rws, but this is a contradiction.

Hence we have a Routley-Meyer frame G1 such that (i) G1 ( φc{x while (ii) G1 only

satisfies positive restricted formulas of Lcorr1 which are also satisfied in F1.

Next, we construct a sequence of languages Lcorr1 Ď Lcorr2 Ď Lcorr3 Ď . . . (each

resulting from the previous one by possibly adding some constants), elementary

chains of Routley-Meyer frames F1 ăLcorr1
F2 ăLcorr2

F3 ăLcorr3
. . . and G1 ăLcorr1

G2 ăLcorr2
G3 ăLcorr3

. . . such that every positive restricted formulas of Lcorri satisfied

in Gi is also satisfied in Fi. Given Lcorri , Fi and Gi we define Lcorri`1 , Fi`1 and Gi`1

as follows. First, take a language Lcorr1i coming from adding to Lcorri constants

cw, cv for each worlds w, v of Gi such that there is a constant c P Lcorri for which

either Gi ( Rcxyrw, vs or Gi ( Rxycrw, vs. The Routley-Meyer frame Gi can be

expanded to an Lcorr1i structure G1i by interpreting the constants in the obvious way.

We claim that the following set (call it Σ)

eldiagpFiq Y∆ “ tψ : ψ is a positive restricted formula of Lcorr1i ,G1i ( ψu

is finitely satisfiable, where eldiagpFiq denotes the elementary diagram of the struc-

ture Fi (see [51], p. 56). For take any finite ∆0 Ď ∆. Then
Ź

∆0 is a positive

restricted formula of Lcorr1i by closure under conjunction. Let wi (i ă k) be all the

new constants of Lcorr1i appearing in
Ź

∆0. So, by construction, there must be ci

(i ă k) of Lcorri and vi (i ă k) Lcorr1i such that

G1i (
Ź

∆0,

G1i (
Ź

iăk θipci, wi, viq,
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where θipci, wi, viq is Rciwivi or Rwivici according as to whether the first one or the

second one gave wi in the construction. Quantifiying out the constants not in Lcorri ,

we get that

Gi ( Dw0, v0pθ0pc0, w0, v0q ^ . . . Dwk, vkpθkpck, wk, vkq ^
Ź

∆0qq,

but this is a positive restricted formula of Lcorri , and, hence,

Fi ( Dw0, v0pθ0pc0, w0, v0q ^ . . . Dwk, vkpθkpck, wk, vkq ^
Ź

∆0qq.

Then taking a model of Σ we might call it F1i (note that this model in the

first order sense is in fact a frame, not a model in the sense of relevant logic).

Now let Lcorri`1 be obtained by adding to Lcorr1i constants cw, cv for each worlds w, v

of F1i such that there is a constant c P Lcorr1i for which either F1i ( Rcxyrw, vs

or F1i ( Rxycrw, vs. Expand F1i to a structure Fi`1 for Lcorri`1 by interpreting the

constants in the obvious way. Dually to the previous argument, we show that the

following set is satisfiable:

eldiagpG1iq Y∆ “ t ψ : ψ is a positive restricted formula of Lcorr1i ,Fi`1 *

ψu Y tRccwcv : F1i ( Rcxyrw, vsu Y tRcwcvc : F1i ( Rxycrw, vsu.

Call the model of this set Gi`1. The unions Gω and Fω of the sequences G0 Ď

G1 Ď . . . and F0 Ď F1 Ď . . . are structures for the language Lω “
Ť

iăω Li. Consider

the subframes Fω1 and Gω1 generated by w and c respectively (where we include the

collections O of each frame in their respective generated subframes). The map

assigning to each a in the domain of Gω1 (which is the interpretation of a given

constant c ´and notice all elements of Gω1 have this property) the element b in the

domain of Fω1 which is the interpretation of c is a p-morphism.
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By invariance under generated subframes, it follows that Gω1 ( φc{x. By the

assumption on p-morphisms, we also have that Fω1 ( φc{x and, once more by in-

variance under generated subframes, Fω ( φc{x, which implies by properties of

elementary chains and expansions of models that F ( φrws, as desired.

3.3 Preservation of first order formulas under rel-

evant directed bisimulations

Definition 20. A first order formula φ is said to be preserved under relevant

directed bisimulations if whenever M1 and M2 are models for a relevant language

with absurdity L such that for all predicates P appearing in φ the corresponding

propositional variable p is in L, xZ1, Z2y is a relevant directed bisimulation between

them, and x and y are such that xZiy, where i, j P t1, 2u, i ‰ j, then

Mi ( φrxs only if Mj ( φrys.

Analogously to the situation in modal logic, preservation under relevant directed

bisimulations is undecidable, that is, there is no decision procedure that establishes

whether a given first order formula is preserved under relevant directed bisimula-

tions.

Theorem 37. It is not decidable whether a first order formula is preserved under

relevant directed bisimulations.

Proof. The idea is to reduce the problem to the validity problem for the first order

correspondence language. Recall that the validity problem for any first order lan-

guage with equality which comes with a ternary relation symbol R, a unary function

symbol ˚ and some unary predicate symbol P is undecidable. This follows from Ju-

lia Robinson’s observation [84] that addition is definable in terms of multiplication

and successor, which implies that Robinson arithmetic can be formulated in the

first order language under consideration.
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For simplicity assume the correspondence language has only one unary predicate

P . Consider Example 21. We see that M2 ( Dy, zpy ‰ z ^ Rxyzqrss while M1 *

Dy, zpy ‰ z ^ Rxyzqrws and sZ2w. Now, expand the first order correspondence

language by adding a new unary predicate U . For any first order formula φ of

the correspondence language, the relativization of φ to the predicate U , φU can be

defined in the standard fashion. Our goal is to establish that φ is valid iff Dy, zpy ‰

z ^Rxyzq _ pDuUu Ą φUq is preserved under relevant directed bisimulations.

Left to right of the equivalence follows by the Relativization Lemma, which

implies that when φ is valid, DuUu Ą φU must be valid as well so Dy, zpy ‰

z ^ Rxyzq _ pDuUu Ą φUq would be trivially preserved under relevant directed

bisimulations (given that it would be also valid).

For the converse, suppose φ is not valid, so there must be a model N “

xWN , RN , ˚N , ON , PNy such that N (  φ. Without loss of generality, N can be

taken to have a domain of objects disjoint from the domains of M1 and M2 of

Example 21. Build models Ni pi, j P t1, 2uq such that

WNi “ Wi YWN

RNi “ Ri YRN

˚Ni “ ˚i Y ˚N

PNi “ Pi Y PN

ONi “ Oi YON

Ui “ WN .

Finally, xZ1 Y txx, xy : x P WNu, Z2 Y txx, xy : x P WNuy is easily seen to be a

relevant directed bisimulation between N1 and N2. N2 ( Dy, zpy ‰ z^Rxyzqrss, so

N2 ( Dy, zpy ‰ z ^ Rxyzq _ pDuUu Ą φUqrss. On the other hand, N1 * Dy, zpy ‰

z ^ Rxyzqrws and N1 * DuUu Ą φU (by the Relativization Lemma). However,

spZ2Ytxx, xy : x P WNuqw, so Dy, zpy ‰ z^Rxyzq_ pDuUu Ą φUq is not preserved

under relevant directed bisimulations, as desired.
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We can observe that we have not established the result for relevant directed

bisimulation for a relevant language with fusion and the Ackermann constant,

though. The reason is that we used the models from Example 21 in our argu-

ment and between these all we have is a relevant directed bisimulation for a basic

relevant language with absurdity. We can easily fix this by taking instead the models

described in the proof of Theorem 13. 4 from [82] (letting the Routley star simply

be the identity and the respective collections O be arbitrary) and rather than the

property Dy, zpy ‰ z ^ Rxyzq just consider the property Dx@ypRyxxq. This mod-

ification gives the theorem for relevant directed bisimulations for languages with

fusion and the Ackermann constant.

3.4 Characterization of expressive power

Definition 21. Consider a propositional relevant language with absurdity L. We

will say that a class K of models for L has the Hennessy-Milner property or is a

Hennessy-Milner class if whenever M1,M2 P K, i, j P t1, 2u and i ‰ j,

(i) Mi, w , φ only if Mj, v , φ for every formula φ of L

implies that

(ii) there is a relevant directed bisimulation xZ1, Z2y between M1 and M2 such that

wZiv.1

Proposition 38. The class of ω-saturated models has the Hennessy-Milner prop-

erty.

Proof. Let L be a basic relevant language with absurdity and M1 and M2 two

pointed models for L. Suppose that M1 and M2 are ω-saturated as first order

1The reader might want to compare the foregoing with Definition 2.52 in [22].
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models. Assume further that k,m P t1, 2u, k ‰ m, and for every formula φ of L,

Mk, w , φ only if Mm, u , φ.

Let us write rel-tpSpeq for the relevant type of a world e in a model S, i.e.,

the set of all first order translations of relevant formulas that e satisfies. We will

establish that the relations

xZ1y iff rel-tpM1pxq Ď rel-tpM2pyq,

xZ2y iff rel-tpM2pxq Ď rel-tpM1pyq,

define a relevant directed bisimulation xZ1, Z2y between M1 and M2.

Let us start by noting that Zk is non-empty since rel-tpMk
pwq Ď rel-tpMmpuq.

By the argument for clause (1) in the definition of a relevant directed bisimulation in

the paragraph below, we also obtain that Zm is non-empty for rel-tpMmpu
˚mq Ď rel-

tpMk
pw˚kq, i.e., u˚mZmw

˚k . Since k ‰ m we must have that both Z1 and Z2 are

non-empty.

In what follows let i, j P t1, 2u. If xZiy, i.e., rel-tpMi
pxq Ď rel-tpMj

pyq, we will

see that Mj, y
˚j , ψ then Mi, x

˚i , ψ for any formula ψ of L, so we will obtain

that rel-tpMj
py˚jq Ď rel-tpMi

px˚iq, i.e., y˚jZjx
˚i . Suppose that Mi, x

˚i . ψ, so

Mi, x , p∼ψq and since rel-tpMi
pxq Ď rel-tpMj

pyq, Mj, y , p∼ψq. Consequently,

Mj, y
˚j . ψ as we wanted. This proves (1) in Definition 12.

For clause (2) in Definition 12, suppose that xZiy, i.e., rel-tpMi
pxq Ď rel-tpMj

pyq,

and Rjybc for some b, c. Consider

nrel-tpMj
pyq “ t Txpψq : Mj, y . ψ, ψ P FmlapLqu,

where FmlapLq denotes the set formulas of L. We claim that the set of formulas

rel-tpMj
pbq Y nrel-tpMj

pcq (we need some care and make sure by renaming that the

variable free in rel-tpMj
pbq is different from the variable free in nrel-tpMj

pcq) is sat-

isfiable in Mi by a pair b1, c1 of elements such that Rixb
1c1. Take any finite subset of
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rel-tpMj
pbq Y nrel-tpMj

pcq. Say it is tTzpδ1q, . . . , Tzpδnqu Y t Tvpσ1q, . . . , Tvpσmqu

where tTzpδ1q, . . . , Tzpδnqu Ď rel-tpMj
pbq and t Tvpσ1q, . . . , Tvpσmqu Ď nrel-

tpMj
pcq. It is clear that Mj, y .

Ź

tδ1, . . . , δnu Ñ
Ž

tσ1, . . . , σmu, i.e., Mj *

Tzp
Ź

tδ1, . . . , δnu Ñ
Ž

tσ1, . . . , σmuqrys, so given that rel-tpMi
pxq Ď rel-tpMj

pyq,

Mi * Tzp
Ź

tδ1, . . . , δnu Ñ
Ž

tσ1, . . . , σmuqrxs. It follows that tTzpδ1q, . . . , Tzpδnqu Y

t Tvpσ1q, . . . , Tvpσmqu is satisfiable in Mi by a pair of elements b0, c0 such that

Rixb0c0. By the ω-saturation of Mi, there must be a pair b1, c1 such that Rixb
1c1 re-

alizing the whole of rel-tpMj
pbqYnrel-tpMj

pcq. Since rel-tpMj
pbq is realized by b1, we

have that bZjb
1 and since c1 realizes nrel-tpMj

pcq, i.e., Mj, c . ψ only if Mi, c
1 . ψ,

by contraposing it must be the case that rel-tpMi
pc1q Ď rel-tpMj

pcq, i.e., c1Zic.

Condition (3) in Definition 12 is obvious: if xZiy, i.e., rel-tpMi
pxq Ď rel-tpMj

pyq,

then a fortiori, Mi, x , p only if Mj, y , p for any propositional variable p of L.

For clause (4) in Definition 12, suppose that xZiy, i.e., rel-tpMi
pxq Ď rel-tpMj

pyq,

and Ribcx for some b, c. We claim that the set of formulas rel-tpMi
pbq Y rel-tpMi

pcq

is satisfiable in Mj by a pair b1, c1 of elements such that Rjb
1c1y. Take any finite sub-

set of rel-tpMi
pbqY rel-tpMi

pcq. Say it is tTzpδ1q, . . . , TzpδnquY tTvpσ1q, . . . , Tvpσmqu

where tTzpδ1q, . . . , Tzpδnqu Ď rel-tpMi
pbq and tTvpσ1q, . . . , Tvpσmqu Ď rel-tpMi

pcq.

It is clear that Mi, x ,
Ź

tδ1, . . . , δnu ˝
Ź

tσ1, . . . , σmu, so given that rel-

tpMi
pxq Ď rel-tpMj

pyq, Mj, y ,
Ź

tδ1, . . . , δnu ˝
Ź

tσ1, . . . , σmu. It follows that

tTzpδ1q, . . . , TzpδnquYtTvpσ1q, . . . , Tvpσmqu is satisfiable in Mj by a pair of elements

b0, c0 such that Rjb0c0y. By the ω-saturation of Mi, there must be a pair b1, c1 such

that Rjb
1c1y realizing the whole of rel-tpMi

pbq Y rel-tpMi
pcq. Since rel-tpMi

pbq is

realized by b1, we have that bZib
1 and since c1 realizes rel-tpMi

pcq, cZic
1.

Finally, clause (5) in Definition 12 is obvious by the semantics of t.

We are at last in a position to establish the preservation theorem characterizing

formulas in the relevant fragment of first order logic as van Benthem’s theorem

characterizes formulas in the modal fragment of first order logic.

Theorem 39. Let φpxq be a formula in the correspondence first order language
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of a propositional relevant language with absurdity. Then, φpxq is preserved under

relevant directed bisimulations iff φpxq is logically equivalent to the translation of a

propositional relevant formula.

Proof. Right to left is immediate from Proposition 22 for it says that any formula

φpxq logically equivalent to the translation of a propositional relevant formula is

preserved under relevant directed bisimulations.

So we only concern ourselves with the “hard” direction of the theorem. Let L

be the relevant language with absurdity in question and consider

relpφpxqq “ tTxpψq : φpxq $ Txpψq, ψ P FmlapLqu.

In other words, relpφpxqq is the set of the set of all rst order consequences of φpxq

that can be viewed as the translation of a relevant formula. We will show that

relpφpxqq $ φpxq, and, by a standard compactness argument,
Ź

rel0pφpxqq $ φpxq

for some finite subset rel0pφpxqq Ď relpφpxqq. Obviously, φpxq $
Ź

rel0pφpxqq.

Relevant formulas are closed under conjunction, so this suffices for the theorem.

Note that relpφpxqq is non-empty for it contains at least J.

Suppose that M1 ( relpφpxqqrws for some model M1 and element w of M1. The

strategy will be to get a model M2 with an element u such M2 ( φrus and note that

if a relevant directed bisimulation relating u to w exists at least between elementary

extensions of M1 and M2 the theorem will be proved. For if M2 ( φrus, u would also

satisfy φpxq at the elementary extension of M2, but then using the assumption that

φpxq is preserved under relevant directed bisimulations, w would satisfy φpxq at an

elementary extension of M1 and, hence, at M1, which is what we need. Therefore,

we might assume without loss of generality that M1 is ω-saturated by taking its

ω-saturated elementary extension obtained through Keisler’s method (that is, the

proof strategy for Theorem 11.2.1 in [7] and Theorem 6.1.1 in [28] where we simply

consider a countably incomplete ultrafilter over a given index set I and the resulting

ultrapower of M1).

Recall that
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nrel-tpM1pwq “ t Txpψq : M1, w . ψ, ψ P FmlapLqu.

Claim. tφpxqu Y nrel-tpM1pwq is consistent.

Proof. Suppose not, so

φpxq $ δ1 _ ¨ ¨ ¨ _ δn,

where each δi (1 ď i ď n) is a Txpψiq such that  Txpψiq P nrel-tpM1pwq. So δi is a

relevant formula, and relevant formulas are closed under disjunction, so M1 ( δirws

for some 1 ď i ď n (since δ1 _ ¨ ¨ ¨ _ δn P relpφpxqq). From  Txpψiq P nrel-

tpM1pwq, M1, w . ψi, which, by the Switch Lemma, means that M1 * Txpψiqrws,

contradicting M1 ( δirws.

By the claim, we can obtain a model M2 with an element u such that M2 ( φrus

and M2 ( nrel-tpM1pwqrus (and again we assume without loss of generality that

M2 is ω-saturated).

Let us first note that for φ P FmlapLq,

M2, u , φ implies that M1, w , φ.

For suppose that M2, u , φ and M1, w . φ. So, by the Switch Lemma, M2 (

Txpφqrus and M1 * Txpφqrws. From the latter,  Txpφq P nrel-tpM1pwq, so M2 *

Txpφqrus, which is a contradiction.

Hence, xZ1, Z2y as in Proposition 38 is a relevant directed bisimulation between

M1 and M2 such that uZ2w. From the hypothesis of the left to right direction of

theorem, we see that M1 ( φrws, which completes the proof.
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The above leaves unclear, however, what happens when the models under con-

sideration are a subclass of all possible models for a propositional relevant language

with absurdity, that is when the models are demanded to satisfy certain conditions

as in the case of B, R or RM-models. We address this issue in the next theorem,

which is a strengthening of Theorem 39.

When we are considering a particular class of models K we can speak of a

formula as being preserved under relevant directed bisimulations in K by restricting

the models in Definition 20 to those belonging in K.

Theorem 40. Suppose K is an EC∆ class of models for the correspondence first

order language (expanded by a constant c and identity) of a basic propositional

relevant language with absurdity. Then, for a first order formula φpxq, φpxq is

preserved in K under relevant directed bisimulations iff φpxq is logically equivalent

over K to the translation of a relevant formula.

Proof. We only need to concern ourselves with the left-to-right direction of the

equivalence (the converse follows again by Proposition 22). Going through the proof

of Theorem 39, we can observe that a small number of modifications are sufficient

to turn it into a proof of the present proposition. Say Θ is the axiomatization of

K, that is, the class of models of Θ is identical to K.

Again, it suffices to show that relpφpxqq $ φpxq but this time over K. Suppose

that M1 ( relpφpxqqrws for some model M1 P K and element w of M1. We can

assume that M1 is ω-saturated since the elementary extension of M1 satisfying this

property that we obtain by Keisler’s method is still a model of Θ and, hence, in K.

A small modification of the argument for the claim in the proof of Theorem 39,

lets us conclude that Θ Y tφpxqu Y nrel-tpM1pwq is consistent (otherwise, for some

natural number n, Θ Y φpxq $ δ1 _ ¨ ¨ ¨ _ δn, where each δi (1 ď i ď n) is a Txpψiq

such that  Txpψiq P nrel-tpM1pwq and we repeat the reasoning in the proof of the

claim).

So we get a model M2 P K with an element u such that M2 ( φrus and

M2 ( fpwqrus. Once more we can assume without loss of generality that M2 is
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ω-saturated. The rest of the proof is as before: using Proposition 38, there is a rel-

evant directed bisimulation xZ1, Z2y between M1 and M2 such that uZ2w, so since

M2 ( φrus and by assumption φpxq is preserved under relevant directed bisimula-

tions in K, M1 ( φpxqrws as desired.

3.5 A limitative result

In this section we would like to discuss the fact that a preservation result like

Theorem 39 cannot be obtained for relevant propositional languages where K (J)

is absent. So, in a sense, the result of Theorem 39 is the best possible.

Recall that in §1.2 we defined basic relevant languages as propositional languages

with only the connectives: ∼,Ñ,_,^. In these languages, neither K nor J are

definable connectives.

Proposition 41. There is no preservation theorem for basic relevant languages as

fragments of first order logic.

Proof. For any model-theoretic relation S (like relevant directed bisimulations, em-

beddings, homomorphisms, etc.), any logically valid first order formula φpxq is going

to be trivially preserved under S but if the language does not have KpJq, it will

have a model M with a world w such that no relevant formula in a basic relevant

language holds at w in M , an empty world.2 However, M ( φrws, so φpxq is not

logically equivalent to the first order translation of a relevant formula in a basic

relevant language.

Note that a model M has an empty world w iff it has a trivial world, i.e., a

world w1 where every formula of a given basic relevant language holds. Simply let

w1pwq be w˚pw1˚q. Hence, if we consider classes of models including a model with a

2This terminology was suggested by an anonymous referee. It can be traced back to at least
[80], though.
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trivial (empty) world, no version of Theorem 40 will follow either as shown by the

proof of Proposition 41.

One might wonder whether a version of Theorem 40 can be proven for the

restricted collection of EC∆ classes of models not containing any models with empty

worlds, though. The answer is yes.

The following easy observation teaches us that the possibility of characterizing

a relevant language through a preservation theorem (even in a restricted sense as in

Theorem 43 below) heavily depends on having a formula in the language that fails

everywhere.

Proposition 42. An EC∆ class K of Routley-Meyer models does not contain a

model with a trivial (empty) world iff there is a basic relevant formula φ such that

for any M P K and world w of M , M,w . φ.

Proof. Right to left is obvious. For the converse, suppose there is no model M P K

with a world w such that w satisfies the set ∆ of all basic relevant formulas (i.e.,

a trivial world). By Proposition 10, there is some finite ∆0 Ď ∆ such that no

model M P K has a world w that satisfies the set of formulas ∆0. So just put

φ “
Ź

∆0.

Theorem 43. Suppose K is an EC∆ class of models (not including a model with

a trivial world) for the correspondence first order language of a basic propositional

relevant language. Then, for a first order formula φpxq, φpxq is preserved in K

under relevant directed bisimulations iff φpxq is logically equivalent over K to the

translation of a basic relevant formula.

Proof. Exactly as Theorem 40 replacing any use of K we might have done by the φ

given by Proposition 42.

Having absurdity around, though non-standard in the relevant logic literature,

is still of great importance. Basic relevant languages with absurdity have been

employed in paraconsistent mathematics not long ago (e.g., [73]). In fact, the model-

theoretic proof of the simple consistency of näıve set theory based on systems of
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relevant logic proceeds by first expanding the vocabulary with a K constant (among

other things, cf. [23]). Moreover, all the languages studied in the standard text on

substructural logic ([82]) have an absurdity constant as well as the languages in

[102], a recent chapter on the semantics of relevant logic.

Philosophically, not having absurdity available puts us in a situation of signifi-

cant expressive loss where we could not even say that our world is non-trivial. It is

not clear to us what, if anything, can be gained from this crippling of the language

other than the possibility of considering some rather pathological new models.

The upshot of this section is that basic relevant languages over classes of models

including models with empty worlds are badly behaved as fragments of first order

logic from a model-theoretic standpoint, not admitting preservation theorems char-

acterizing them. Adding K (J) makes a great difference in giving us a tractable

fragment of first order logic.

3.6 Interpolation

The present section shows that the basic relevant fragment of first order logic has

a form of the interpolation property. This result is analogous to the corollary to

Lyndon’s interpolation theorem which shows that the positive fragment of first

order logic has the interpolation property (cf. [28] for an exposition of this famous

theorem in full first order logic).

The reader should be aware of how different this is from the interpolation prob-

lem for relevant logics as studied in [104]. We are not addressing interpolation for

a particular relevant formal system here. We are simply trying to find out whether

relevant propositional languages with absurdity as fragments of first order logic have

interpolation properties of some form.

We note that (in contrast to compactness) this is not an immediate consequence

of the existence of a translation function into first order logic. For Craig’s inter-

polation theorem for first order logic only guarantees that there is some first order
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interpolant θ between any translations of two propositional relevant formulas φ and

ψ such that that Txpφq $ Txpψq (in the sense of first order logic), not that this

interpolant is itself a relevant formula.

Say that a property (i.e., a class K) of pointed models is definable if it is axiom-

atizable by a single relevant formula. Let K1 and K2 be definable classes of pointed

models. The version of interpolation we will be concerned with ([41], p. 154) says

that if K1 Ď K2, then there is a third definable (in the intersection of the languages

of K1 and K2) property K3 of pointed models such that K1 Ď K3 Ď K2.

Henceforth we will be moving back and forth between relevant formulas and their

first order translations using the Switch Lemma. In this section, when we use the

notion of logical consequence from first order logic between two relevant formulas

this is meant to be understood as holding between their first order translations.

For instance, a claim of the form pT1, T2q $ δ, where pT1, T2q is a pair of relevant

theories, is to be read as abbreviating:

tTxpφq : φ P T1u Y t Txpψq : ψ P T2u $ Txpδq.

Similarly, if we write T $ φ we are abbreviating tTxpψq : ψ P T u $ Txpφq. In the

proof of the interpolation property, we will also appeal to Proposition 12 by calling

it simply “compactness”.

Lemma 44. Let φ and ψ be satisfiable formulas in the basic relevant languages

(possibly with absurdity) L1 and L2 respectively. If for every formula θ in L1 X L2,

φ $ θ implies that pθ, ψq & K, then the pair pφ,Θq is satisfiable where

Θ “ tθ : θ P FmlapL1 X L2q, pθ, ψq $ Ku.

Proof. Suppose

Θ0 “ tθ0, . . . , θnu Ď Θ,
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then pθi, ψq $ K (i “ 0, . . . , n), so clearly p
Ž

Θ0, ψq $ K for if p
Ž

Θ0, ψq had a

model pM,wq then M,w , θi for some 0 ď i ď n and M,w . ψ, contradicting

the fact that pθi, ψq $ K. But
Ž

Θ0 is a formula in L1 X L2 by definition of

θipi “ 0, . . . , nq, so by failure of (ii), it must be the case that φ &
Ž

Θ0, which means

that there is a model for the pair pφ,Θ0q. By compactness, pφ,Θq is satisfiable.

Lemma 45. Let pM1, w1q and pM2, w2q be pointed models for the languages L1 and

L2 respectively, and xZ1, Z2y a relevant directed bisimulation between pM1, w1q and

pM2, w2q for the language L1XL2 such that w1Z1w2 . Then, there is a product model

pM3, xw1, w2yq for the language L1YL2 such that there is a relevant directed bisim-

ulation xZ 11, Z
1
2y for L1 between M3 and M1 such that w1Z

1
1xw1, w2y and a relevant

directed bisimulation xZ21 , Z
2
2y for L2 between M3 and M2 such that xw1, w2yZ

2
2w2.

Proof. The situation can be depicted in a diagram as follows:

xw1, w2y

w1 w2

Z 11 Z22

As the figure shows, this lemma might be thought of as a structural analogue of the

interpolation property we are discussing.

We define M3 in the following fashion:

(1) the set of worlds W3 of M3 is just Z1 Y Z2,

(2) ˚3pxa, byq “ xb
˚j , a˚iy, where a is in Mi and b in Mj (i, j P t1, 2u with i ‰ j),

(3) R3xa, byxb
1, a1yxa2, b2y if a, a1, a2 are in Mi, while b, b1, b2 are in Mj and both

Riaa
1a2 and Rjbb

1b2 (i, j P t1, 2u with i ‰ j),

(4) for p a propositional variable of L1 Y L2,
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(41) p P L1 X L2: if b is a world in Mi (i P t1, 2u), then M3, xa, by , p if

Mi, b , p

(42) p R L1XL2: say p P Li (i P t1, 2u), then M3, xa, by , p if Mi, ipxa, byq , p

where ipxa, byq is simply the element of xa, by that belongs to the domain

of Mi,

(5) O3 “ txw1, w2yu.

Next put

Z 11 “ txa, xa, byy : a P W1, aZ1bu, Z
1
2 “ txxa, by, by : b P W1, aZ2bu

Z21 “ txa, xa, byy : a P W2, aZ2bu, Z
2
2 “ txxa, by, by : b P W2, aZ1bu.

First, we claim that xZ 11, Z
1
2y is a relevant directed bisimulation in L1 between M3

and M1 such that w1Z
1
1xw1, w2y. We need to check all the conditions in Definition

12.

Suppose that aZ 11xa, by, so since aZ1b, b
˚2Z2a

˚1 , but then xb˚2 , a˚1y “ ˚3pxa, byq

and ˚3pxa, byqZ
1
2a
˚1 . On the other hand if xa, byZ 12b, since aZ2b, b

˚1Z1a
˚2 , which

implies that b˚1Z 11 ˚3 pxa, byq “ xb
˚1 , a˚2y. This shows (1) in Definition 12.

Assume that aZ 11xa, by, and R3xa, byxb
1, a1yxa2, b2y. By (3), R1aa

1a2, but

xb1, a1yZ 12a
1 and a2Z 11xa

2, b2y. If on the other hand xb, ayZ 12a and R1aa
1a2, since

bZ2a, there must be b1, b2 P W2 such that R2bb
1b2, a1Z1b

1 and b2Z2a
2. Then, by

(3), R3xb, ayxa
1, b1yxb2, a2y. However, a1Z 11xa

1, b1y and xb2, a2yZ 12a
2. This proves (2)

in Definition 12.

Finally, the argument for clause (3) in Definition 12 of relevant directed bisimula-

tions splits in two parts depending on whether the propositional variable considered

occurs in the common language L1 X L2 or in L1zpL1 X L2q.

Let p P L1XL2. If aZ 11xa, by, by (41), we see that M3, xa, by , p if M2, b , p. But,

since aZ1b, when M1, a , p, also M2, b , p. If xa, byZ 12b, by (41) again, M3, xa, by , p

only if M1, b , p.
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Now let p P L1zpL1 X L2q. If aZ 11xa, by, by (42), M1, a , p only if M3, xa, by , p.

When xa, byZ 12b, by (42) again, M3, xa, by , p only if M1, b , p. This concludes the

proof that xZ 11, Z
1
2y is a relevant directed bisimulation in L1 between M3 and M1.

Clearly, w1Z1xw1, w2y.

The proof that xZ21 , Z
2
2y is a relevant directed bisimulation in L2 between M3

and M2 such that xw1, w2yZ
2
2w

1
2 is symmetrical.

Theorem 46. (Interpolation) Let φ and ψ be satisfiable formulas in the basic rel-

evant languages (possibly with absurdity) L1 and L2 respectively. Then, φ $ ψ only

if there is a formula θ in L1 X L2 such that φ $ θ and pθ, ψq $ K.

Proof. Assume for reductio that for every formula θ in L1 X L2, φ $ θ implies that

pθ, ψq & K. By Lemma 44, the pair pφ,Θq is satisfiable where

Θ “ tθ : θ P FmlapL1 X L2q, pθ, ψq $ Ku.

Take a model pM1, w1q of pφ,Θq. Put T “ rel-tpM1|L1XL2pw1q, where M1|L1XL2

is simply the restriction of M1 to the language L1 X L2. We claim that pT, ψq is

satisfiable. Otherwise, by compactness, ptδ0, . . . , δnu, ψq $ K for some

∆ “ tδ0, . . . , δnu Ď T ,

which implies that p
Ź

∆, ψq $ K. Since every member of ∆ is a formula of L1XL2,
Ź

∆ must also be a formula of L1 X L2. So it must be the case that
Ź

∆ P Θ.

Hence, contradiction since now we have that M1, w1 ,
Ź

∆ ´because
Ź

∆ P T´

but also M1, w1 .
Ź

∆ ´because pM1, w1q models the pair pφ,Θq and
Ź

∆ P Θ.

Thus, pT, ψq is indeed satisfiable.

Let pM2, w2q be a model of pT, ψq. We may obtain ω-saturated elementary

extensions pM 1
1, w

1
1q and pM 1

2, w
1
2q of pM1, w1q and pM2, w2q respectively. Since T “

rel-tpM1|L1XL2pw1q “ rel-tpM 1
1|L1XL2

pw11q, andM 1
2, w

1
2 , T it must be thatM 1

2, w
1
2 , θ

if M 1
1, w

1
1 , θ for θ a formula in L1 X L2. The class of ω-saturated models is a
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Hennessy-Milner class by Proposition 38, so there is a relevant directed bisimulation

xZ1, Z2y between M 1
1 and M 1

2 for the language L1 X L2 such that w11Z1w
1
2.

Recall that M 1
2, w

1
2 . ψ and M 1

1, w
1
1 , φ. The strategy for the remainder of the

proof is to use Lemma 45 to get a pointed product model pM3, xw
1
1, w

1
2yq for the

language L1YL2 such that there is a relevant directed bisimulation xZ 11, Z
1
2y for L1

between M3 and M 1
1 such that w11Z

1
1xw

1
1, w

1
2y and a relevant directed bisimulation

xZ21 , Z
2
2y for L2 between M3 and M 1

2 such that xw11, w
1
2yZ

2
2w

1
2.

But then M3, xw
1
1, w

1
2y , φ from M 1

1, w
1
1 , φ and Proposition 22. Now, by the

assumption that φ $ ψ, then M3, xw
1
1, w

1
2y , ψ. However, this would imply that

M 1
2, w

1
2 , ψ by Proposition 22, a contradiction. Hence, the supposition that for

every formula θ in L1 X L2, φ $ θ implies that pθ, ψq & K must be false and the

theorem has been proven.

The next corollary is the analogue of Theorem 6.6.3 in [51].

Corollary 47. Let T1 and T2 be theories in basic relevant languages (possibly with

absurdity) L1, L2 respectively. Suppose T1 is satisfiable. If there is no formula θ in

L1 X L2 such that T1 $ θ and pθ, T2q $ K, then pT1, T2q is satisfiable.

Proof. Suppose pT1, T2q $ K, so by compactness, for some finite T 11 Ď T1 and

T 12 Ď T2, pT 11, T
1
2q $ K. Hence,

Ź

T 11 $
Ž

T 12. By Theorem 46, there is a formula

θ in L1 X L2 such that
Ź

T 11 $ θ and pθ,
Ž

T 12q $ K, i.e., T 11 $ θ and pθ, T 12q $ K.

Hence, T1 $ θ and pθ, T2q $ K, which is a contradiction.

3.7 Conclusion

In this chapter we have seen that the expressive power of the fragment of first

order logic corresponding to translations of propositional relevant formulas can be

characterized using the notion of a relevant directed bisimulation. In particular,

we accomplished this by establishing a preservation theorem isolating the “relevant

fragment” of first order logic. We also saw that this nice result could only be
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obtained in the presence of K in our relevant languages. The theorem provides

a measure of expressive power insofar as it gives a test to determine whether a

particular first order concept is indeed expressible in the language of relevant logic:

check whether it is preserved under relevant directed bisimulations. It happened

to be the case that this procedure cannot be turned into a precise algorithm that

would answer correctly whether a given first order concept is expressible in a relevant

language. Finally, we obtained an interpolation property for the relevant fragment

of first order logic through a construction involving relevant directed bisimulations.
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Chapter 4

Definability of classes of models

In this chapter, we will see exactly which properties of pointed models are definable

by a theory (finite or otherwise) in a relevant language with absurdity (with possibly

fusion and the Ackermann constant). For the analogous theorems in modal logic

and first order logic see [22] and [7, 51] respectively. In the foregoing we borrow

heavily from the ideas in [56].

4.1 Definability of properties of models

Definition 22. Suppose K is a class of pointed models. K is said to be definable

by a propositional relevant theory Σ (i.e., a set of formulas of a relevant language

with absurdity L) if K is the class of all pointed models pM,wq such that M,w , σ

for all σ P Σ. We can also speak of K as being relevantly axiomatizable or RC∆
1.

We write K for the complement of K in the class of all pointed models of the

relevant language with absurdity in question. For a set of formulas Φ, Mod(Φ) will

be used to mean the class of all models of Φ.

1Here RC stands for “relevant class”. As in first order logic, we use the subscript ∆ to
distinguish whether the class of models in question is axiomatizable by a set of relevant formulas
as opposed to a single relevant formula.
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We write Th(K) for the collection of all formulas in the relevant fragment of

first order logic holding at every pM, vq P K, i.e., the collection of all φpxq such that

there is a relevant formula ψ, φpxq is logically equivalent to Txpψq, and M ( φrvs

for all pM, vq P K.

We say that K is closed under relevant directed bisimulations if whenever pM,wq

is in K and there is a relevant directed bisimulation pZM , ZNq between M and N

such that wZMv, then pN, vq is in K as well. We say that K is closed under relevant

preservation if whenever pM,wq is in K and every relevant sentence holding in

pM,wq also holds in pN, vq, then pN, vq is in K.

4.2 Algebraic characterization of definable

classes of models

Proposition 48. Let L be a relevant language with absurdity and K a class of

pointed models for it. Then, K is RC∆ iff

(i) K is closed under the formation of ultraproducts, and

(ii) K is closed under relevant preservation.

Proof. The left to right direction is easy, since if K is RC∆, clearly (i) and (ii) will

hold. For suppose tpN, uqi : i P Iu is a family of models in K and say that the class

of models of the relevant theory Σ is exactly K. Now, for every i P I, pN, uqi , φ

for each φ P Σ, i.e., using the Switch Lemma, N ( Txpφqrus for every φ P Σ. Let

U be an ultrafilter on I, and u1 “ f{U , where f is the choice function that for

each i P I, gives the element u from pN, uqi. Hence,
ś

pN, uqi{U ( Txpφqru
1s by

 Loś’s theorem and the fact that I P U by definition of ultrafilters. By the Switch

Lemma,
ś

pN, uqi{U, u
1 , φ. This shows (i). Item (ii) follows since if pN, uq , φ

for each φ P Σ, and every relevant formula holding in pN, uq also holds in pM,wq,

then pM,wq , φ for each φ P Σ, so pM,wq P K.
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For the converse, note that K Ď ModpThpKqq. It suffices to show that

ModpThpKqq Ď K for then ThpKq would be the required relevant axiomatization

of K.

Suppose that pM, vq P ModpThpKqq to show that pM, vq P K. Let I be a set

indexing the collection

tφ : M, v . φ, φ P FmlapLqu,

and consider

t Txpφiq : i P Iu.

We see that for each  Txpφiq, there must be some pN, uq P K such that N, u . φi.

Otherwise, for all pN, uq P K we would have that N, u , φi. Hence, Txpφiq P ThpKq,

contradicting the fact that pM, vq P ModpThpKqq. For each i, with the axiom of

choice, we pick one such pN, uqi.

Now, for j P I, consider

Jj “ ti P J : pN, uqi (  Txpφjqrusu.

tJj : j P Iu has the finite intersection property for suppose tJj1 , . . . , Jjnu is a finite

subset of tJj : j P Iu. Clearly, M (  Txpφj1q ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^  Txpφjnqrvs, but then

M (  pTxpφj1q _ ¨ ¨ ¨ _ Txpφjnqqrvs. Say  pTxpφj1q _ ¨ ¨ ¨ _ Txpφjnqq is  Txpδkq for

k P I. pN, uqk (  Txpδkqrus, i.e., pN, uqk (  pTxpφj1q _ ¨ ¨ ¨ _ Txpφjnqqrus, which

means that pN, uqk (  Txpφj1q^¨ ¨ ¨^ Txpφjnqrus. Consequently, k P Jj1X¨ ¨ ¨XJjn .

Since tJj : j P Iu has the finite intersection property, it can be extended to an

ultrafilter U on I. We put N 1 “
ś

pN, uqi{U . Let u1 “ f{U , where f is the choice

function that for each i P I, gives the element u from pN, uqi. By  Loś’s theorem,

N 1 (  Txpφiqru
1s (for each i P I).
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Hence for every φ P FmlapLq, if M, v . φ then N 1, u1 . φ, and contraposing,

N 1, u1 , φ only if M, v , φ. But recall that K is closed under the formation

of ultraproducts, so pN 1, u1q P K, and also closed under relevant preservation, so

pM, vq P K as desired.

The above characterization still contains mention of the basic relevant language

with absurdity. We might want to get a completely algebraic criterion for being

an RC∆ class of models. The next improved version of the result provides such a

criterion.

Theorem 49. Let L be a relevant language with absurdity and K a class of pointed

models for it. Then, K is RC∆ iff

(i) K is closed under relevant directed bisimulations and the formation of ultra-

products, and

(ii) K is closed under the formation of ultrapowers.

Proof. We reason exactly as in the proof of Proposition 48 until we get pN 1, u1q P K

such that N 1, u1 , φ only if M, v , φ for arbitrary relevant formulas φ. By Keisler’s

method, we obtain ω-saturated elementary extensions pN2, u2q and pM 1, v1q which

are ultrapowers of their original pointed models pN 1, u1q and pM, vq. By Proposition

38, since N2, u2 , φ only if M 1, v1 , φ for arbitrary relevant formulas φ, there is

a relevant directed bisimulation between pN2, u2q and pM 1, v1q relating u2 to v1.

Given that K is closed under ultraproducts and relevant directed bisimulations,

pM 1, v1q P K. Now, if pM, vq were in K, then pM 1, v1q would be in K as well since

K is closed under ultrapowers. Thus, it must be the case that pM, vq is in K as

desired.

The next thing we want to do is find a criterion for finite axiomatizability in

a propositional relevant language with absurdity. In order to accomplish this we
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need to make a detour through the extension of such a language obtained by adding

boolean negation (represented by the symbol  ). Note that we are not making the

negation ∼ of the relevant language boolean by restricting the class of models under

consideration but rather we add a new connective. This language is interpretable in

first order logic in the obvious way: the translation Txp φq of the boolean negation

of a formula is just  Txpφq. In virtue of this interpretability, a Switch lemma

bridging the boolean extension of the basic propositional relevant language with

absurdity and its correspondence first order language follows as before, as well as

compactness.

Definition 23. Let M1 “ xW1, R1, ˚1, v1y and M2 “ xW2, R2, ˚2, v2y be two mod-

els of a basic relevant language with absurdity L. A boolean relevant directed

bisimulation for L between M1 and M2 is a non-empty relation

Z Ď W1 ˆW2

such that

(1) xZy only if x˚1Zy˚2

(2) If xZy and R2ybc for some b, c P W2, there are b1, c1 P W1 such that R1xb
1c1,

b1Zb and c1Zc.

(3) If xZy and R1xbc for some b, c P W1, there are b1, c1 P W2 such that R2yb
1c1,

bZb1 and cZc1.

(4) If xZy and p P PROP Ă L,

M1, x , p iff M2, y , p.

When L has fusion and the Ackermann constant we simply add the following clauses:

(4) If xZy and R1bcx for some b, c P W1, there are b1, c1 P W2 such that R2b
1c1y,

bZb1 and cZc1,
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(5) If xZy and there are u, v P O1 Ď W1 such that R1uvx then there are u1, v1 P

O2 Ď W2 such that R2u
1v1y.

It is not difficult to realize that boolean relevant directed bisimulations are basi-

cally just instantces of bisimulations. Note that if Z Ď W1ˆW2 is a boolean relevant

directed bisimulation, then the inverse Z´1 of Z which is a subset of W2ˆW1 is also

a boolean relevant directed bisimulation. Boolean relevant directed bisimulation is

a symmetric relation. We can observe as well that xZ,Z´1y would be a relevant

directed bisimulation.

Definition 24. A first order formula φ is said to be invariant under boolean rel-

evant directed bisimulations if whenever M1 and M2 are models for the boolean

extension of propositional relevant language with absurdity L such that for all pred-

icates P appearing in φ the corresponding propositional variable p is in L, Z is a

boolean relevant directed bisimulation between them, and x and y are such that xZy,

then

M1 ( φrxs iff M2 ( φrys.

Lemma 50. Boolean relevant formulas are invariant under boolean relevant directed

bisimulations.

Proof. The proof is by induction on formula complexity. Let M1 and M2 be two

models of a boolean relevant language with absurdity L. Suppose we have a boolean

relevant directed bisimulation Z Ď W1ˆW2 between M1 and M2. We have to show

that for any x, y such that xZy,

M1, x , φ iff M2, y , φ.

The argument is analogous to the proof of Proposition 22 with the case of boolean

negation being the only new thing. We omit it since it follows without great diffi-

culty.
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Proposition 51. Let M1 and M2 be two ω-saturated models for the boolean ex-

tension L ` of a basic propositional relevant language with absurdity L. Then the

following are equivalent:

(i) M1, w1 , φ iff M2, w2 , φ for every formula φ of L `

(ii) there is a boolean relevant directed bisimulation Z Ď W1ˆW2 between M1 and

M2 such that w1Zw2.

Proof. Similar to the proof of Proposition 38.

Definition 25. Let K be a class of pointed models. K is said to be closed under

boolean relevant directed bisimulations if whenever pM1, w1q P K, pM2, w2q is a

pointed model and Z Ď W1 ˆW2 is a boolean relevant directed bisimulation such

that w1Zw2 then pM2, w2q P K.

Definition 26. Let K be a class of pointed models. K is said to be an RC ∆ class

if K is the class of all pointed models pM,wq such that M,w , φ for each φ in some

set of formulas Σ of the boolean extension of a basic propositional relevant language

with absurdity.

Proposition 52. Let K be a class of pointed models for the boolean expansion L `

of a propositional relevant language L. Then, K is RC ∆ iff

(i) K is closed under boolean relevant directed bisimulations and the formation of

ultraproducts.

(ii) K is closed under ultrapowers.

Proof. Similar to the proof of Theorem 49.

Definition 27. Let K be a class of pointed models. K is said to be an RC class

if K is the class of all pointed models pM,wq such that M,w , φ for some formula

φ of the boolean extension of a basic propositional relevant language with absurdity.
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Lemma 53. Let K be a class of pointed models. Then, K is RC iff K and K

are both closed under boolean relevant directed bisimulations and the formation of

ultraproducts.

Proof. The left to right direction of the lemma follows by  Loś’s theorem and the

invariance of boolean propositional relevant formulas under boolean relevant di-

rected bisimulations. For the converse, if K and K are both closed under boolean

relevant directed bisimulations and the formation of ultraproducts, then by the

Proposition 52, K and K are both RC ∆ classes. Say ΘK and ΘK are axiom-

atizations for K and K respectively in the boolean extension of a basic relevant

propositional language with absurdity. The theory ΘK Y ΘK is unsatisfiable for if

M,w , ΘK YΘK then both pM,wq P K and pM,wq P K, which is a contradiction.

By compactness, $ φ0^¨ ¨ ¨^φn Ą  ψ0_¨ ¨ ¨_ ψk for some tφ0, . . . , φnu Ď ΘK and

tψ0, . . . , ψku Ď ΘK . One can notice that this implies that the formula φ0^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ φn

axiomatizes K, i.e., Modpφ0 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ φnq “ K. K Ď Modpφ0 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ φnq is clear

since K “ ModpΘKq Ď Modpφ0 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ φnq. Now, if pM,wq P Modpφ0 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ φnq

it follows that M,w ,  ψ0 _ ¨ ¨ ¨ _  ψk since $ φ0 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ φn Ą  ψ0 _ ¨ ¨ ¨ _  ψk,

so M,w . ΘK , i.e., pM,wq R K, so pM,wq P K after all.

Finally, we are in position to prove the characterization of finite axiomatizability

that we had in mind. But first, one last definition.

Definition 28. Let K be a class of pointed models pM,wq. K is said to be an RC

class if K is the class of all pointed models pM,wq such that M,w , φ for some

formula φ of the basic propositional relevant language.

Theorem 54. Let K be a class of pointed models. Then, K is RC iff

(i) K is closed under relevant directed bisimulations and the formation of ultra-

products.

(ii) K is closed under ultraproducts.

Proof. The left to right direction is a consequence of  Loś’s theorem and the preser-

vation of propositional relevant formulas under relevant directed bisimulations. For
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the other direction, suppose that both (i) and (ii) hold. Now, since (i) holds, K

is also closed under boolean relevant directed bisimulations and the formation of

ultraproducts for let pM1, w1q P K and Z Ď W1 ˆ W2 be a boolean relevant di-

rected bisimulation between pM1, w1q and pM2, w2q where w1Zw2, then xZ,Z´1y is

a relevant directed bisimulation between pM1, w1q and pM2, w2q such that w1Zw2,

so pM2, w2q P K as desired.

We can see that K must be closed under boolean relevant directed bisimulations

for otherwise there is pM,wq P K and a boolean relevant directed bisimulation

Z between pM,wq and some model pN, uq such that pN, uq R K, i.e., pN, uq P

K. But this implies that pM,wq P K since Z´1 is a boolean relevant directed

bisimulation, a contradiction. By the above lemma, it follows that K is an RC 

class of pointed models, axiomatizable by a formula φK in the boolean expansion of

the basic propositional relevant language. But K is closed under relevant directed

bisimulations by assumption, so our main characterization theorem implies that

φK must indeed be equivalent to some basic propositional relevant formula, which

means that K is indeed RC.

4.3 Definability of classes of De Morgan models

Next we prove a result characterizing properties of De Morgan pointed models

definable in a basic propositional relevant language with absurdity and a finite

signature using relevant directed n-bisimulations following the analogous theorem

for negation-free modal logic in [56].

Lemma 55. For each n P ω, there are up to logical equivalence finitely many basic

relevant formulas with degree ď n in a language where PROP is finite.

Proof. Our argument will make a detour through the translation of finitary propo-

sitional relevant languages with absurdity into first order logic and show that where

PROP is finite and L is the finitary relevant language based on PROP, then for each
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n P ω, there are up to logical equivalence finitely many formulas of Lcorr which

are the translation of a formula of L with degree ď n. From this and the Switch

Lemma, the result follows.

The definition of the quantifier rank of a first order formula is quite standard

and it can be found in [51] (p. 103). One can easily observe by inspecting the

translation function that all translations in Lcorr of formulas of L with degree ď n

have quantifier rank ď k for sufficiently large k P ω.

An inessential modification of the argument for Lemma 2.4.8 in [68] shows that

there are at most finitely many non-equivalent formulas of Lcorr in one variable of

quantifier rank ď k for any k P ω. All we need to do is note is that, given that we

are only considering models where ˚ is an involution, Lcorr has only finitely many

non-equivalent atomic formulas.

The reader should keep in mind that the above little lemma by no means con-

tradicts the result in [100] (even though it clearly remains true for the structures

corresponding to the formal system TÑ studied in that paper). The reason is es-

sentially that the infinitely many pairwise non-equivalent formulas from [100] have

no finite bound to their degree.

Proposition 56. Let L have a finite list of propositional variables, M1, M2 be two

models, i, j P t1, 2u, u P Wi, and w P Wj. If (i) for each formula φ with degree ď n,

Mi, u , φ only if Mj, w , φ, then (ii) there is a relevant directed n-bisimulation

xZ01, Z02y, . . . , xZn1, Zn2y between M1 and M2 with uZ0iw.

Proof. For a model S, and world x from S, we denote by relďk-tpSpxq the relevant

type up to degree k of x, i.e., the set of all basic relevant formulas such that S, x , φ

and dgpφq ď k. We claim that, on the assumption that (i), the following system of

relations defines a relevant directed n-bisimulation between M1 and M2:

xZkiy iff relďn´k-tpMi
pxq Ď relďn´k-tpMj

pyq (0 ď k ď n)(i ‰ j, i, j P t1, 2u).

Let us first note that Z0m Ď ¨ ¨ ¨ Ď Znm (m P t1, 2u), for if relďn´m-tpNpxq Ď
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relďn´m-tpMpyq, then a fortiori, relďn´pm`1q-tpNpxq Ď relďn´pm`1q-tpMpyq since n´

pm ` 1q ă n ´m. By the assumption (i), Z0i is non-empty, since uZ0iw, but the

latter also implies that w˚jZ0ju
˚i as we will see below, so Z0j is non-empty. Hence,

Z0m (m P t1, 2u) has to be non-empty.

Let 0 ď k ď n, i, j P t1, 2u. If xZkiy, i.e., relďn´k-tpMi
pxq Ď relďn´k-tpMj

pyq, we

see that relďn´k-tpMj
py˚jq Ď relďn´k-tpMi

px˚iq, i.e., y˚jZkjx
˚i . It suffices to show

that if Mj, y
˚j , φ then Mi, x

˚i , φ for every φ with dgpφq ď n ´ k. We prove

the contrapositive. Suppose that Mi, x
˚i . φ, so Mi, x , p∼φq and since dgp∼φq “

dgpφq and relďn´k-tpMi
pxq Ď relďn´k-tpMj

pyq, also Mj, y , p∼φq. Consequently,

Mj, y
˚j . φ as we wanted. This takes care of (1) in Definition 11.

For clause (2) in in Definition 11, suppose that xZpk´1qiy, i.e., relďn´pk´1q-

tpMi
pxq Ď relďn´pk´1q-tpMj

pyq, and Rjybc for some worlds b, c from Mj. Where

Fmla(L) stands for the set of propositional relevant formulas of L, consider

nrelďn´k-tpMj
pcq “ tψ : Mj, c . φ, φ P FmlapLq, dgpφq ď n´ ku.

We claim that the set of formulas relďn´k-tpMj
pbq is satisfiable in Mi by a world

b1, and that the set nrelďn´k-tpMj
pcq is refutable in Mi by a world c1 while Rixb

1c1.

Since PROP is finite, we have that relďn´k-tpMj
pbq as well as nrelďn´k-tpMj

pcq have

only finitely many non-equivalent formulas. Let tδ1, . . . , δnu be the set of non-

equivalent members of relďn´k-tpMj
pbq and similarly for tσ1, . . . , σmu and nrelďn´k-

tpMj
pcq. It is clear that Mj, y .

Ź

tδ1, . . . , δnu Ñ
Ž

tσ1, . . . , σmu since Rjybc,

Mj, b ,
Ź

tδ1, . . . , δnu but Mj, c .
Ž

tσ1, . . . , σmu. Observe that

dgp
Ź

tδ1, . . . , δnu Ñ
Ž

tσ1, . . . , σmuq “

1`maxtdgp
Ź

tδ1, . . . , δnuq, dgp
Ž

tσ1, . . . , σmuqu

but

dgp
Ź

tδ1, . . . , δnuq “ maxtdgpδ1q, . . . , dgpδnqu ď n´ k

and
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dgp
Ž

tσ1, . . . , σmuq “ maxtdgpσ1q, . . . , dgpσmqu ď n´ k,

so

dgp
Ź

tδ1, . . . , δnu Ñ
Ž

tσ1, . . . , σmuq ď n´ pk ´ 1q.

Thus, since relďn´pk´1q-tpMi
pxq Ď relďn´pk´1q-tpMj

pyq, contraposing, Mi, x .
Ź

tδ1, . . . , δnu Ñ
Ž

tσ1, . . . , σmu, which means that there are b1 and c1 such that

Rixb
1c1, Mi, b

1 ,
Ź

tδ1, . . . , δnu, and Mi, c
1 .

Ž

tσ1, . . . , σmu. But every formula in

relďn´k-tpMj
pbq is equivalent to one in tδ1, . . . , δnu, so b1 satisfies relďn´k-tpMj

pbq,

hence, relďn´k-tpMj
pbq Ď relďn´k ´ tpMi

pb1q, i.e., bZkjb
1. On the other hand, every

formula in nrelďn´k-tpMj
pcq is equivalent to a formula in tδ1, . . . , δnu, so c1 refutes

nrelďn´k-tpMj
pcq. The latter means that if Mj, c . φ then Mi, c

1 . φ whenever

dgpφq ď n´ k. Contraposing, relďn´k-tpMi
pc1q Ď relďn´k-tpMj

pcq, i.e., c1Zkic.

Condition (3) in Definition 11 follows given that atomic formulas have degree 0.

For clause (4) in Definition 12, suppose that xZpk´1qiy, i.e., relďn´pk´1q-tpMi
pxq Ď

relďn´pk´1q-tpMj
pyq and Ribcx for some b, c. We claim that the set of formulas

relďn´k-tpMi
pbq Y relďn´k-tpMi

pcq is satisfiable in Mj by a pair b1, c1 of elements

such that Rjb
1c1y. It is not difficult to see that relďn´k-tpMi

pbq as well as relďn´k-

tpMi
pcq have only finitely many non-equivalent formulas. Let tδ1, . . . , δnu be the

set of non-equivalent members of relďn´k-tpMi
pbq and similarly for tσ1, . . . , σmu and

relďn´k-tpMi
pcq. It is clear that Mi, x ,

Ź

tδ1, . . . , δnu ˝
Ź

tσ1, . . . , σmu since Ribcx

, Mi, b ,
Ź

tδ1, . . . , δnu but Mi, c ,
Ź

tσ1, . . . , σmu. Observe that

dgp
Ź

tδ1, . . . , δnu ˝
Ź

tσ1, . . . , σmuq “

1`maxtdgp
Ź

tδ1, . . . , δnuq, dgp
Ź

tσ1, . . . , σmuqu

but

dgp
Ź

tδ1, . . . , δnuq “ maxtdgpδ1q, . . . , dgpδnqu ď n´ k

and
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dgp
Ź

tσ1, . . . , σmuq “ maxtdgpσ1q, . . . , dgpσmqu ď n´ k,

so

dgp
Ź

tδ1, . . . , δnu ˝
Ź

tσ1, . . . , σmuq ď n´ pk ´ 1q.

So given that relďn´pk´1q-tpMi
pxq Ď relďn´pk´1q-tpMj

pyq, Mj, y ,
Ź

tδ1, . . . , δnu ˝
Ź

tσ1, . . . , σmu. Consequently, there must be a pair b1, c1 such that Rjb
1c1y realizing

relďn´k-tpMi
pbq Y relďn´k-tpMi

pcq. Since relďn´k-tpMi
pbq is realized by b1, we have

that bZkib
1 and since c1 realizes relďn´k-tpMi

pcq, cZkic
1.

Finally, clause (5) in Definition 11 holds by the semantics of t.

It might be worth to remark that the following corollary of the above result is

immediate.

Corollary 57. Let L have a finite list of propositional variables, M1, M2 be two

models, i, j P t1, 2u, u P Wi, and w P Wj. Then (i) for each formula φ, Mi, u , φ

only if Mj, w , φ iff (ii) for every n ă ω, there is a relevant directed n-bisimulation

xZ01, Z02y, . . . , xZn1, Zn2y between M1 and M2 with uZ0iw.

Proof. Immediate from Lemma 20, Proposition 56 and the fact that every relevant

formula has some finite degree.

Definition 29. We say that a class of pointed models K is closed under rele-

vant directed n-bisimulations, if whenever pMi, wiq P K and there is a relevant di-

rected n-bisimulation xZ0i, Z0jy, . . . , xZni, Znjy between pMi, wiq and pMj, wjq such

that wiZ0iwj, then pMj, wjq P K.

Proposition 58. Let L be a propositional relevant language with a finite list of

propositional variables and K a class of pointed models. Then, (i) K is RC in L iff

(ii) for some n ă ω, K is closed under relevant directed n-bisimulations.
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Proof. (i) ñ (ii) follows by choosing n “ dgpφq where φ is the propositional rele-

vant formula axiomatizing K. If there is a pointed model pMi, wiq P K and a rel-

evant directed n-bisimulation xZ0i, Z0jy, . . . , xZni, Znjy between pMi, wiq and some

pointed model pMj, wjq such that wiZ0iwj, then, by Lemma 20 (since n “ dgpφq

and Mi, wi , φ given that pMi, wiq P K), Mj, wj , φ, i.e., pMj, wjq P K.

For (ii)ñ (i), suppose that there is some n ă ω such that K is closed under rele-

vant directed n-bisimulations. By Lemma 55, there are finitely many non-equivalent

propositional relevant formulas of L with degree ď n. For a model pMi, wiq P K,

let φnMi,wi
be the conjunction of all non-equivalent formulas ψ of degree ď n such

that Mi, wi , ψ. Now, there are only finitely many non-equivalent formulas φnMi,wi
,

for there can only be finitely many non-equivalent conjunctions with conjuncts in

a finite set of formulas.

Take the disjunction θ of all the non-equivalent formulas φnMi,wi
. Let us denote

by Modpθq, the class of all models of θ. We claim that Modpθq “ K. If pMi, wiq P K,

then Mi, wi , φnMi,wi
, so one of the conjuncts of θ is satisfied by pMi, wiq, and hence

Mi, wi , θ, so K Ď Modpθq. On the other hand if pMj, wjq , θ, we have that

pMj, wjq , φnMi,wi
for some pMi, wiq P K, but this means that relďn-tpMi

pwiq Ď

relďn-tpMj
pwjq. For if dgpψq ď n and Mi, wi , ψ, ψ is equivalent to a conjunct

of φnMi,wi
and thus, Mj, wj , ψ. By Proposition 56 there is a relevant directed

n-bisimulation between pMi, wiq and pMj, wjq such that wiZ0iwj. So, pMj, wjq P K

by the closure of K under relevant directed n-bisimulations.

From Example 21, it is easy to see that the class V of pointed models pM,wq

where w ‰ w˚ is not definable by a propositional relevant formula in a basic relevant

language L with absurdity and a finite list of propositional variables (i.e., V is not

an RC class of pointed models of L). There is a relevant directed bisimulation

between pM2, sq and pM1, wq relating s to w. By the proof of Proposition 22, the

relevant directed bisimulation can be seen as a relevant directed n-bisimulation for

each n ă ω. In M2, s ‰ s˚ but in M1, w “ w˚. Hence, V is not closed under relevant

directed n-bisimulations for any n ă ω. By Proposition 58, K is not definable by a
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propositional relevant formula. Using the contrapositive of Proposition 22 instead

of Proposition 58, we see that the restriction to a finite list of propositional variables

is actually inessential. Though V fails to be an RC class, it is still a good example

of what we might call a PRC class of Routley-Meyer models.

Definition 30. Let K be a class of pointed models pM,wq and L a relevant lan-

guage. K is said to be a PRC class or pseudo-definable in L if K is the class of

the restrictions to the signature of L of all pointed models in a class K 1 of models

for a language L1 Ě L.

The class V mentioned before can be defined as the class of the restrictions to

L of all models pM,wq for LY tqu such that M,w ( q ^∼q.

4.4 Conclusion

We have used the ultraproduct construction and relevant directed bisimulations to

provide a characterization of the classes of pointed models which can be axiomatized

by a set of relevant formulas and by a single relevant formula. Furthermore, in the

special case that the models considered belong to the class of De Morgan models and

that the relevant language has only finitely many propositional variables, we can

characterize the classes of models axiomatizable by a single relevant formula using

only the model-theoretic releation of a relevant n-bisimulation (a graded version

of the concept of a relevant directed bisimulation). These results give again a

measure of the expressive power of propositional relevant languages, this time not

as fragments of first order logic but as a fragment of any formal language containing

them.
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Chapter 5

The case of B˝t-models:

definability from a non-classical

perspective

In this chapter, if M is a model, we will say that a formula φ is true in M if for

all w P OM (that is, all the worlds in the distinguished subset of the model M) we

have that M,w , φ. Given a set Γ of relevant formulas we will denote the class

of all models where all the formulas in Γ are true as ModpΓq. This leads us to the

following definition, which will be in place for the remainder of the chapter.

Definition 31. A class K of Routley-Meyer B˝t-models is said to be definable or

axiomatizable in a given relevant language L if there is a set Θ of formulas of L

such that ModpΘq “ K.

We will give below a non-classical answer to the question of which classes of

Routley-Meyer B˝t-models1 (in this chapter, simply models) can be defined in the

language of relevant logic. In particular, we give a criterion in terms of closure

under certain model-theoretic operations for a class of Routley-Meyer models to be

axiomatizable.

1The reason for our choice is the nice duality theory that exists for these models, which allows
us to use the prime filter construction introduced below.
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By a “non-classical answer” we mean that we use constructions intrinsically

belonging to the Routley-Meyer semantic framework as opposed to more generic

ones like ultraproducts (although we also provide similar answers employing these).

Our goal is to generalize the ideas and results from [49] for intuitionistic logic to

another class of logics.

5.1 B˝t-bounded morphisms

Next, we will introduce a weaker notion of a bounded morphism, which suffices for

the purposes of this chapter ´this comes from [95].

Definition 32. Let M1 “ xW1, R1, ˚1, O1, V1y and M2 “ xW2, R2, ˚2, O2, V2y be

two Routley-Meyer models for a relevant language L. Let us denote by ď1,ď2 the

partial orders of M1 and M2 respectively. A map f : W1 ÝÑ W2 is a B˝t-bounded

morphism if for all a, b, c P W1 and a1, b1, c1 P W2:

(i) fpa˚1q “ fpaq˚2,

(ii) R2fpaqb
1c1 only if there are b, c P W1 such that R1abc while b1 ď2 fpbq and

fpcq ď2 c
1,

(iii) a P V1ppq iff fpaq P V2ppq pp P PROPq,

(iv) R2b
1c1fpaq only if there are b, c P W1 such that R1bca while b1 ď2 fpbq and

c1 ď2 fpcq,

(v) a P O1 only if fpaq P O2,

(vi) R1abc only if R2fpaqfpbqfpcq.

Proposition 59. Let M1 “ xW1, R1, ˚1, O1, V1y and M2 “ xW2, R2, ˚2, O2, V2y be

two Routley-Meyer models for a relevant language L. Furthermore, let f : W1 ÝÑ

W2 be a B˝t-bounded morphism. Then, the pair xZ1, Z2y is a relevant directed

bisimulation, where:
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xZ1y iff fpxq ď2 y,

xZ2y iff x ď2 fpyq.

Moreover, if for each x P O2 there is y P O1 such that fpyq ď2 x, then the relevant

directed bisimulation is total w. r. t. both O1 and O2.

Proof. To establish (1) from Definition 12 simply use (i) from Definition 32. For if

xZ1y, i.e., fpxq ď2 y, then, by properties of Routley-Meyer B˝t-models, it must be

that y˚2 ď2 fpxq
˚2 and fpxq˚2 “ fpx˚1q, i.e., y˚2Z2x

˚1 . On the other hand, if xZ2y,

i.e., x ď2 fpyq then, by properties of Routley-Meyer B˝t-models, it must be that

fpyq˚2 “ fpy˚1q and fpy˚1q ď2 x
˚2 , i.e., y˚1Z1x

˚2 .

Clauses (2) and (4) in Definition 12 follow along similar lines applying clauses

(ii) and (iv) respectively (in conjunction with (vi)) from Definition 32. Clause (iii)

from Definition 12 is straightforward from (iii) of Definition 32 and the Hereditary

Lemma.

Finally, we know by the hypothesis of the proposition and the definition of Z1

that xZ1, Z2y is total w. r. t. O2. On the other hand, if w P O1, then since

fpwq ď2 fpwq we must have that fpwqZ2w. But also by (v) in Definition 32, we

have that indeed fpwq P O2, so xZ1, Z2y is total w. r. t. O1.

5.2 Prime filter extensions

Definition 33. A structure xA,Ñ, ˝,´,X,Y,J,K, 1y is called a relevant algebra

([105], p. 264) if the following holds:

(i) xA,Y,X,J,Ky is a bounded distributive lattice,

(ii) x ˝ py Y zq “ px ˝ yq Y px ˝ zq,

(iii) py Y zq ˝ x “ py ˝ xq Y pz ˝ xq,
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(iv) ´pxY yq “ ´xX´y,

(v) ´pxX yq “ ´xY´y,

(vi) ´J “ K and ´K “ J,

(vii) x ˝ K “ K ˝ x “ K,

(viii) 1 ˝ x “ x,

(ix) x ˝ y ď z iff x ď y Ñ z,

where ď in this context is the standard lattice order in terms of either X or Y.

Definition 34. Given a model M “ xWM , RM , ˚M , OM , V My, we will use M` to

denote the dual algebra of M, which is the structure xUpďMq,Ñ, ˝,´,X,Y,J,K, 1y

where X,Y are simply set intersection and union respectively, 1 “ OM , K “ H,J “

WM , UpďMq the collection of all subsets of WM upward closed under the ďM rela-

tion, and the remaing operations of sets are as follows:

X ˝ Y “ tw P WM : Dv, u P WMpRMvuw ^ v P X ^ u P Y qu,

X Ñ Y “ tw P WM : @v, u P WMpRMwvu^ v P X Ą u P Y qu,

´X “ tw P WM : w˚
M
R Xu.

Proposition 60. Let M be a Routley-Meyer B˝t-model for L. Then M` is a rele-

vant algebra.

Proof. Left to the reader. Straightfoward from the definition of M` and the prop-

erties of a Routley-Meyer model. For instance, to establish (ii) from Definition 33,

let x P X ˝pY YZq, so there are v, u P WM such that RMvux, v P X and u P Y YZ,

that is, either u P Y or u P Z. But this means that either x P X ˝Y or x P X ˝Z, so

x P pX ˝Y qYpX ˝Zq. pX ˝Y qYpX ˝Zq Ď X ˝ pY YZq is also trivial by disjunction

introduction.

Definition 35. Given a model M “ xWM , RM , ˚M , OM , V My, we will use pM`q`

to denote the dual model of M`, which is the structure xPF pUpďMqq, R, ˚, O, V y

where:
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(i) PF pUpďMqq is the set of all prime filters of UpďMq in the algebra M`,

(ii) O “ tw P PF pUpďMqq : OM P wu,

(iii) Rwvu iff for all x, y P UpďMq, if xÑ y P w and x P v then y P u,

(iv) w˚ “ tx P UpďMq : ´x R wu,

(v) V ppq “ tw P PF pUpďMqq : V Mppq P wu.

pM`q` will be also called the prime filter extension of M and denoted by pepMq.

This is because we can define the following map π : WM ÝÑ PF pUpďMqq:

w ÞÑ tx P UpďMq : w P xu,

which is an embedding (in the standard model-theoretic sense) of the structure M

into pepMq.

Proposition 61. Let M be a Routley-Meyer B˝t-model for L. Then for any prime

filter u of UpďMq and formula φ of L we must have that V Mpφq P u iff pepMq, u , φ.

Hence, M,w , φ iff pepMq, πpwq , φ for any formula φ of L. Moreover, M , φ

iff pepMq , φ for any such φ.

Proof. We establish that V Mpφq P u iff pepMq, u , φ by induction on the complexity

of u. The case when φ is a propositional variable is immediate by definition of V pepMq.

The case when φ “ K is trivial since V MpKq “ H, which can never belong to a

filter u. When φ “ t, we have that V ptq “ OM P u iff u P OpepMq iff pepMq, u , t,

as desired. The cases for _ and ^ are obvious.

Let now φ “ ∼ψ. Then V Mp∼ψq “ tw P WM : w˚M R V Mpψqu “ ∼V Mpψq P u

iff V Mpψq R u˚pepMq iff pepMq, u˚pepMq . ψ iff pepMq, u , ∼ψ, where the second

biconditional follows by inductive hypothesis.

Let φ “ ψ Ñ χ. Suppose that pepMq, u . ψ Ñ χ, i.e., there are u1, u2 such that

RpepMquu1u2 while pepMq, u1 , ψ and pepMq, u2 . χ. By inductive hypothesis,

V Mpψq P u1 and V Mpχq R u2. Hence V Mpψq Ñ V Mpχq “ V Mpψ Ñ χq R u by
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definition of RpepMq. On the other hand, if V Mpψq Ñ V Mpχq “ V Mpψ Ñ χq R u,

then by Lemma 4.1 from [95], we see that indeed pepMq, u . φ. Finally, the case

φ “ ψ ˝ χ is established similarly only this time appealing to Lemma 4.2 from [95].

For the last part of the proposition suppose that M , φ, so OM Ď V Mpφq, but

OM is member of any prime filter u of UpďMq which belongs to OpepMq. By general

properties of filters then V Mpφq P u, so indeed pepMq , φ. Conversely if M . φ,

there is some w P OM such that M,w . φ. Thus, pepMq, πpwq . φ. But w P OM

iff M,w , t iff pepMq, πpwq , t iff πpwq P OpepMq. Consequently, pepMq . φ.

Definition 36. Given a model M “ xWM , RM , ˚M , OM , V My, we will use M`δ

to denote the definable dual algebra of M, which is the structure xUpMq,Ñ

, ˝,´,X,Y,J,K, 1y where UpMq “ tV Mpφq : φ P FmlapLqu (where, naturally,

V Mpφq will be the collection of worlds where φ is satisfied in M , which is upwards

closed thanks to the Hereditary Lemma) and the operations are defined as in Defi-

nition 34. In particular note that OM “ V Mptq, V MpJq “ WM and V MpKq “ H.

Proposition 62. Let M be a Routley-Meyer B˝t-model for L. Then M`δ is a

relevant algebra.

Definition 37. Given a model M “ xWM , RM , ˚M , OM , V My, we will use pM`δq`

to denote the dual model of M`δ, which is the structure xPF pUpMqq, R, ˚, O, V y

where:

(i) PF pUpMqq is the set of all prime filters of UpMq in the algebra M`δ,

(ii) O “ tw P PF pUpMqq : OM P wu,

(iii) Rwvu iff for all x, y P UpMq, if xÑ y P w and x P v then y P u,

(iv) w˚ “ tx P UpMq : ´x R wu,

(v) V ppq “ tw P PF pUpMqq : V Mppq P wu.

Once more, pM`δq` (or simply M δ) will be also called the definable prime filter

extension of M since again we can define the following embedding π : WM ÝÑ

PF pUpMqq:
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w ÞÑ tx P UpMq : w P xu.

Proposition 63. Let M be a Routley-Meyer B˝t-model for L. The map x ÞÑ x X

UpMq is a bounded morphism from pepMq onto M δ. Moreover, for each x P OMδ

there is y P OpepMq such that x “ y X UpMq.

Proof. Consider the inclusion homomorphism i from M`δ into M`. Recall from

[95] (p. 106) that the dual mapping i` : pM`q` ÝÑ pM`δq` is defined by the

equation:

i`pxq “ i´1pxq.

But i´1pxq “ ty P UpMq : y P xu, so i` is indeed the map mentioned in the

statement of the proposition. However, i` is a bounded morphism by Lemma 6.1

of [95]. The only thing that we need to notice is that pepMq, x , p iff V Mppq P x

iff V Mppq P xX UpMq iff M δ, xX UpMq , p, for any propositional variable p of L.

Finally let x P OMδ
. Since x is a primer filter of UpMq it is not difficult to

see that x is separated from UpMqzx. Hence, using the prime filter theorem ([48],

p. 186 or Lemma 6.1 in [49]), there must be a prime filter of UpďMq, y Ě x such

that y X UpMqzx “ H, so indeed y “ x X UpMq, as desired. Furthermore since

OM P x Ď y, we have that y P OpepMq as well. A similar argument establishes that

the mapping under consideration is surjective.

Corollary 64. Suppose K is a class of Routley-Meyer B˝t-models for L closed

under total (w. r. t. O) relevant directed bisimulations. Then pepMq P K iff

M δ P K.

Proof. Consider the bounded morphism x ÞÑ xX UpMq (call it g) given by Propo-

sition 63. By Proposition 59, the pair xZ1, Z2y is a relevant directed bisimulation

which is total w. r. t. both OMδ
and OpepMq, where:

xZ1y iff x ďM
δ
gpyq,

xZ2y iff gpxq ďM
δ
y.
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Consequently, pepMq P K iff M δ P K by the closure assumption on K.

Corollary 65. Let M be a Routley-Meyer B˝t-model for L. Then for any prime

filter u of UpMq and formula φ of L we must have that V Mpφq P u iff M δ, u , φ.

Moreover, M , φ iff M δ , φ for any such φ.

Proof. Consider the mapping given in Proposition 63. We have that pepMq, x , φ

iff M δ, xXUpMq , φ and that indeed all elements of M δ are of the form xXUpMq.

Therefore, using Proposition 61, we see that if u “ x X UpMq is a prime filter of

UpMq, V Mpφq P u iff V Mpφq P x iff pepMq, x , φ iff M δ, u , φ.

The last part of the result follows from Proposition 61 again using Corollary

64.

So, according to Corollary 65 and Propositions 61 and 28 we can see that a class

of models K definable by a theory of the relevant language L is always going to

be closed under total relevant directed bisimulations, (definable) prime extensions

and disjoint unions. Indeed, both K and K will be closed under (definable) prime

extensions.

5.3 Characterizing definable classes of models

In this section, we finally tackle the main result of the chapter (Theorem 70). We

start with a simple lemma ´first established by Goldblatt for modal logic ´see [11].

We will call a submodel M 1 of a given model M an inner submodel if the pair xI, Iy,

where I is just the identity relation, is a relevant directed bisimulation between M

and M 1. Indeed, then xI´1, I´1y is relevant directed bisimulation total w. r. t. OM .

Lemma 66. Let tMi : i P Iu be a family of B˝t-models and
ś

Mi{U an ultraproduct.

Then
ś

Mi{U is isomorphic to an inner submodel of the ultrapower
À

iPIM
I
i {U .

Proof. Simply consider the mapping f{U ÞÑ f 1{U where f 1 : I ÝÑ
Ť

iPIWi is

defined by f 1piq “ fpiq.
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Lemma 67. Let Lcorr` be obtained by adding a list of constants to Lcorr. Suppose K

is a class of Routley-Meyer B˝t-models which is closed under ultraproducts. Then

for any set Θ of formulas of Lcorr`, if Θ is finitely satisfiable in K then Θ is indeed

satisfiable in K.

Proof. This is simply the proof of the compactness theorem using ultraproducts

which can be found in a place like, say, [7] (Theorem 4.1) or [68] (Exercise 2.5.20,

p. 64).

Given models pM,wq and pN, uq, we can abbreviate the claim that for every

formula φ of L, M,w , φ only if N, u , φ as M,w VL N, u.

Proposition 68. Let M be a Routley-Meyer B˝t-model and N an ω-saturated

Routley-Meyer B˝t-model such that N , φ iff M , φ for any formula φ of L. Then

there is a relevant directed bisimulation total w. r. t. both ON and OMδ
between N

and M δ.

Proof. Given x P WN , let

fpxq “ tV Mpφq : N, x , φ, φ P FmlapLqu.

It is not difficult to verify that fpxq is indeed in the domain of M δ. For instance,

to see that fpxq is prime suppose that V Mpφq Y V Mpψq “ V Mpφ _ ψq P fpxq, so

N, x , φ_ψ. Hence N, x , φ or N, x , ψ, so either V Mpφq P fpxq or V Mpψq P fpxq,

as desired. Now define the following pair of relations Z1 Ď WMδ
ˆ WN , Z2 Ď

WN ˆWMδ
:

xZ1y iff x Ď fpyq,

xZ2y iff fpxq Ď y.

Next we show that xZ1, Z2y is a relevant directed bisimulation total w. r. t. both

ON and OMδ
.
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To establish (1) from Definition 12 we start by noting that

fpxq˚δ “ tV Mpφq : V Mp∼φq R fpxq, φ P FmlapLqu

“ tV Mpφq : N, x . ∼φ, φ P FmlapLqu

“ tV Mpφq : N, x˚N , φ, φ P FmlapLqu

“ fpx˚N q.

Suppose next that xZ1y, i.e., x Ď fpyq. Then fpy˚N q “ fpyq˚δ “ tV Mpφq :

V Mp∼φq R fpyq, φ P FmlapLqu Ď tV Mpφq : V Mp∼φq R x, φ P FmlapLqu, which

means that fpyq˚δZ2x
˚N . On the other hand if xZ2y, i.e., fpxq Ď y, we have

that y˚δ “ tV Mpφq : V Mp∼φq R y, φ P FmlapLqu Ď tV Mpφq : N, x . ∼φ, φ P
FmlapLqu “ tV Mpφq : N, x˚N , φ, φ P FmlapLqu “ fpx˚N q, so y˚δZ1x

˚N as desired.

To establish (2) from Definition 12 suppose that xZ1y, i.e., x Ď fpyq and RNybc.

Take fpbq and fpcq. It is easy to see that Rδxfpbqfpcq. For assume that V Mpφq Ñ

V Mpψq “ V Mpφ Ñ ψq P x while V Mpφq P fpbq. Then N, b , φ whereas V Mpφ Ñ

ψq P fpyq, which means that N, y , φ Ñ ψ, so N, c , ψ given that RNybc. Thus,

V Mpψq P fpcq as desired. Moreover, bZ2fpbq while fpcqZ1c. On the other hand

assume that xZ2y, i.e., fpxq Ď y and Rδybc. Consider the set ∆ defined as

tTxpφq : M δ, b , φ, φ P FmlapLqu Y t Txpψq : M δ, c . ψ, ψ P FmlapLqu.

Take any finite ∆0 Ď ∆. We may assume it is tTxpφ0q, . . . , pφjqu Y

t Txpψ0q, . . . , Txpψkqu. Now, M δ, y .
Ź

iăj`1 φi Ñ
Ž

iăk`1 ψi, so

V Mp
Ź

iăj`1 φi Ñ
Ž

iăk`1 ψiq R y, so V Mp
Ź

iăj`1 φi Ñ
Ž

iăk`1 ψiq R fpxq. The

latter means then that N, x .
Ź

iăj`1 φi Ñ
Ž

iăk`1 ψi, hence, there must be

b0, c0 such that RNxb0c0 and N, b0 ,
Ź

iăj`1 φi while N, c0 .
Ž

iăk`1 ψi. By

the ω-saturation of N we must have b1, c1 such that RNxb1c1 while also b1 sat-

isfies tTxpφq : M δ, b , φ, φ P FmlapLqu (i.e., M δ, b VL N, b1) and c1 satisfies

t Txpψq : M δ, c . ψ, ψ P FmlapLqu (i.e., N, c1 VL M δ, c ). Finally, b Ď fpb1q,

i.e., bZ2b
1 since V Mpφq P b implies that M δ, b , φ which means that N, b1 , φ, so

indeed V Mpφq P fpb1q, and fpc1q Ď c, i.e., c1Z2c similarly since N, c1 VL M
δ, c.

To check (3) from Definition 12 first assume that xZ1y, i.e., x Ď fpyq. Now,
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M δ, x , p implies that V Mppq P x, so by assumption, Mppq P fpyq as well. The

latter means that N, y , p by definition of f . On the other hand if xZ2y, i.e.,

fpxq Ď y and N, x , p, then V Mppq P fpxq. Consequently, V Mppq P y, by our

assumption, and that means that M δ, y , p as desired.

Clause (4) from Definition 12 is established along similar lines to (2) above. For

(5), from Definition 12 let us assume that xZ2y, i.e., fpxq Ď y and that x P ON .

Hence, N, x , t, so V Mptq “ OM P fpxq, so OM P y, which means that y P OMδ .

The case of Z1 follows simply by reversing this argument.

Finally, we show that xZ1, Z2y is total w. r. .t. both ON and OMδ
. So assume

first that x P ON , then fpxq is such that fpxqZ1x trivially and also fpxq P OMδ given

that N, x , t implies that Mptq P fpxq, which in turn means that fpxq P OMδ .

On the if x P OMδ then it suffices to find y P ON such that M δ, x . φ implies

that N, y . φ for all formulas φ of L. This will show that yZ2x. Consider the

set tTxptqu Y t Txpφq : M δ, x . φ, φ P FmlapLqu and take some finite subset

tTxptqu Y t Txpφ0q, . . . , Txpφnqu. We know that M δ, x .
Ž

jăn`1 φj, so M δ .
Ž

jăn`1 φj, so M .
Ž

jăn`1 φj and by the hypothesis of the proposition, N .
Ž

jăn`1 φj. Consequently, there is z P ON such that N, z .
Ž

jăn`1 φj, so z satisfies

tTxptqu Y t Txpφ0q, . . . , Txpφnqu. By the ω-saturation of N , there must be y

satisfying tTxptqu Y t Txpφq : M δ, x . φ, φ P FmlapLqu as desired.

Lemma 69. Let K be a class of Routley-Meyer B˝t-models. If K is closed under

total (w. r. t. O) relevant directed bisimulations and both K and K are closed

under definable prime extensions, then both K and its complement K are closed

under ultrapowers.

Proof. First suppose M P K and
ś

M{U is an ultrapower of M . Consider next an

ultrapower N “
ś

p
ś

M{Uq{D obtained by Keisler’s method which is ω-saturated.

Applying  Loś’s theorem twice, we have that M , φ iff
ś

p
ś

M{Uq{D , φ. Thus,

using Proposition 68, there is a total (w. r. t. ON) relevant directed bisimulation

between M δ and M .

Now M δ P K by the closure of K under definable prime extensions. By the

closure under total (w. r. t. O) relevant directed bisimulations, we also see that
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N P K. Again applying Proposition 68 with N and
ś

M{U this time, there must be

a relevant directed bisimulation total w. r. t. O
ś

M{U between N and p
ś

M{Uqδ,

so indeed the latter is in K and since K is closed under definable prime extensions,

we must have that
ś

M{U P K, as desired.

On the other hand if M P K, since also M δ P K then, by Proposition 68, we

have that
ś

p
ś

M{Uq{D P K by the closure of K under total (w. r. t. O) relevant

directed bisimulations. Moreover,
ś

M{U P K by the above established closure of

K under ultrapowers.

Theorem 70. Let K be a class of Routley-Meyer B˝t-models. Then the following

are equivalent:

(i) K is relevantly definable, that is, K “ ModpΘq for some collection Θ of

formulas of L.

(ii) K is closed under total (w. r. t. O) relevant directed bisimulations and

disjoint unions while both K and its complement K are closed under prime

filter extensions.

(iii) K is closed under total (w. r. t. O) relevant directed bisimulations and

disjoint unions while both K and its complement K are closed under definable

extensions.

(iv) K is closed under total (w. r. t. O) relevant directed bisimulations and disjoint

unions while both K and its complement K are closed under ultrapowers.

Proof. piq ùñ piiq: Easy.

piiq ñ piiiq: By Corollary 64, we see that if K is closed under prime filter

extensions, then it is also closed under definable extensions.

piiiq ùñ pivq: By Lemma 69.

pivq ùñ piq: Suppose that K and K are closed as indicated. Consider

ThrelpKq “ tφ P L : M , φ, for all M P Ku.
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All we need to do is show that K “ ModpThrelpKqq. The direction K Ď

ModpThrelpKqq is obvious, so let M P ModpThrelpKqq to establish that M P K.

We may assume that M is an ω-saturated model (for if we can establish that some

ω-saturated ultrapower of M is in K then since K is closed under ultrapowers, M

better be in K).

Expand Lcorr to a language Lcorr` by adding a constant ca for each a P OM .

Next consider the union ∆ of the followings sets of formulas of Lcorr`:

t T
ca{x
x pφq : M . φ, φ P Fmla(L)u Y tT

ca{x
x ptqu pa P OMq.

Now we can see that ∆ is finitely satisfiable in K, which in conjunction with K’s

closure under ultraproducts (by Lemma 103), lets us conclude, by appealing to

Lemma 67, that indeed ∆ is satisfiable in K. So take any finite ∆0 Ď ∆. Without

loss of generality, we may assume that ∆0 is of the following form:

t T
ca0{x
x pφq : M . φ0j, φ0j P Fmla(L), j ă l0u Y tT

ca0{x
x ptqu Y ¨ ¨ ¨ Y t T

can{x
x pφq :

M . φnj, φnj P Fmla(L), j ă lnu Y tT
can{x
x ptqu.

Since ap ď
M ap (p ă n ` 1), we must have that M,ap .

Ž

jălp
φpj, so

Ž

jălp
φpj R

ThrelpKq. The latter implies by definition that there is a model Np P K such that

for some bp P ON
p , Np, bp .

Ž

jălp
φpj. Now take the disjoint union

À

păn`1Np

which is in K by its closure under this construction.
À

păn`1Np can be expanded

in the obvious way to a model of ∆0.

Given a model N P K of ∆ we can assume it is ω-saturated by the closure of

K under ultrapowers. Now we have that for each a P OM , there is a1 P ON such

that N, a1 VL M,a. But the relation VL can be used to define a relevant directed

bisimulation between ω-saturated models and in this case we get indeed a total

directed bisimulation with respect to OM . Thus, we must have that M P K as

desired by the closure properties of K.
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5.4 Conclusion

We have seen that a class K of Routley-Meyer models is relevantly definable iff K is

closed under total (w. r. t. O) relevant directed bisimulations and disjoint unions

while both K and its complement K are closed under prime filter extensions. More-

over, prime filter extensions could be replaced by definable prime filter extensions.

This provides a complete characterization of definability in relevant languages at

the level of models.

One final word on our inclusion of K in our language (we do not discuss J for,

in fact, it is definable as ∼K). Note that if we look at the empty class of models

H and L has only the set of connectives t∼,^,_,Ñ, ˝, tu, then H is simply not

definable in L for a model with a trivial world (in the sense that it satisfies all the

formulas of L) included among the distinguished worlds cannot really be ruled out.

But H is trivially closed under any model-theoretic relations or constructions, so

we could not get a characterization like the one we have presented here. One way

to solve this would be to add to the language a connective KO with the semantics:

M,w . KO if w P OM . We could have gone this way rather than add K but we

have decided in favor of the latter for simplicity and to work in the same setting as

[105], where we have gotten our duality theory from.
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Chapter 6

A Lindström characterization of

basic propositional relevant

languages with absurdity over De

Morgan models

Van Benthem’s preservation theorem from the 1970s establishing modal formulas as

the fragment of first order logic invariant under bisimulations was the first charac-

terization of the expressive power of modal languages over Kripke models. Later on,

De Rijke [83] provided a new result saying that (relative to the Kripke semantics)

the modal fragment of first order logic was the most expressive model-theoretic

language satisfying the finite depth property, the finite occurrence property and

invariant under bisimulations.

De Rijke’s result was in the spirit of Lindström’s celebrated theorem [60] showing

that under a suitable definition of logic (namely, as a model-theoretic language),

first order logic is the strongest logic (in the sense of expressive power) satisfying

a Compactness theorem and a downward Löwenheim-Skolem theorem (cf. [40]

for an accessible exposition).1 A Lindström theorem essentially says that certain

1Lindström’s theorem for first order logic becomes very natural if we notice that in many
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model-theoretic results could not hold for a big class of expressive extensions of a

given language. The expressive extensions of first order logic that were targeted by

Lindström’s notion of logic had all been known to fail to admit either a Compactness

or a Löwenheim-Skolem theorem. Lindström style results have been obtained in the

study of some non-classical logics besides modal logic (cf. [46]) ´as far as we know,

relevant logic not being one of these.

In this chapter we aim to provide a characterization of the expressive power of

propositional relevant languages (with an absurdity constant) over De Morgan mod-

els in the form of a result analogous to De Rijke’s. We will show that (relative to the

Routley-Meyer semantics) the basic finitary propositional relevant model-theoretic

language with absurdity is the most expressive model-theoretic language having the

finite occurrence property, preservation under relevant directed bisimulations and

the finite depth property.

In the remainder, for convenience, we will usually drop O from our models for

it does not contribute in any substantial way since our attention is focused here

on basic relevant languages and given that these do not contain t (the Ackermann

constant), the set O plays little to no role semantically speaking.2

6.1 Routley-Meyer model-theoretic languages

In this section, we provide a definition of a model-theoretic language3 which covers

a wide variety of expressive extensions of finitary propositional relevant languages

with absurdity, including infinitary extensions, and extensions obtained by adding

boolean negation or propositional quantification.

Definition 38. A Routley-Meyer model-theoretic language is a pair pL ,,L q ,

occasions when we show that a given concept is not first order expressible we appeal to either
Compactness or the Löwenheim-Skolem theorem. As examples we have the property of being a
finite structure or the property of having cardinality ą |L|, where L is the first order language
being considered.

2Recall that in the Routley-Meyer semantics, O only intervenes in the satisfaction condition
for t.

3This terminology comes from [34].
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where L is a function which gives for any signature PROP a class L PROP, the class

of L -formulas in the signature PROP, and ,L is the satisfaction relation for the

language satisfying the following properties:

(i) If PROP1 Ď PROP2 then L PROP1 Ď L PROP2.

(ii) If M,w ,L φ then, for some PROP, pM, vq is a model with a signature con-

taining PROP and φ P L PROP.

(iii) (Isomorphism property) If pM,wq and pN, vq are isomorphic then M,w ,L φ

iff N, v ,L φ.

(iv) (Reduct property) If φ P L PROP1, PROP1 Ď PROP2 and pM,wq is a model in a

signature containing PROP2, then

M,w ,L φ iff pM,wq|PROP1 ,L φ,

where pM,wq|PROP1 is the reduct of pM,wq to PROP1.

The above is almost verbatim the definition of an “abstract logic” in [40] with the

structures restricted to Routley-Meyer models (so we disregard structures that do

not expand the signature tR, ˚u) where ˚ is an involution. One can abuse notation

and use L as a symbol for model-theoretic languages. Note that the difference

between our use of L and L is that the first denotes languages with a particular

set of propositional variables while the second one is, intuitively, a generalization

containing all languages irrespective of their particular set of propositional variables.

The basic finitary propositional relevant model-theoretic language with absurdity is

the pair pLr,,q where Lr is the function that for each PROP gives the collection of

all finitary relevant formulas based on PROP and , is the satisfaction relation from

the Routley-Meyer semantics.

Definition 39. A model-theoretic language L 1 will be said to extend a model-

theoretic language L (in symbols, L ď L 1) if for each φ P L there is φ1 P L 1

such that M,w ,L φ iff M,w (L 1 φ1.
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We will speak of a model-theoretic language L as being maximal with respect

to some model-theoretic property P if whenever L 1 extends L and satisfies P , for

every φ1 P L 1 there is φ P L such that M,w (L 1 φ1 iff M,w ,L φ. In other

words, maximality in the context of model-theoretic language refers to the relation

of expressive inclusion.

6.2 The Lindström theorem

In this section, we will prove the main result of the chapter: a Lindström style

characterization of the expressive power of finitary propositional relevant languages

with absurdity. We start with some definitions.

Definition 40. Let L be a Routley-Meyer model-theoretic language. We say that

L has the finite occurrence property if for each φ P L there is an associated

language Lφ with a finite signature such that the relation M, v ,L φ depends only

on the reduct of M, v to Lφ. That is, M, v ,L φ iff N, v ,L φ where N, v is an

expansion of M, v to a larger signature.

Definition 41. Let L be a Routley-Meyer model-theoretic language. We say that

L has preservation under relevant directed bisimulations if when M1, M2 are two

models, i, j P t1, 2u, u P Wi, and w P Wj, if there is a relevant directed bisimulation

xZ1, Z2y between M1 and M2 with uZiw, then for any formula φ of L , Mi, u ,L φ

only if Mj, w ,L φ.

Definition 42. Let L be a Routley-Meyer model-theoretic language. We say that

L has the finite depth property if for each formula φ of L there is a natural

number k such that for any model pM,wq, M,w ,L φ iff pM |k, wq ,L φ.

The model-theoretic language Lr has the finite depth property and is preserved

under relevant directed bisimulations as shown in Proposition 33 and Proposition

22 respectively.

The finite depth property can easily fail even among Routley-Meyer model-

theoretic languages having preservation under relevant directed bisimulations. To
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see this, extend Lr by allowing the formation of countable disjunctions of formulas

and providing the obvious semantics: M,w ,
Ž

n ă ω φn iff there is n ă ω such

that M,w , φn. The resulting language has preservation under relevant directed

bisimulations but does not have the finite depth property. To see the latter, define

J Ñ0 p “df p and J Ñn`1 p “df J Ñ pJ Ñn pq. Note that M,w , J Ñ φ iff for

all y, z such that Rwyz, M, y , J only if M, z , φ iff for all z such that there is

y with Rwyz, M, z , φ. Now consider the formula
Ž

n ă ωpJ Ñ
n pq. Let pM,wq

be any model generated by w such that V ppq “ H and there is no k ă ω such

that all worlds of M have height ď k (hence M has elements of arbitrarily high

height). Given that V ppq “ H, M,w .
Ž

n ă ωpJ Ñ
n pq. However, for each k,

M |k, w ,
Ž

n ă ωpJ Ñ
n pq ´any J Ñi p with k ă i would be vacuously true at w

in M |k by antecedent failure.

Finally, we can state and prove the main result of this chapter. The argument

is analogous to De Rijke’s in [83].

Theorem 71. Lr is the maximal Routley-Meyer model-theoretic language having

(1) the finite depth property, (2) the finite occurrence property, and (3) preservation

under relevant directed bisimulations.

Proof. Let Lr ď L and L have properties (1), (2) and (3). For any formula φ, we

will denote by Modpφq the class of all models of φ. Since L has (2) we can restrict

ourselves to a finite signature. Suppose φ P L has the finite depth property for k.

We claim that

Modpφq “ Modp
Ž

tψkM,w : M,w ,L φuq,

where ψkM,w is the conjunction of all non-equivalent formulas of relďk-tpMpwq. By

Lemma 55, ψkM,w is a finitary conjunction since we are considering a finite signature.

There are only finitely many non-equivalent formulas of the form ψkM,w, hence the

whole disjunction is finitary. This shows that L ď Lr, as desired.

Clearly,
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Modpφq Ď Modp
Ž

tψkM,w : M,w ,L φuq.

Now assume that N, u ,L

Ž

tψkM,w : M,w ,L φu. This means that for some

model pM,wq, we have that M,w ,L φ, and M,w ,L θ only if N, u ,L θ for each

basic relevant formula θ with degree ď k. By Proposition 24, since φ is preserved

under relevant directed bisimulations by hypothesis, we may assume without loss

of generality that M and N are generated by the worlds w and u respectively. Con-

sider the forest unravelings (cf. Definition 16) of pM,wq and pN, uq respectively,

ForestpM,wq and ForestpN, uq. Again, by Proposition 24, we can assume with-

out loss of generality that ForestpM,wq is generated by xwy and ForestpN, uq by

xuy. Using Proposition 31, it follows that there is a bounded morphism f from

ForestpM,wq to pM,wq such that fpxwyq “ w and hence, by Proposition 30, a

relevant directed bisimulation relating w in pM,wq to xwy in ForestpM,wq. By

the preservation under relevant directed bisimulations assumption for φ, we have

that ForestpM,wq, xwy ,L φ. Since there is also a bounded morphism g from

ForestpN, uq to pN, uq such that gpxuyq “ u and, by Proposition 29, basic relevant

formulas are invariant under bounded morphisms, ForestpM,wq, xwy ,L θ only if

ForestpN, uq, xuy ,L θ for any basic relevant formula θ with degree ď k.

But then, by Proposition 33,

ForestpM,wq|k, xwy ,L θ only if ForestpN, uq|k, xuy ,L θ,

for any basic relevant formula θ with degree ď k. Since the signature is fi-

nite, using Proposition 56, we see that there is a relevant directed k-bisimulation

xZ0M , Z0Ny, . . . , xZkM , ZkNy between ForestpM,wq|k and ForestpN, uq|k such that

xwyZ0Mxuy.

We claim next that, where

xZMy iff x and y are elements of ForestpM,wq|k and ForestpN, uq|k respec-

tively, and they have the same height j ď k (in the models ForestpM,wq and

ForestpN, uq respectively) such that xZjMy,
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xZNy iff x and y are elements of ForestpN, uq|k and ForestpM,wq|k respec-

tively, and they have the same height j ď k (in the models ForestpN, uq and

ForestpM,wq respectively) such that xZjNy,

the pair xZM , ZNy defines a relevant directed bisimulation between ForestpM,wq|k

and ForestpN, uq|k such that xwyZMxuy. We need to verify (1)-(3) in Definition

11.

Suppose that xZMy , so x and y are elements of ForestpM,wq|k and

ForestpN, uq|k respectively, and they have the same height j ď k (in the mod-

els ForestpM,wq and ForestpN, uq respectively) such that xZjMy. But then

y˚ForestpN,uqZjNx
˚ForestpM,wq . Moreover, given that we are dealing with forest mod-

els, since heightpx˚ForestpM,wqq “ heightpxq “ heightpyq “ heightpy˚ForestpN,uqq, then

y˚ForestpN,uqZNx
˚ForestpM,wq . This suffices for (1) in Definition 11.

Suppose that xZMy and RForestpN,uq|kybc for some b, c in the domain of

ForestpN, uq|k. But then x and y have the same height j ď k such that xZjMy.

The height j of y (and hence, of x) has to be strictly less than k since the Forest

models we are considering are restricted to elements of height at most k and b, c

would have height bigger than k had y being of height k. Since xZjMy, there are

b1, c1 in ForestpM,wq|k such that RForestpM,wq|kxb
1c1 and bZpj`1qNb

1 and c1Zpj`1qNc.

Since x and y have the same height j and we are considering forest models, then b

and b1 (c and c1) must have the same height j`1. Hence, bZNb
1 and c1ZNc. Similarly,

if xZNy and RForestpM,wq|kybc for some b, c in the domain of ForestpM,wq|k, then

there are b1, c1 in ForestpM,wq|k such that RForestpM,wq|kxb
1c1, bZMb

1 and c1ZMc.

This is enough for (2) in Definition 11.

If xZMy, then x and y have the same height j ď k such that xZjMy. But then

all the propositional variables holding at x hold at y too. Similarly, when xZNy, all

the propositional variables satisfied by x are also satisfied by y. This shows (3) in

Definition 11.

We assumed that L has the finite depth property, so ForestpM,wq|k, xwy ,L φ,

and by preservation under relevant directed bisimulations, ForestpN, uq|k, xuy ,L

φ. Hence, by the finite depth property, ForestpN, uq, xuy ,L φ and by preservation
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under relevant directed simulations, N, u ,L φ as desired.

Remark 72. At this point, the reader might ask: would this theorem still hold if

we were considering models with no restrictions whatsoever on the behaviour of ˚?

The answer is no. To see this consider the infinitary formula
Ž

nPωp∼nqp, where

p∼nq is just n iterations of the symbol ∼. The formula
Ž

nPωp∼nqp depends only

on finitely many propositional variables (namely the single variable p) and it is

preserved under relevant directed bisimulations. Now suppose that in Definition 38

we are considering structures where ˚ does not have to satisfy any conditions at

all. Then the model-theoretic language resulting from adding to Lr all formulas
Ž

nPωp∼nqp (where p is some propositional variable) and extending the satisfaction

relation , to these formulas in the obvious way satisfies (1)-(3) in Theorem 71 and,

of course, it extends Lr. This extension is proper, however, showing that Theorem

71 is false when ˚ is allowed to be arbitrary. To see this we can use the compactness

of first order logic. Assume for reductio that
Ž

nPωp∼nqp is logically equivalent to

some formula φ of Lr. The set tTxpφquYt Txpp∼nqpq : n P ωu is finitely satisfiable

then. Any finite subset of tTxpφqu Y t Txpp∼nqpq : n P ωu is realized by 0 in the

natural numbers, where ˚ is the sucessor relation, R is arbitrary and P has been

given the appropriate denotation. Hence, the whole set must be realizable in some

model, which is impossible. We must conclude then that Theorem 71 holds because

the main intensional operator on which we are focusing our attention is Ñ (as

shown by Definition 1). So, some assumption simplifying the behaviour of ˚ (not

necessarly ours, though)4 is essential for the analogue of De Rijke’s result to hold.

Corollary 73. If L is a Routley-Meyer model-theoretic language such that Lr ď

L , then Lr is the fragment of L with the finite depth property, the finite occurrence

property and preserved under relevant directed bisimulations.

It can be seen that Corollary 73 is indeed equivalent to Theorem 71. For let L

be a Routley-Meyer model-theoretic language extending Lr with the finite depth

property, the finite occurrence property and preservation under relevant directed

bisimulations. By Corollary 73, the Routley-Meyer model-theoretic language L

must be Lr then.

4Nevertheless, we cannot think of any other well-motivated assumption that would do the trick.
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The above observation shows that Theorem 71 can be restated in terms of a

generalized preservation theorem, namely Corollary 73. The situation here is very

much as with modal logic (cf. [9]). This will be investigated in the next section.

6.3 Some applications: preservation results

In this section we will establish some preservation theorems that follow from our

Lindström theorem.

We will start by obtaining a preservation theorem characterizing Lr as a frag-

ment of the expressive extension obtained by adding to Lr the connective  with

the obvious semantics:

M,w , p φq iff M,w . φ.

Let us call this model-theoretic language Lr`t u. Note that Lr`t u satisfies all

the clauses in Definition 38 to qualify as a Routley-Meyer model-theoretic language.

Indeed, Lr ` t u is a proper extension of Lr as can be easily seen by looking at

Example 21. In that example  p holds at world s in M2 but fails to hold at w

in M2, and there is a relevant directed bisimulation relating s to w. Contraposing

Proposition 22,  p is not equivalent to a formula of Lr.

Let M be a model for Lr ` t u, if X Ď W (where W is the set of worlds of

M) and X is closed under the Routley star ˚ of M , then rXsM is the submodel

obtained by restricting the relation R and the valuation V of M to X. Note that if

X fails to be closed under ˚, then rXsM is not defined.

Lemma 74. Let p be a propositional variable of Lr ` t u. Then for every formula

φ of Lr ` t u not containing p, there is a formula φp of Lr ` t u such that if M

is a model where rV ppqsM is defined then for every world w of rV ppqsM ,

M,w , φp iff rV ppqsM , w , φ.
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Proof. This is as Theorem 5.1.1 from [51] for first order logic. It proceeds by defining

φp by induction on the complexity of φ. Before starting, we define the connective

Ą in the standard way now that we have boolean negation available. φp is just φ

when φ is atomic, φp is  ψp when φ “  ψ, φp is ∼ψp when φ “ ∼ψ, φp is ψp ^ χp

when φ “ ψ ^ χ, φp is ψp _ χp when φ “ ψ _ χ, and φp is ψp ^ p Ñ p Ą χp when

φ “ ψ Ñ χ. The lemma follows by induction on formula complexity. We look at

the case where φ “ ψ Ñ χ. M,w , φp iff M,w , ψp ^ p Ñ p Ą χp iff for all y, z

such that Rwyz, M, y , ψp^p only if M, z , p Ą χp iff for all y, z such that Rwyz,

if M, y , ψp and M, y , p, then M, z , p only if M, z , χp iff for all y, z such

that Rwyz, rV ppqsM , y , ψ only if rV ppqsM , z , χ. The last biconditional uses the

inductive hypothesis and the fact that rV ppqsM has all the worlds in M satisfying

p (this last fact guarantees that rV ppqsM has the appropriate closure under R to

make the lemma true for relevant implications).

Lemma 75. Let p be a propositional variable of Lr `t u. Then, for every formula

φ of Lr `t u not containing p, model M , submodel M 1 of M generated by a world

v such that p holds at every world of M 1, and world w of M 1,

M,w , φp iff M 1, w , φ,

where φp is as in the proof of Lemma 93.

Proof. The proof is as in Lemma 93 by induction on formula complexity, only that

now for the case of relevant implications the needed closure under the R relation is

guaranteed by the fact that M 1 is a generated submodel instead of the fact that it

contains all the worlds satisfying p in M (which does not have to be the case).

Lr ` t u can be embedded preserving satisfaction in first order logic just as

Lr by specifying a translation. This has as a corollary that Lr ` t u satisfies the

Compactness theorem.

Proposition 76. Let θ be a formula of Lr ` t u. If θ is preserved under relevant

directed bisimulations then θ is logically equivalent to a basic relevant formula.
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Proof. Lr ` t u has the finite occurrence property. Suppose that θ is as in the

hypothesis of the proposition but for all k there is a model pM,wq such that pMk, wq

and pMk|k, wq differ on whether θ holds. Assume without loss of generality that for

arbitrarily large k, Mk|k, w , θ while Mk, w . θ. We will show that this leads to a

contradiction, so if θ is preserved under relevant directed bisimulations it must have

a finite depth k. Hence the fragment of Lr`t u preserved under relevant directed

bisimulations is the fragment preserved under relevant directed bisimulations and

having the finite depth property. By Corollary 73, we see that this fragment is just

Lr.

First define inductively for any formula φ:

d0φ “ φ,

dn`1φ “ pJ Ñ dnφq ^ p dn φÑ Kq,

and,

p∼ q0φ “ φ,

p∼ qn`1φ “ ∼ p∼ qnφ.

Suppose M is a model generated by a world w. Let v be any element in the

domain of M , and define R0vx iff v “ x, and Rn`1vx iff for some y such that

Rnvy there is z such that Ryxz or Ryzx. Note that M, v , dn`1φ iff for all y in

M such that Rn`1vy we have that M, y , φ. Define v˚0 “ v and v˚n`1 “ v˚n˚.

We can also see that M ( p∼ qn`1φrvs iff M ( φrv˚n`1s. Next we define ∆0 “

td0p∼ qnp : n ă ωu, if n ` 1 “ 2m ` 1 then ∆n`1 “ tp∼ qnφ : φ P ∆n, n ă ωu

while if n` 1 “ 2m` 2 then ∆n`1 “ td
1φ : φ P ∆nu.

Let the domain of M be
Ť

n ă ωHn as in Definition 13. Suppose
Ť

n ă ω ∆n

holds in M at w. We show by induction that for arbitrary ψ P
Ť

n ă ω ∆n and any

n and e P Hn there is a (possibly empty) sequence # of p∼ q and d1 such that

#ψ P
Ť

n ă ω ∆n and the truth of #ψ at w guarantees that ψ holds at e in M .
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If e P H0 then the formula ψ P
Ť

n ă ω ∆n, which holds at w in M , trivially

makes ψ hold at e in M , so the empty sequence would do as #. If e P Hn`1 and

n`1 “ 2m`1 then Hn`1 “
Ť

n ă ω In, where I0 “ Hn and In`1 “ InYta
˚ : a P Inu.

Now we do a subsidiary induction to show the result for
Ť

n ă ω In in place of
Ť

n ă ωHn. If e P I0 then by the inductive hypothesis in the proof for
Ť

n ă ωHn,

there is #ψ P
Ť

n ă ω ∆n which guarantees that ψ holds at e. If e P In`1, either

e P In and by the subsidiary induction hypothesis we are done, or e P ta˚ : a P Inu.

Say e “ a˚ and a P In. By the subsidiary induction hypothesis we have that there is

#ψ P
Ť

n ă ω ∆n which guarantees that ψ holds at a (for arbitrary ψ P
Ť

n ă ω ∆n).

But then #∼ ψ P
Ť

n ă ω ∆n, and this formula guarantees that ∼ ψ holds at a,

and hence ψ holds at e “ a˚. If n ` 1 “ 2m ` 2 and e P Hn, Hn`1 “ Hn Y tb :

there is a P Hn, Rau1u2 and b “ u1 or b “ u2u so either e P Hn and we are

done by the inductive hypothesis or there is a P Hn such that Rau1u2 in M and

b “ u1 or b “ u2. By inductive hypothesis, we know that there is #ψ P
Ť

n ă ω ∆n

which guarantees that ψ holds at a, so # d1 ψ P
Ť

n ă ω ∆n guarantees that d1ψ

holds at a, and hence ψ at e in M . Hence, if
Ť

k ă ω ∆k holds at w then all elements

of M satisfy p.

The set of formulas tθp, θu Y
Ť

k ă ω ∆k is finitely satisfiable: just take a suf-

ficiently large k such that Mk|k, w , θ while Mk, w . θ and make p hold in all of

Mk|k (using Lemma 93, θp will hold at w). But then tθp, θu Y
Ť

k ă ω ∆k has a

model pN, uq. Let pN 1, uq be the submodel of pN, uq generated by u. By Proposition

24 there is a relevant directed bisimulation relating u in N 1 to u in N , and by the

hypothesis on θ, if θ holds at u in N 1 then θ holds at u in N . Since  θ holds at

u in N , θ must not hold at u in N 1 on pain of contradiction. But since
Ť

k ă ω ∆k

holds at u in N , it must be that p holds in the whole of N 1. By Lemma 75, since

θp holds at u in N , it must be that θ holds at u in N 1, a contradiction.

The class of all first order correspondence languages for a basic relevant propo-

sitional language can be seen as a Routley-Meyer model-theoretic language for it

satisfies Definition 38. Let us call it L corr.

Proposition 77. Let θpxq be a formula of L corr. If θpxq is preserved under relevant

directed bisimulations then θpxq is logically equivalent to a formula in Lr.
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Proof. First order logic has the finite occurrence property. For the remaining of the

proof, we argue exactly as in the proof of Proposition 81, recalling that there is a

translation preserving satisfaction from Lr ` t u into L corr.

By Lr`t@p, Dpu we will mean the result of adding the propositional quantifiers

@p and Dp to Lr (cf. [55]). Where M “ xW,R, ˚, V y, the meaning of the new

quantifiers is given by the following clauses:

M,w , @p.φ iff for all A Ď W , M rV {V pp ÞÑ Aqs, w , φ,

M,w , Dp.φ iff there is A Ď W , M rV {V pp ÞÑ Aqs, w , φ,

where M rV {V pp ÞÑ Aqs is the potential modification of M that assigns A to p by

V . This language is a proper expressive extension of Lr, for the class of all pointed

models pM,wq such that w ‰ w˚ is definable by the formula Dp.pp ^ ∼pq. Indeed,

all PRC classes of Routley-Meyer models are axiomatizable by a formula φK of

Lr ` t@p, Dpu in the sense that for a Routley-Meyer model pM,wq, pM,wq P K iff

M,w ( φK .

The formula Dp.pp ^ ∼pq can be also used to show that Lr ` t@p, Dpu is not

preserved under relevant directed bisimulations. Consider Example 21. The formula

Dp.pp ^ ∼pq holds at s in M2 but not at w in M1 (since w “ w˚). We can extend

Definition 1 to Lr ` t@p, Dpu by specifying the degree of a formula @p.φ or Dp.φ

simply as dgpφq.

Where M is a model, w a world of M , k a natural number, Mk
w is the submodel

containing all elements of height ď k of the submodel of M generated by w.

Lemma 78. Let φ be a formula of Lr ` t@p, Dpu and M a model. Then, M,w , φ

iff M
dgpφq
w , w , φ.

Proof. By induction on the complexity of φ. When φ is atomic, M,w , φ iff

M
dgpφq
w , w , φ (and n “ 0), by definition of M

dgpφq
w .

If φ “ ∼ψ, thenM,w , φ iffM,w˚ . ψ iffM
dgpψq
w˚ , w˚ . ψ iff pM

dgpφq
w q

dgpψq
w˚ , w˚ .
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ψ iff M
dgpφq
w , w˚ . ψ iff M

dgpφq
w , w , φ. The third biconditional follows from the fact

that M
dgpψq
w˚ “ pM

dgpφq
w q

dgpψq
w˚ since M

dgpψq
w˚ is a submodel of M

dgpφq
w .

If φ “ ψ ^ χ, then M,w , φ iff M,w , ψ and M,w , χ iff M
dgpψq
w , w , ψ

and M
dgpχq
w , w , χ. The latter biconditional follows by inductive hypothesis. With-

out loss of generality we assume that dgpχq ď dgpψq. Since then pM
dgpψq
w q

dgpχq
w “

M
dgpχq
w , we have that M

dgpψq
w , w , ψ and M

dgpχq
w , w , χ iff M

dgpψq
w , w , ψ and

pM
dgpψq
w q

dgpχq
w , w , χ. Applying the inductive hypothesis, M

dgpψq
w , w , ψ and

pM
dgpψq
w q

dgpχq
w , w , χ iff M

dgpψq
w , w , ψ and M

dgpψq
w , w , χ iff M

dgpφq
w , w , ψ and

M
dgpφq
w , w , χ iff M

dgpφq
w , w , ψ ^ χ iff M

dgpφq
w , w , φ. The case of disjunction is

analogous.

Let φ “ ψ Ñ χ and suppose without loss of generality that dgpχq ď dgpψq. Then

M,w , φ iff for all y, z such that Rwyz, M, y , ψ only if M, z , χ iff for all y, z

such that Rwyz, M
dgpψq
y , y , ψ only if M

dgpχq
z , z , χ iff for all y, z such that Rwyz,

M
dgpψq
y , y , ψ only if M

dgpψq
z , z , χ iff for all y, z such that Rwyz, pM

dgpφq
w q

dgpψq
y , y ,

ψ only if pM
dgpφq
w q

dgpψq
z , z , χ iff for all y, z such that Rwyz, M

dgpφq
w , y , ψ only if

M
dgpφq
w , z , χ. The third biconditional follows since pM

dgpψq
z q

dgpχq
z “M

dgpχq
z (by our

assumption that dgpχq ď dgpψq) and using the inductive hypothesis. The fourth

biconditional follows from the facts that pM
dgpφq
w q

dgpψq
y “M

dgpψq
y and pM

dgpφq
w q

dgpψq
z “

M
dgpψq
z since dgpφq “ dgpψq ` 1 and Rwyz. The last and the second biconditionals

follow by inductive hypothesis. But for all y, z such that Rwyz, M
dgpφq
w , y , ψ only

if M
dgpφq
w , z , χ iff M

dgpφq
w , w , φ.

If φ “ @p.ψ and M “ xW,R, ˚, V y, then M,w , φ iff for all A Ď W ,

M rV {V pp ÞÑ Aqs, w , ψ iff for all A Ď W , M rV {V pp ÞÑ Aqs
dgpψq
w , w , ψ iff

M
dgpψq
w , w , φ iff M

dgpφq
w , w , φ. The second biconditional follows by inductive

hypothesis and the last one from the fact that dgp@p.ψq “ dgpψq.

If φ “ Dp.ψ and M “ xW,R, ˚, V y, then M,w , φ iff there is A Ď W such that

M rV {V pp ÞÑ Aqs, w , ψ iff there is A Ď W such that M rV {V pp ÞÑ Aqs
dgpψq
w , w , ψ

iff M
dgpψq
w , w , φ iff M

dgpφq
w , w , φ. The second biconditional follows by inductive

hypothesis and the last one from the fact that dgpDp.ψq “ dgpψq.

Proposition 79. Let θ be a formula of Lr ` t@p, Dpu. If θ is preserved under

relevant directed bisimulations then θ is logically equivalent to a formula of Lr.
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Proof. Since Lr ` t@p, Dpu has the finite occurrence property, and the finite depth

property (by Lemma 78), we can use Corollary 73 to conclude that the fragment of

Lr ` t@p, Dpu preserved under relevant directed bisimulations is Lr.

Even though we have proven that Corollary 73 implies Proposition 79 there is

still the natural question of whether Corollary 73 is actually equivalent to Propo-

sition 77, for it is not clear that Lr ` t@p, Dpu can express any non-elementary

concept. To answer this question in the negative, we will cook up a non-elementary

extension of Lr.

We add to the language of Lr the unary operator ♠ with the semantics: M,w ,

♠φ iff there are finitely many ys such that there is z with Rwyz and M, y , φ. We

call the resulting Routley-Meyer model-theoretic language Lr ` t♠u.

Note that this language is no longer a fragment of first order logic since, by a

standard compactness argument, there is no first order formula that expresses the

same about w as♠φ does. If there were such a formula Txp♠φq, one could show that,

where p is some propositional atom, the denumerable set formed by the following

formulas is finitely satisfiable (i.e., every finite subset of the set is satisfiable):

Txp♠pq

“There are at least n-many ys such that there is z with Rxyz and Txppq
y{x ”

(n ă ω)

The whole set of formulas, however, could not be satisfiable, contradicting the

compactness of first order logic.

Extend Definition 1 to Lr`t♠u by stipulating that the degree of a formula ♠φ
is 1` dgpφq.

Lemma 80. Let φ be a formula of Lr ` t♠u and M a model. Then, M,w , φ iff

M
dgpφq
w , w , φ.
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Proof. The argument is an induction on the complexity of φ as in Lemma 78. The

only new case is where φ “ ♠ψ. M,w , ♠ψ iff there are finitely many ys such that

there is a z with Rwyz and M, y , ψ iff there are finitely many ys such that there is

a z with Rwyz and M
dgpψq
y , y , ψ iff there are finitely many ys such that there is a

z with Rwyz and pM
dgpφq
w q

dgpψq
y , y , ψ iff there are finitely many ys such that there

is a z with Rwyz and M
dgpφq
w , y , ψ iff M

dgpφq
w , w , φ. The second biconditional

follows by inductive hypothesis. The third biconditional follows by the fact that

pM
dgpφq
w q

dgpψq
y “ M

dgpψq
y for dgpφq “ dgpψq ` 1. The fourth biconditional follows by

inductive hypothesis.

Proposition 81. Let θ be a formula of Lr ` t♠u. Then that θ is preserved under

relevant directed bisimulations implies that θ is logically equivalent to formula of

Lr.

Proof. The argument is as in Proposition 79.

The above shows that Corollary 73 is strictly stronger than Proposition 77, since

it implies a preservation theorem for an extension of Lr which is not contained as

a fragment of first order logic. This justifies calling Corollary 73 a “generalized

preservation theorem” for it generalizes the preservation theorem characterizing

basic relevant formulas among first order formulas.

6.4 Conclusion

We have established that any proper expressive extension of the finitary proposi-

tional relevant model-theoretic language with absurdity over De Morgan models

fails to have either the finite occurrence property, the finite depth property or to be

preserved under relevant directed bisimulations. Simple examples given were the

extension obtained by adding infinitary disjunctions, Boolean negation or proposi-

tional quantifiers. We also saw that our Lindström theorem is actually equivalent

to a generalized preservation theorem.
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An open question would be to find more natural model-theoretic properties that

could replace the finite depth property in the Lindström theorem. For modal logic,

the answer has turned out to be Compactness and the so called “relativization prop-

erty” (as shown in [8, 9]). Due to the expressive weakness of finitary propositional

relevant languages with absurdity, the relativization property seems to fail, so these

properties do not seem to do the job in any obvious way. If we add Boolean negation

to the language they do (for basically the same reasons as in modal logic) provided

we replace relevant directed bisimulations with an appropriate notion of full blooded

bisimulations for this context. In collaboration with Grigory Olkhovikov, we have

been recently able to obtain a Lindström theorem for intuitionistic languages (over

the class of intuitionistic models) using compactness, preservation under the intu-

itionistic analogue of a bisimulation and the so called Tarski union property (in

place of the relativization property). We believe that this work can be extended to

the case of relevant languages over B-models and we intend to pursue this line of

research in future work.
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Part II

Extending finitary propositional

languages
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Chapter 7

Infinitary relevant languages with

absurdity

7.1 Introduction

In these pages we explore the model theory of a twofold non-classical logic: infinitary

relevant propositional logic. By extending the language of relevant logic by adding

infinitary conjunctions and disjunctions, we naturally gain some expressive power.

Such extensions have been toyed with from time to time in the context of relevant

logic in an unsystematic and informal way (cf. [89, 37, 38]). In [89] (p. 336),

Routley reports some unpublished (and, according to him, not overly successful)

attempts to study infinitary relevant logic.

A word on a general philosophical concern regarding infinitary logic is in place

here. Some people have a certain distaste for the subject due to fact that, say, infini-

tary sentences or proof could not possibly appear ever in ordinary (mathematical)

discourse. Furthermore, an author like Poizat ([77], p. xxvii) considers infinitary

model theory as an unnecessary complication of the rules of the game built on the

false pretense that “ordinary” model theory was a completely charted territory by

the 60s. Be as it may, infinitary languages are no more contentious than classical

set theory. The move from believing and using several infinities to studying infini-
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tary languages is just a natural consequence of the Gödelization of syntax. Once

we realize that there is no particular reason why formulas should be restricted to

being finite objects, considering infinitary formulas is not more problematic than

considering infinite sets.

Though the heyday of infinitary logic seems to be long gone, important results

remain. In the next sections, we will obtain relevant analogues of some of them such

as Karp’s theorem or Scott’s isomorphism theorem. Karp’s theorem (Corollary 3.5.3

in [51]) is the claim that for any two models, L8ω-equivalence is the same as the

existence of a family of partial isomorphisms with the back and forth properties.

Scott’s isomorphism theorem (Corollary 3.5.4 in [51]) says that, for denumerable

models, making a single special formula true suffices to characterize a structure up

to isomorphism.

The main problem we will solve here, though, is that of characterizing the expres-

sive power of infinitary relevant logic. This will be accomplished by establishing a

generalized interpolation result for the classical infinitary logic L8ω, from which the

desired characterization will follow in the form of a preservation theorem involving

relevant directed bisimulations.

7.2 Infinitary relevant languages: syntax and se-

mantics

In this section, we will review the Routley-Meyer semantics for propositional infini-

tary relevant languages with absurdity and their embeddability in more traditional

infinitary languages.

Let κ be some infinite cardinal. An infinitary relevant language with absurdity

LÑκω adds (possibly infinitary) conjunctions and disjunctions (
Ź

and
Ž

respectively)

to a finitary relevant language. The new formulas are constructed as expected:

φ ::“
Ź

iPI φi |
Ž

iPI φi ,
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where p P PROP and |I| ă κ. The infinitary relevant language with absurdity LÑ8ω

comes from letting the index I of a disjunction or a conjunction take any cardinality

whatsoever. LÑωω is just an ordinary finitary relevant language.

Note that implications are still finitary in the sense that we can only build

formulas of the form

φ0 Ñ pφ1 Ñ pφ2 Ñ p¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ φλq . . . q

when λ is finite. This is the reason for writing ω in LÑκω, it basically bounds the

possible number of iterations of a Ñ symbol in a formula. This notation should not

be confused with the classical notation where the second subscript is used to bound

the possible length of a string of quantifiers.1

An example of a connective definable in LÑ8ω (but not in LÑωω) is
ω
ÝÑ (iterated

entailment), which was introduced by Humberstone (see [25], p. 36). The formula

φ
ω
ÝÑ ψ means that for some natural number n ą 1,

φÑ pφÑ p. . . pφ
looooooooomooooooooon

n´φs

Ñ ψq . . . qq

holds. This, of course, boils down to an infinitary disjunction of finitary implica-

tions:

Ž

ną1 φÑ pφÑ p. . . pφ
looooooooomooooooooon

n´φs

Ñ ψq . . . qq.

1It is opaque whether there is a connection here. For instance, φÑ pφÑ p. . . pφ
looooooooomooooooooon

ω´φs

Ñ ψq . . . qq

could be näıvely translated ´without the intervention of infinitely long strings of quantifiers´ into
a “classical infinitary” language with the appropriate signature, using the translation function
given below, as @y0z0pRxy0z0 ^ Txpφq

y0{x Ą @y1, z1pRz0y1z1 ^ Txpφq
y1{x Ą p. . .@vupRzωvu ^

Txpφq
v{x Ą Txpψq

u{xq . . . qqq. The problem is that this is not a formula of any classical infinitary
language Lκλ. The reason is that it violates the well-foundedness of the subformula relation
(Lemma 1.3.3 from [29]). To see this note that the collection of formulas @yizipRzi´1yizi ^
Txpφq

yi{x Ą @yi`1, zi`1pRziyi`1zi`1^Txpφq
yi`1{x Ą p. . .@vupRzωvu^Txpφq

v{x Ą Txpψq
u{xq . . . qqq

(0 ă i ă ω) has no minimal element according to the subformula relation.
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We define satisfaction at w in M recursively as before with the only two new

cases:

M,w , p
Ź

iPI φiq iff M,w , φi for every i P I,

M,w , p
Ž

iPI φiq iff M,w , φi for some i P I.

Note that as K gives us a means to define the empty class of models, J “df p∼Kq
allows defining the class of all models since it is invariably true (for recall that K

invariably fails at w˚ for any w).

In what follows we will use the symbol VS as a variable for the class of models

corresponding to any system S described in [90] between B (B˝t) and RM (RM˝t).

Next we give an example of the increased expressive power of infinitary relevant

languages. A class of pointed models K Ď V is said to be axiomatizable in LÑωω

with respect to V if there is a set of formulas Γ of LÑωω such that K “ ModpΓq. Let

pM,wq be a model for LÑωω. We say that pM,wq is inconsistent if for some p P PROP,

M,w , pp^ p∼pqq.

Inconsistency is definable by a sentence of a propositional relevant language

with absurdity LÑωω if PROP is finite, for in this case
Ž

pPPROPpp ^ p∼pqq expresses

that a model is inconsistent. If the signature is not finite, inconsistency is not in

general a property axiomatizable in LÑωω. This has been pointed out for LP (the

so called Logic of Paradox introduced by Priest and Asenjo) essentially in [35] with

an argument using a version of  Loś’s theorem on ultraproducts.

Proposition 82. If |PROP| ě ω, inconsistency is not a property of models axiom-

atizable in LÑωω with respect to any VS.

Proof. Suppose it were. Say the theory Θ axiomatizes the class of inconsistent

models. Now, the pair pΘ,Φq where Φ “ tpp ^ p∼pqq : p P PROPu is finitely

satisfiable in VS. To see this take a finite subset tp0, . . . , pnu Ă PROP. Consider the

model xW,R, ˚, V, Oy (in VS since it is in VRM) such that

W “ tt, su
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˚ “ txt, sy, xs, tyu

R “ txt, t, ty, xt, s, ty, xt, s, sy, xs, t, ty, xs, t, sy, xs, s, ty, xs, s, syu

O “ ttu

V ppiq “ W (for i “ 0, . . . , n)

V pqq “ ttu (for q P PROP, and q ‰ pi for i “ 0, . . . , n)

We see that if q P PROP but q ‰ pi for i “ 0, . . . , n, then M, t , pq ^ p∼qqq. On the

other hand, M, t . ppi ^ p∼piqq pi “ 0, . . . , nq since t˚ “ s P V ppiq, which means

that M, t . p∼piq.

Finally, by Proposition 11, the pair pΘ,Φq is satisfiable in VS, which is a contra-

diction since by definition Θ says that at least one of φ P Φ must hold.

When |PROP| ě ω, inconsistency is expressible by a single formula in the exten-

sion LÑ
|PROP|`ω of LÑωω. Again,

Ž

pPPROPpp^p∼pqq expresses that a model is inconsistent.

This fact shows that LÑ
|PROP|`ω is a proper expressive extension of LÑωω.

Consider an infinitary language with equality and boolean negation admitting

conjunctions and disjunctions of size at most κ (the standard reference for the study

of such laguages is [29]) and quantifications over at most finitely many variables that

comes with an unary predicate symbol O, one function symbol ˚, a distinguished

three place relation symbol R, and a unary predicate P for each p P PROP. Again

we call this a correspondence language Lcorrκω for LÑκω.

The translation function is specified recursively as before except that now:

Txp
Ź

iPI φiq =
Ź

iPI Txpφiq

Txp
Ž

iPI φiq =
Ž

iPI Txpφiq

Proposition 83. For any w, M,w , φ if and only if M ( Txpφqrws.
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7.3 Failure of compactness and strong complete-

ness

In this section, we study briefly a phenomenon pervasive in infinitary logic even

at the propositional level: the loss of compactness. This quickly leads to a loss of

strong completeness for any reasonable infinitary formal system (cf. [53]). Such

seems to be the price to pay for having infinitely long conjunctions and disjunc-

tions around. Here we will focus our attention on specific classes of models since

we will be discussing questions sensitive to the choice of a formal system such as

incompleteness.

Definition 43. Let LÑκω be a relevant language with absurdity, K a class of Routley-

Meyer structures for it and pΦ,Ψq a pair of collections of relevant formulas. LÑκω is

said to be λ-compact with respect to K if for every Φ0 Ď Φ and Ψ0 Ď Ψ such that

|Φ0|, |Ψ0| ă λ, the pair pΦ0,Ψ0q has a model in K only if pΦ,Ψq has a model in K.

Proposition 84. Let |PROP| ě κ. LÑκω is κ-compact with respect to some VS only

if κ is a regular limit cardinal.

Proof. Suppose κ is a sucessor cardinal ξ ` 1. Without loss of generality, assume

PROP is composed of double indexed propositional variables pλγ (λ ă ξ ` 1, γ ă ξ).

Consider the set of formulas

∆ “ t
Ž

γ ă ξ pλγ : λ ă ξ ` 1u Y tpλγ ^ pµγ Ñ K : µ ‰ λ, µ, λ ă ξ ` 1, γ ă ξu.

Take any ∆0 Ď ∆ such that |∆0| ď ξ. By the axiom of choice, there is a one-to-one

mapping f from the set of all λ such that pλγ for some γ appears in a formula of

∆0 into ξ. We build the model where W “ ttu, O “ W , R “ txt, t, tyu, ˚ “ txt, tyu

(i.e., essentially a classical model), and we define V as follows: V ppλfpλqq “ W , and

V ppλγq “ H if γ ‰ fpλq. It is clear that M, t ,
Ž

γ ă ξ pλγ for all disjunctions in

∆0 with γ ă ξ`1. Now take any pλγ^pµγ Ñ K P ∆0 such that µ ‰ λ, µ, λ ă ξ`1,

and γ ă ξ. Since f is an injection we have that fpµq ‰ fpλq, so pλγ and pµγ

will never hold simultaneously at any world in W by our definition of V . Hence,
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M, t , pλγ ^ pµγ Ñ K by antecedent failure. However, ∆ itself has no model,

contradicting κ-compactness.

Suppose on the other hand that κ is singular. In [29] (p. 85) it is noted that the

infinitary languages Lκω where κ is singular are exactly as expressive as languages

Lκ`ω. The argument holds for LÑκω as well. Hence, without loss of generality, we

can take

∆ “ t
Ž

γ ă κ pλγ : λ ď κu Y tpλγ ^ pµγ Ñ K : µ ‰ λ, µ, λ ď κ, γ ă κu

to be a perfectly good collection of formulas of LÑκω. As before every subset ∆0 Ď ∆

such that |∆0| ă κ has a model in VS but ∆ does not.

A Hilbert-style formal system H for a language LÑκω with respect to the class of

models for a standard system for relevant logic will be formed by a set of formulas

of LÑκω taken as the collection of axioms and a collection of rules of inference each

with less than κ premises. If Γ is a collection of formulas of LÑκω and φ a formula of

LÑκω, we will write Γ $H φ if there is a sequence of formulas S of length less than

κ such that every formula in S is either an axiom, one of the formulas in Γ or it

follows from previous formulas in S using one of the inference rules.

Proposition 85. Let |PROP| ě κ`. Let H be a formal system for LÑκ`ω sound with

respect to some VS. Then H is not strongly complete.

Proof. Take ∆ in the proof of Proposition 84. Since every ∆0 Ď ∆ with |∆0| ă κ

has a model in VS, by the soundness of H, we see that ∆0 &H K, but that means

that ∆ &H K. However ∆ semantically implies K over VS, since it has no model.

7.4 Relevant directed bisimulations and Karp’s

Theorem

We start by adapting Definition 1 to the present setting by including the clauses:
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dgp
Ź

iPI φiq = suptdgpφiq : i P Iu,

dgp
Ž

iPI φiq = suptdgpφiq : i P Iu.

Proposition 86. For each ordinal α, there are only set-many non-equivalent for-

mulas of LÑ8ω with degree ď α.

Proof. Consider first Lcorr8ω . Define the quantifier rank of a formula of Lcorr8ω following

[4] (Definition 10. 4) which deals appropriately with the presence of functions in

the language. According to Corollary 10.9 in [4], for κ some fixed point of the

function i with cardinality bigger than the cardinality of the signature of Lcorr8ω

(there is always some such κ given that i is normal), every formula of Lcorr8ω with

quantifier rank ď α is equivalent to a disjunction of size smaller than κ of formulas

of a certain class ∆ with fewer than κ non-equivalent members. Clearly, there are

only set-many non-equivalent such disjunctions. Hence, there are only set-many

non-equivalent formulas of Lcorr8ω with quantifier rank ď α.

Finally since relevant formulas of degree ď α can be seen via the translation as

formulas of Lcorr8ω with quantifier rank ď β for sufficiently big β, we have established

the result.

Relevant directed bisimulations ´as bisimulations in modal logic´ are “non-

classical” analogues of back and forth games from classical model theory. In this

sense, the next definition introduces the analogue of Definition 5.3.3 from [29].

Definition 44. Let M1 “ xW1, R1, ˚1, O1, V1y and M2 “ xW2, R2, ˚2, O2, V2y be two

models. A relevant directed α-bisimulation for PROP between M1 and M2 is a system

of pairs of non-empty relations xZ01, Z02y, . . . , xZα1, Zα2y where

Zβ1 Ď W1 ˆW2 and Zβ2 Ď W2 ˆW1 p0 ď β ď αq

such that

Zα1 Ď ¨ ¨ ¨ Ď Z01

Zα2 Ď ¨ ¨ ¨ Ď Z02
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and when i, j P t1, 2u, i ‰ j, 0 ď β ă α and 0 ď γ ď α,

(1) xZγiy only if y˚jZγjx
˚i

(2) If xZpβ`1qiy and Rjybc for some b, c P Wj, there are b1, c1 P Wi such that

Rixb
1c1, bZβjb

1 and c1Zβic.

(3) If xZγiy and p P PROP,

Mi, x , p only if Mj, y , p.

When L has fusion and the Ackermann constant we simply add the following clauses:

(4) If xZpβ`1qiy and Ribcx for some b, c P Wi, there are b1, c1 P Wj such that

Rjb
1c1y, bZβib

1 and cZβic
1,

(5) If xZβiy and there are u, v P Oi Ď Wi such that Riuvx then there are u1, v1 P

Oj Ď Wj such that Rju
1v1y.

Proposition 87. Let pM1, w1q and pM2, w2q be two models and α an ordinal.

Then, (i) for each relevant formula φ of LÑ8ω with degree ď α, M1, w1 , φ only

if M2, w2 , φ iff (ii) there is a relevant directed α-bisimulation pxZβ1, Zβ2yqβďα

such that w1Zβ1w2 for each β ď α.

Proof. piiq ñ piq: Assume that (ii). We argue for (i) for all α simultaneously, by

induction on the complexity of φ.

The atomic cases as well as K are obvious from (3) in Definition 44 and the

fact that K is never true. For negation, let φ “ p∼ψq and suppose that Mi, wi ,

p∼ψq, so Mi, w
˚i
i . ψ. But w

˚j
j Zαjw

˚i
i by (1) in Definition 44 since wiZαjwj by

assumption, and, by inductive hypothesis, Mj, w
˚j
j . ψ, so Mj, wj , p∼ψq as

desired. Conjunction and disjunction are routine exercises.

The only remaining case is when φ “ ψ Ñ χ. By Definition 1, say that dgpφq “

β ` 1 ď α where β “ suptdgpψq, dgpχqu. Suppose that Mi, wi , ψ Ñ χ, which
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means that if Riwib
1c1 for some b1, c1, and Mi, b

1 , ψ, then Mi, c
1 , χ. Now, let

Rjwjbc for arbitrary b, c. We need to show that Mj, b , ψ only if Mj, c , χ.

To get the contrapositive, we will suppose that Mj, c . χ. By the assumption

(ii), wiZβ`1iwj, so using property (2) in Definition 44, there are b1, c1 such that

Riwib
1c1, bZβjb

1 and c1Zβic. Note that xZ0i, Z0jy, . . . , xZβi, Zβjy is a directed β-

bisimulation between Mi and Mj. This follows readily from our assumption that

xZ0i, Z0jy, . . . , xZαi, Zαjy is a relevant directed α-bisimulation between Mi and Mj

by verifying (1)-(3) in Definition 44. By inductive hypothesis, since Mj, c . χ and

dgpχq ď β, Mi, c
1 . χ. Given that Mi, wi , ψ Ñ χ, it must be that Mi, b

1 . ψ. But

by inductive hypothesis again using the fact that bZβjb
1 and dgpψq ď β, Mj, b . ψ.

Hence, Mj, wj , ψ Ñ χ.

piq ñ piiq: For a model S, and world w from S, we denote by relďγ-tpSpwq the

relevant type up to degree γ of w, i.e., the set of all infinitary relevant formulas

such that S,w , φ and dgpφq ď γ. We claim that, on the assumption that (i), the

following system of relations defines a relevant directed α-bisimulation between Mi

and Mj:

xZβiy iff relďβ-tpMi
pxq Ď relďβ-tpMj

pyq (0 ď β ď α)(i ‰ j, i, j P t1, 2u).

Let us first note that Zαm Ď ¨ ¨ ¨ Ď Z0m (m P t1, 2u). By the assumption (i), Zαi

is non-empty, since wiZ0iwj, but the latter also implies that w
˚j
j Zαjw

˚i
i as we will

see below, so Zαj is non-empty. Hence, Zαm (m P t1, 2u) has to be non-empty.

Let 0 ď β ď α, i, j P t1, 2u. If xZβiy, i.e., relďβ-tpMi
pxq Ď relďβ-tpMj

pyq, we

see that relďβ-tpMj
py˚jq Ď relďβ-tpMi

px˚iq, i.e., y˚jZβjx
˚i . It suffices to show that

if Mj, y
˚j , φ then Mi, x

˚i , φ for every φ with dgpφq ď β. We prove the contra-

positive. Suppose that Mi, x
˚i . φ, so Mi, x , p∼φq and since dgp∼φq “ dgpφq and

relďβ-tpMi
pxq Ď relďβ-tpMj

pyq, also Mj, y , p∼φq. Consequently, Mj, y
˚j . φ as we

wanted. This takes care of (1) in Definition 44.

For clause (2) in Definition 44, suppose that xZpβ`1qiy pβ ` 1 ď αq, i.e.,

relďβ`1-tpMi
pxq Ď relďβ`1-tpMj

pyq, and Rjybc for some worlds b, c from Mj. Where

Fmla(LÑ8ω) stands for the class of propositional relevant formulas of LÑ8ω, consider
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nrelďβ-tpMj
pcq “ tφ : Mj, c . φ, φ P FmlapLÑ8ωq, dgpφq ď βu.

By Proposition 86 we see that relďβ-tpMj
pbq as well as nrelďβ-tpMj

pcq can be

taken as sets. It is clear that

Mj, y .
Ź

relďβ-tpMj
pbq Ñ

Ž

nrelďβ-tpMj
pcq

since Rjybc, Mj, b ,
Ź

relďβ-tpMj
pbq but Mj, c .

Ž

nrelďβ-tpMj
pcq. Observe that

dgp
Ź

relďβ-tpMj
pbq Ñ

Ž

nrelďβ-tpMj
pcqq “ suptdgp

Ź

relďβ-

tpMj
pbqq, dgp

Ž

nrelďβ-tpMj
pcqqu ` 1,

but

dgp
Ź

relďβ-tpMj
pbqq “ suptdgpδq : δ P relďβ-tpMj

pbqu ď β

and

dgp
Ž

nrelďβ-tpMj
pcqq “ suptdgpσq : σ P nrelďβ-tpMj

pcqqu ď β,

so

dgp
Ź

relďβ-tpMj
pbq Ñ

Ž

nrelďβ-tpMj
pcqq ď β ` 1.

Thus, since relďβ`1-tpMi
pxq Ď relďβ`1-tpMj

pyq, contraposing,

Mi, x .
Ź

relďβ-tpMj
pbq Ñ

Ž

nrelďβ-tpMj
pcq,

which means that there are b1 and c1 such that Rixb
1c1, Mi, b

1 ,
Ź

relďβ-tpMj
pbq,

and Mi, c
1 .

Ž

nrelďβ-tpMj
pcq. Hence, relďβ-tpMj

pbq Ď relďβ-tpMi
pb1q, i.e., bZβjb

1.

On the other hand, we have that if Mj, c . φ then Mi, c
1 . φ whenever dgpφq ď β.

Contraposing, relďβ-tpMi
pc1q Ď relďβ-tpMj

pcq, i.e., c1Zβic.
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Condition (3) in Definition 44 follows given that atomic formulas have degree 0.

Condition (4) follows similarly to (2) and (5) from the semantics of t.

Next we show an analogue of Karp’s celebrated theorem characterizing L8ω-

equivalence in terms of partial isomorphisms. The corresponding result for modal

logic is regarded as a “folklore” theorem.

Theorem 88. (Relevant Karp’s Theorem) Let pM1, w1q and pM2, w2q be two models

and i, j P t1, 2u. Then the following are equivalent:

(i) for every formula φ of LÑ8ω, Mi, wi , φ only if Mj, wj , φ

(ii) there is a relevant directed bisimulation xZi, Zjy between M1 and M2 such that

wiZiwj.

Proof. piiq ñ piq: This direction follows from Proposition 87, and the facts that

xZi, Zjy can be taken to be a relevant directed α-bisimulation for any α and that

every formula of LÑ8ω has some degree α.

piq ñ piiq: We claim that

xZiy iff rel-tpMi
pxq Ď rel-tpMj

pyq (i ‰ j, i, j P t1, 2u).

defines a relevant directed bisimulation where rel-tpMi
pxq (i “ 1, 2) is the collection

of all formulas of LÑ8ω holding at x in Mi.

For clause (1) in Definition 12, suppose xZβiy, i.e., rel-tpMi
pxq Ď rel-tpMj

pyq.

We have that rel-tpMj
py˚jq Ď rel-tpMi

px˚iq, i.e., y˚jZβjx
˚i . It suffices to show

that if Mj, y
˚j , φ then Mi, x

˚i , φ for every φ. We prove the contrapositive.

Suppose that Mi, x
˚i . φ, so Mi, x , p∼φq and since rel-tpMi

pxq Ď rel-tpMj
pyq,

also Mj, y , p∼φq. Consequently, Mj, y
˚j . φ as we wanted.
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Now we have to take care of clause (2) in Definition 12. Assume that xZiy, i.e.,

rel-tpMi
pxq Ď rel-tpMj

pyq, and Rjybc for some worlds b, c from Mj. Suppose for

reductio that there are no b1, c1 P Wi such that Rixb
1c1, bZjb

1 (i.e., rel-tpMj
pbq Ď rel-

tpMi
pb1q) and c1Zic (i.e., rel-tpMi

pc1q Ď rel-tpMj
pcq). We first notice that tb1, c1 P

Wi : Rixb
1c1u ‰ H, for otherwise Mi, x , J Ñ K, so Mj, y , J Ñ K, which implies

that Mj, c , K, which is impossible. Now, for any b1, c1 P Wi such that Rixb
1c1

there are formulas φb1 and φc1 such that either (i) Mj, b , φb1 and Mi, b
1 . φb1 or

(ii) Mi, c
1 , φc1 and Mj, c . φc1 . For any b1, c1 P Wi such that Rixb

1c1 define the

transformation τ as follows:

τpφb1q “

$

&

%

J if (i) does not hold

φb1 otherwise.

τpφc1q “

$

&

%

K if (ii) does not hold

φc1 otherwise.

Next, it suffices to consider the formula

Ź

DvRxb1v
b1PWi

τpφb1q Ñ
Ž

DvRixvc
1

c1PWi

τpφc1q.

A moments reflection shows that

Mj, y .
Ź

DvRixb
1v

b1PWi

τpφb1q Ñ
Ž

DvRixvc
1

c1PWi

τpφc1q

but

Mi, x ,
Ź

DvRixb
1v

b1PWi

τpφb1q Ñ
Ž

DvRixvc
1

c1PWi

τpφc1q,

contradicting the assumption that rel-tpMi
pxq Ď rel-tpMj

pyq.

Finally, clause (3) in Definition 12 is immediate, (4) follows analogously to (2)

and (5) is easy from the semantics of t.
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Theorem 88 is nothing but the infinitary version of Theorem 13.5 from [82].

Quite frequently in infinitary logic we are able to obtain counterparts to results

provable for finitary languages with the restriction that the models under consider-

ation be finite.

To end the section, we establish a corollary of the relevant Karp theorem which

characterizes the infinitary formulas which are preserved under relevant directed

bisimulations with respect to a particular model M .

Lemma 89. Let φ be a formula of Lcorr8ω . Suppose φ is preserved under the relevant

directed auto-bisimulations of a model M. Then there is an ordinal α such that if

M ( φrws and u satisfies in M all the infinitary relevant formulas of degree ď α

satisfied by w in M , then M ( φrus.

Proof. Suppose not, i.e., for every ordinal α there are wα, uα in M such that M (

φrwαs and uα satisfies in M all the infinitary relevant formulas of degree ď α

satisfied by wα in M but M * φruαs. We argue for a contradiction. By cardinality

considerations, since the domain of M is a set (so it cannot find different wα, uα

for each ordinal α on pain of being a proper class) there must be w, u such that

w “ wβ, u “ uβ for arbitrarily large β. But this means that w P φ, u satisfies in

M all the infinitary relevant formulas satisfied by w in M and M * φrus. By the

relevant Karp’s theorem, there is a relevant directed auto-bisimulation relating w

to u. By assumption φ is preserved under relevant directed auto-bisimulations, so

it must be that M ( φrus, which is impossible.

Theorem 90. Let φ be a formula of Lcorr8ω . Then φ is preserved under the relevant

directed auto-bisimulations of a model M iff φ is definable by an infinitary relevant

formula in M.

Proof. Consider the disjunction
Ž

M(φrws,
wPWM,
αPOn

p
Ź

relďαpM,wqq, where relďα is the set of

all translations of formulas of LÑ8ω of degree ď α and α is given by Lemma 89. The

class of all non-equivalent formulas of LÑ8ω of degree ď α is a set as noted in the

proof of the relevant Karp’s theorem. Thus,
Ž

M(φrws,
wPWM,
αPOn

p
Ź

relďαpM,wqq is a perfectly

good infinitary relevant formula. This formula is the desired definition of φ. It is
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easy to see that M (
Ž

M(φrws,
wPWM,
αPOn

p
Ź

relďαpM,wqqrus implies M ( φrus by choice of

α.

7.5 Scott’s theorem

Next we establish a result implying a corollary analogous to Scott’s isomorphism

theorem in classical infinitary logic. The corresponding theorem for modal logic

was proven in [17].

Since the finitary relevant logic is considerably weaker than first order logic and

modal logic in terms of expressive power, it only seems natural that to get a version

of Scott’s isomorphism theorem one has to go beyond the expressive power gained

by merely adding countable conjunctions. In fact, Corollary 92 requires us to add

conjunctions of cardinality at most |2ω|.

There is another difference between the following result and Scott’s isomorphism

theorem or van Benthem’s modal version of it. Scott’s theorem gives a formula φM

characterizing up to isomorphism a given countable model M among the class of all

countable models, so Scott’s formula only depends on the model M . In contrast, we

give a formula that implies that there is a relevant directed bisimulation between

two arbitrary countable models but which depends on both. This difference is

due to the nature of relevant directed bisimulations. Contrary to isomorphism or

bisimulation, a relevant directed bisimulation between M1 and M2 demands things

from both models. Recall that it is not a relation from W1 ˆ W2 but a pair of

relations from W1 ˆW2 and W2 ˆW1 respectively.

Theorem 91. Let pM1, w1q and pM2, w2q be two models in some K such that K Ď

VB, κ the least infinite cardinal ě supt|W1|, |W2|u, and λ “ supt|PROP|, 2κu. Then,

when i, j P t1, 2u, there is a formula θwi of LÑλ`ω such that (1) Mi, wi , θwi, and (2)

Mj, wj , θwi iff there is a relevant directed bisimulation pZi, Zjq between Mi and

Mj such that wiZiwj.

Proof. We start by defining for each world a of Mi the formula φηaMj
´simultaneously
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with φηbMi
for b P Wj´ by induction on the ordinal η ă λ` as follows:

φ0a
Mj

“ the set of all literals satisfied by pMi, aq,

φηaMj
“

Ź

ξ ă η φ
ξa
Mj

if η is a limit ordinal,

φη`1 a
Mj

“ φηaMj
^

Ź

bPWj,

XĎWi,

Mi,a,φ
ηb
Mi
Ñ

Ž

dPX φ
ηd
Mj

φηbMi
Ñ

Ž

dPX φ
ηd
Mj

^
Ź

bPWj,

XĎWi,

Mi,a,p∼pφ
ηb
Mi
Ñ

Ž

dPX φ
ηd
Mj

qq

p∼pφηbMi
Ñ

Ž

dPX φ
ηd
Mj
qq.

Observe that when γ ă β ă λ`,

Mj, a
1 , φβaMj

implies that Mj, a
1 , φγaMj

.

This can be seen by induction on β. The case when β “ 0 is true by antecedent

failure. If β “ η ` 1, either η “ γ or γ ă η. If the first, since

Mj, a
1 , φγaMj

^
Ź

bPWj,

XĎWi,

Mi,a,φ
γb
Mi
Ñ

Ž

dPX φ
γd
Mj

φγbMi
Ñ

Ž

dPX φ
γd
Mj

implies that Mj, a
1 , φγaMj

,

we have that

Mj, a
1 , φβaMj

implies that Mj, a
1 , φγaMj

.

If the second, since

Mj, a
1 , φβaMj

implies that Mj, a
1 , φηaMj

,

and, by inductive hypothesis,

Mj, a
1 , φηaMj

implies that Mj, a
1 , φγaMj

,
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we get what we needed.

Now let us define a map f : W1 ˆW2 ÝÑ λ` in the following way:

fpa, a1q “

$

&

%

the least ordinal ξ ă λ` such that M2, a
1 . φξaM2

if there is some

0 otherwise.

Given that |W1 ˆ W2| “ κ ă cfpλ`q “ λ`, we see that there must be ξ0 ă λ`

such that the range of f is a subset of ξ0. Consequently, for every β such that

ξ0 ă β ă λ`,

M2, a
1 , φξ0aM2

implies that M2, a
1 , φβaM2

,

for otherwise we have that there is an ordinal γ with ξ0 ă γ ď β which is the

smallest ordinal such that M2, a
1 . φγaM2

, contradicting the fact that the range of f

is a subset of ξ0.

Similarly, we define g : W2 ˆW1 ÝÑ λ` as

fpa, a1q “

$

&

%

the least ordinal ξ ă λ` such that M1, a
1 . φξaM1

if there is some

0 otherwise,

and obtain ξ1 ă λ` such that the range of g is a subset of ξ1. As before, for every

β such that ξ1 ă β ă λ`,

M1, a
1 , φξ1aM1

implies that M1, a
1 , φβaM1

.

Choose ξ to be suptξ0, ξ1u. By the above, when ξ ă β ă λ`,

M2, a
1 , φξaM2

implies that M2, a
1 , φβaM2

,

and
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M1, a
1 , φξaM1

implies that M1, a
1 , φβaM1

.

We claim that the relations uZ1v iff M2, v , φξuM2
and uZ2v iff M1, v , φξuM1

satisfy

all clauses in Definition 12.

For (1) in Definition 12, we will show by induction that when i, j P t1, 2u, for

all β, if u is a world of Mi and Mj, v , φβuMj
then Mi, u

˚i , φβv
˚j

Mi
. In particular, if

uZiv, i.e., Mj, v , φξuMj
then Mi, u

˚i , φξv
˚j

Mi
, i.e., v˚jZju

˚i .

Let β “ 0, and assume that Mj, v , φ0u
Mj

. We need to show that every literal

satisfied by v˚j at Mj is also satisfied by u˚i at Mi, that is: (a) Mj, v
˚j , p only

if Mi, u
˚i , p, and (b) Mj, v

˚j , p∼pq only if Mi, u
˚i , p∼pq. To prove the

contrapositive of (a) assume that Mi, u
˚i . p, so Mi, u , p∼pq, but Mj, v , φ0u

Mj
,

hence Mj, v , p∼pq, i.e, Mj, v
˚j . p. Now, for the contrapositive of (b) assume that

Mi, u
˚i . p∼pq, so Mi, u

˚i˚i , p but u˚i˚i “ u, so Mi, u , p. However, Mj, v , φ0u
Mj

,

which implies that Mj, v , p, i.e., Mj, v
˚j˚j , p, hence Mj, v

˚j . p∼pq as desired.

If β is a limit ordinal and Mj, v , φβuMj
, then Mj, v , φγuMj

for all γ ă β,

and by inductive hypothesis, Mi, u
˚i , φγv

˚j

Mi
for all γ ă β, which implies that

Mi, u
˚i , φβv

˚j

Mi
.

If β “ γ ` 1 and Mj, v , φγ`1u
Mj

, Mj, v , φγuMj
, and by inductive hypothesis,

Mi, u
˚i , φγv

˚j

Mi
. Recall that

φγ`1 v˚j

Mi
“ φγ v˚j

Mi
^

Ź

bPWi,
XĎWj,

Mj,v
˚j,φ

γb
Mj

Ñ
Ž

dPX φ
γd
Mi

φγbMj
Ñ

Ž

dPX φ
γd
Mi

^
Ź

bPWi,
XĎWj,

Mj,v
˚j,p∼pφγb

Mj
Ñ

Ž

dPX φ
γd
Mi
qq

p∼pφγbMj
Ñ

Ž

dPX φ
γd
Mi
qq.

Hence, it remains to show that (a) Mj, v
˚j , φγbMj

Ñ
Ž

dPX φ
γd
Mi

for some world b of

Mi and X Ď Wj only if Mi, u
˚i , φγbMj

Ñ
Ž

dPX φ
γd
Mi

, and (b) Mj, v
˚j , p∼pφγbMj

Ñ
Ž

dPX φ
γd
Mi
qq for some world b of Mi and X Ď Wj only if Mi, u

˚i , p∼pφγbMj
Ñ

Ž

dPX φ
γd
Mi
qq. These two follow similarly to (a) and (b) in the case when β “ 0.
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The proof of (2) in Definition 12 requires us to notice first that for i P t1, 2u,

Mi, u , φβuMj
for all β. We argue by induction on β. The case β “ 0 is trivial. If β is

a limit ordinal and, by inductive hypothesis, Mi, u , φγuMj
for all γ ă β, then clearly

Mi, u , φβuMj
. Finally let β “ γ ` 1. By inductive hypothesis, Mi, u , φγuMj

. But

trivially both (a) Mi, u , φγbMi
Ñ

Ž

dPX φ
γd
Mj

for some world b of Mj and X Ď Wi only

if Mi, u , φγbMi
Ñ

Ž

dPX φ
γd
Mj

, and (b) Mi, u , p∼pφγbMi
Ñ

Ž

dPX φ
γd
Mj
qq for some world

b of Mj and X Ď Wi only if Mi, u , p∼pφγbMi
Ñ

Ž

dPX φ
γd
Mj
qq. Hence, Mi, u , φβuMj

.

Now, suppose that uZiv, i.e., Mj, v , φξuMj
, which implies that Mj, v , φξ`1u

Mj

by choice of ξ. Assume further that Rjvbc and consider the disjunction
Ž

dPX φ
ξd
Mj

where d P Wi is such that Mj, c . φξdMj
. By a previous observation, Mj, b , φξbMi

and clearly Mj, c .
Ž

dPX φ
ξd
Mj

, so Mj, v . φξbMi
Ñ

Ž

dPX φ
ξd
Mj

. Hence, given that

Mj, v , φξ`1u
Mj

, Mi, u . φξbMi
Ñ

Ž

dPX φ
ξd
Mj

. Thus, there are b1, c1 P Wi such that

Riub
1c1, Mi, b

1 , φξbMi
, i.e., bZib

1 and Mi, c
1 .

Ž

dPX φ
ξd
Mj

. The latter means that

if d P Wi and Mj, c . φξdMj
then Mi, c

1 . φξdMj
. Again by a previous observation

Mi, c
1 , φξc

1

Mj
, so we see that Mj, c , φξc

1

Mj
contraposing the previous sentence, i.e.,

c1Zic.

Clause (3) in Definition 12 follows as if i, j P t1, 2u and uZiv, i.e., Mj, v , φξuMj

then Mj, v , φ0u
Mj

, so every propositional variable satisfied at u in Mi is also satisfied

at v in Mj.

The right to left direction of the theorem follows since if Mj, wj , φξwiMj
then Z1

and Z2 are both non-empty, so we have the required relevant directed bisimulation

between Mi and Mj.

For the other direction if there is one such relevant directed bisimulation

Mj, wj , φβwiMj
for all β, so in particular, Mj, wj , φξwiMj

. This can be seen by recall-

ing that for any β, Mi, wi , φβwiMj
and since wiZiwj by assumption, Mj, wj , φβwiMj

since all formulas of LÑλ`ω are preserved under relevant directed bisimulations.

Corollary 92. (Relevant Scott’s Theorem) Let pM1, w1q and pM2, w2q be two

models in some K such that K Ď VB, and suppose LÑ
|2ω |`ω has at most |2ω| propo-

sitional variables. Then, when i, j P t1, 2u, there is a formula θwi of LÑ
|2ω |`ω such

that Mj, wj , θwi iff there is a relevant directed bisimulation pZi, Zjq between Mi

and Mj such that wiZiwj.
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7.6 Interpolation, preservation and Beth defin-

ability

In this section, following the analogous case for modal logic [5, 14], we obtain a

preservation theorem for relevant infinitary formulas as a corollary to a generalized

interpolation result. Interpolation theorems have a history of implying preservation

results (some examples in infinitary logic can be found in [50]).

Let M be a structure for a language L8ω. If X Ď dompMq and X is closed

under all the functions in the signature of M , then rXsM is the submodel obtained

by restricting all the relations in the signature of M to X. Note that if X fails to

be closed closed under the required functions, then rXsM is not defined.

Lemma 93. (Relativization Lemma) Let L8ω be a language with a unary predicate

P . Then for any formula φpxq L8ω not containing P there is a first order formula

φP such that if M is a structure where rPM sM is defined then for every sequence a

of elements from rPM sM ,

M ( φP ras iff rPM sM ( φras.

Proof. This is just Theorem 5.1.1 from [51].

Given a language L, by Σ1
1pLq and Π1

1pLq we will mean the languages resulting

from admitting, respectively, second order existential quantifications in front of a

formula of L and second order universal quantifications in front of a formula of L.

Lemma 94. If L8ω has a signature containing a binary symbol ă, φpxq and ψ are

formulas of L8ω and Σ1
1pL8ωq respectively such that for each ordinal α there is a

model M such that ăM is a linear ordering on φpMq in order type ě α, then ψ has

a model N such that ăN is a linear ordering on φpNq which is not well-ordered.

Proof. This is essentially Theorem 11.5.4 in [51] or Theorem 1.8 in [3].
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Lemma 94 is known as the property of the model-theoretic language L8ω of

being bounded, a substitute for compactness when establishing that a property is

not expressible in L8ω ([51], p. 581). It is a useful property that can be seen to

characterize L8ω in terms of expressive power via a Lindström theorem (cf. [4]).

Let xR, Sy be a pair of binary relations between two structures M1 and M2,

while φ and ψ are formulas of Lcorr8ω . Following [5, 14] we say that φ implies ψ along

xR, Sy if whenever M1RM2, M1 ( φ only if M2 ( ψ and if M2SM1, M2 ( φ only

if M1 ( ψ. This can be seen as a generalization of the usual notion of consequence

(note that standard consequence is the case when R and S are the identity). When

the relation in question is relevant directed bisimulations, φ implies ψ along relevant

directed bisimulations if when xZ1, Z2y is a relevant directed bisimulation between

two models M1 and M2, and aZib (i, j P t1, 2u) for elements a, b of the domains of

Mi and Mj respectively, then Mi ( φras only if Mj ( φrbs.

If φ is a formula of Lcorr8ω , we will write PROPφ for the collection of predicates

appearing in φ corresponding to propositional variables in PROP.

Lemma 95. Let φ, ψ be formulas of Σ1
1pL

corr
8ω q and Π1

1pL
corr
8ω q respectively. Suppose φ

implies ψ along relevant directed bisimulations for PROPφ X PROPψ over some class

of Routley-Meyer structures K defined by some formula σ of Lcorr8ω . Then there is

an ordinal α such that for every M,N P K if M ( φrws and u satisfies in N all

the infinitary relevant formulas of degree ď α satisfied by w in M , then N ( ψrus.

Proof. Suppose for reductio that for each α there are pM1, w1q and pM2, w2q such

that M1 ( φrw1s and M2 * ψrw2s while w2 satisfies in M2 all the infinitary relevant

formulas of degree ď α satisfied by w1 in M1. Hence, by Proposition 87, there is a

relevant directed α-bisimulation pxZβ1, Zβ2yqβďα such that w1Zβ1w2 for each β ď α.

Suppose for simplicity that PROPφ X PROPψ has a single non-logical symbol p.

So the correspondence language Lcorr8ω has signature K “ t˚, R,O, P,Q0, Q1, . . . u

where Qi (i “ 0, 1, . . . ) are the predicates corresponding the propositional vari-

ables not in PROPφ X PROPψ. Expand this signature by adding the set of symbols

tU1, U2,ă, F, B1, B2, I, Gu, where U1, U2, , B1, B2 and F are unary predicates, ă and

I are binary predicates, while G is a ternary predicate.
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Consider the infinitary formula
Ź

Θ, where Θ is the theory containing the uni-

versal closure of following formulas:

σU1 , σU2

“There are x, y such that U1x, U2y, φ
U1pxq, ψU2pyq and for all z, u such that

Fz,B1u and Izu, we have that Guxy ”

“ă is a discrete total ordering with first and last elements ”

“F is the field of ă ”

“If Uix, then Uix
˚” (i P t1, 2u)

“If Uix and Rxyz, then Uiy and Uiz” (i P t1, 2u)

“If Biz, Fu, Iuz and Gzxy, then Uix and Ujy” (i P t1, 2u)

“For all z such that Fz, there is u with Biu and Izu” (i P t1, 2u)

“If Biz, Fu, Iuz and Gzxy, then there is v such that Bjv, Iuv, and Gvy˚x˚”

(i P t1, 2u)

“If Biz, Fu, Iuz and Gzxy, then Px only if Py” (i P t1, 2u)

“If Uix, Ujy, Ujb, Ujc, Fu, Iuz,Biz,Gzxy,Rybc, Fv and v ă u, then there

are w,w1 such that Ivw, Ivw1, Bjw,Biw
1 and there are b1, c1 such that

Uib
1, Uic

1, Rxb1c1, Gwbb1 and Gw1c1c” (i P t1, 2u)

“If Uix, Ujy, Uib, Uic, Fu, Iuz,Biz,Gzxy,Rbcx, Fv and v ă u, then there

are w,w1 such that Ivw, Ivw1, Biw,Biw
1 and there are b1, c1 such that

Ujb
1, Ujc

1, Rb1c1y,Gwbb1 and Gw1cc1” (i P t1, 2u)

“If Uix, Ujy, Uib, Uic, Fu, Iuz,Biz,Gzxy,Rbcx,Ob, and Oc, then there are

b1, c1 such that Ujb
1, Ujc

1, Rb1c1y, and Ob1, Oc1” (i P t1, 2u)

The last three classes of sentences described in our presentation of Θ are simply

restatements in first order logic of conditions appearing in the definition of a directed

α-bisimulation.
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For each ordinal α,
Ź

Θ has a model Mα such that the ordering ăMα on FMα

has order type ě α. To see this consider pM1, w1q and pM2, w2q as given by our

reductio assumption, that is, M1 ( φrw1s and M2 * ψrw2s while there is a relevant

directed α-bisimulation pxZβ1, Zβ2yqβďα such that w1Zβ1w2 for each β ď α.

We can suppose without loss of generality that W1 XW2 “ H (if this is not the

case already simply take isomorphic copies of M1 and M2 satisfying the proviso).

Let Mα be any model M3 such that:

W3 “ W1 YW2 Y α ` 1Y tZβi : β ď α, i P t1, 2uu,

R3 “ R1 YR2,

˚3 “ ˚1 Y ˚2,

O3 “ O1 YO2,

UM3
i “ Wi (i P t1, 2u),

PM3 “ PM1 Y PM2 ,

QM3
i “ QM1

i YQM2
i (i “ 0, 1, . . . ),

BM3
i “ tZβi : β ď αu (i P t1, 2u),

FM3 “ α ` 1,

ăM3 is the natural ordering on α ` 1,

IM3βy iff β ď α and y “ Zβi for some i P t1, 2u,

GM3xab iff x “ Z P tZβi : β ď α, i P t1, 2uu and aZb.

It follows that M3 (
Ź

Θ. The sentences σU1 , σU2 hold in M3 by Lemma 93, the fact

that both M1 and M2 make ψ true, and that rUM3
1 sM3 “M1 and rUM3

2 sM3 “M2.

Since for each ordinal α,
Ź

Θ has a model Mα such that the ordering ăMα on

FMα has order type ě α, by Lemma 94,
Ź

Θ has a model M4 such that ăM4 is a

linear ordering which is not well ordered. This means that FM4 being the field of

ăM4 contains an infinite descending sequence:
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p˚q . . . e3 ă
M4 e2 ă

M4 e1 ă
M4 e0.

Let M4|K be the restriction of M4 to the signature K. Now, since M4 makes
Ź

Θ

hold, there are a P UM4
1 and b P UM4

2 such that M4 ( φU1ras (i.e., rUM4
1 sM4|K ( φras),

M4 * ψU2rbs (i.e., rUM4
2 sM4|K * ψrbs) and for all z, u such that z P FM4 , u P BM4

1

and M4 ( Irz, us, we have that M4 ( Gru, a, bs.

The pair xZ1, Z2y defines a relevant directed bisimulation for PROPφ X PROPψ

between rUM4
1 sM4|K and rUM4

2 sM4|K where

xZ1y iff there is en (n P ω) in the sequence p˚q such that there is u P BM4
1 ,M4 (

Iren, us and M4 ( Gru, x, ys,

xZ2y iff there is en (n P ω) in the sequence p˚q such that there is u P BM4
2 ,M4 (

Iren, us and M4 ( Gru, x, ys.

First note that Z1 ‰ H ‰ Z2. For all u and arbitrary en such that u P BM4
1

and M4 ( Iren, us, we have that M4 ( Gru, a, bs, and given that there is such

a u, we have that aZ1b. But one of the formulas in Θ implies that there is also

v P BM4
2 such M4 ( Iren, vs and M4 ( Grv, b˚4 , a˚4s. Hence, aZ1b and b˚4Z2a

˚4 ,

i.e., b
˚
rU
M4
2 sM4|KZ2a

˚
rU
M4
1 sM4|K .

To show (1) in Definition 12 suppose that i P t1, 2u and xZiy. By essentially

the argument in the above paragraph it follows that y
˚
rU
M4
j

sM4|K

Zjx
˚
rU
M4
i

sM4|K .

For clause (2) in Definition 12, suppose that i P t1, 2u and xZiy, so there is

en (n P ω) in the sequence p˚q such that there is u P BM4
i ,M4 ( Iren, us and

M4 ( Gru, x, ys. Now let R
rU
M4
j sM4|K

ybc for some b, c P UM4
j , i.e., R4ybc by Lemma

93. But since en`1 ă en, there is formula in Θ which implies that there are w,w1

such that M4 ( Iren`1, ws,M4 ( Iren`1, w
1s, w P BM4

j , w1 P BM4
i and there are b1c1

such that b1, c1 P UM4
i , R4xb

1c1(so, by Lemma 93, R
rU
M4
i sM4|K

xb1c1),M4 ( Grw, b, b1s

and M4 ( Grw1, c1, cs (hence bZjb
1 and c1Zic).

Condition (3) in Definition 12 follows because if i P t1, 2u and aZib, there is

formula in Θ implying that M4 ( P ras only if M4 ( P rbs, and, by the Lemma 93,
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rUM4
i sM4|KP ras only if rUM4

j sM4|KP rbs. Clauses (4) and (5) follow similarly to (2).

Finally, since the pair xZ1, Z2y defines a relevant directed bisimulation for

PROPφ X PROPψ between rUM4
1 sM4|K and rUM4

2 sM4|K with aZ1b, rU
M4
2 sM4|K * ψrbs

and rUM4
1 sM4|K ( φras we have a contradiction with the assumption that φ implies

ψ along relevant directed bisimulations. Also, rUM4
1 sM4|K and rUM4

2 sM4|K are in the

class of models K since ψ holds in both by Lemma 93.

Theorem 96. (Interpolation) Let φ, ψ be formulas of Σ1
1pL

corr
8ω q, Π1

1pL
corr
8ω q respec-

tively and K a class of Routley-Meyer structures axiomatizable by some formula σ

of Lcorr8ω . Then, φ implies ψ along relevant directed bisimulations for PROPφX PROPψ

over K iff there is a relevant interpolant θ for φ and ψ over K according to the

standard consequence relation, with propositional variables in PROPφ X PROPψ.

Proof. For the right to left direction of the theorem suppose that there is a relevant

infinitary interpolant θ for φ and ψ over K with propositional variables in PROPφ X

PROPψ. That φ implies ψ along relevant directed bisimulations for PROPφ X PROPψ

over K follows from Theorem 88 and the fact that θ is an interpolant for φ and ψ

according to the usual consequence relation.

For the converse, by Lemma 95, we know that there is an ordinal α such that for

every M,N P K if M ( φrws and u satisfies in N all the infinitary relevant formulas

of degree ď α satisfied by w in M , then N ( ψrus. Consider the disjunction
Ž

M(φrwsp
Ź

relďαpM,wqq, where relďα is the set of all translations of formulas of

LÑ8ω of degree ď α with propositional variables in PROPφ X PROPψ. The class of

all non-equivalent formulas of LÑ8ω of degree ď α is a set according to Proposition

86. Thus,
Ž

M(φrwsp
Ź

relďαpM,wqq is a perfectly good formula of Lcorr8ω . This

formula is the desired interpolant of φ and ψ. It is easy to see that φ implies
Ž

M(φrwsp
Ź

relďαpM,wqq, while the latter implies ψ by choice of α.

Corollary 97. (Preservation) Let φ be a formula of Lcorr8ω and K a class of

Routley-Meyer structures defined by some formula ψ of Lcorr8ω . Then, φ is pre-

served under directed bisimulations in K iff φ is equivalent to an infinitary relevant

formula over K.
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Proof. Right to left follows from Theorem 88. For the converse, just set φ “ ψ in

Theorem 96.

Corollary 98. (Beth definability) Let P be a unary predicate not in Lcorr8ω , φpP q

a formula of Lcorr8ω YtP u and K a class of Routley-Meyer structures defined by some

formula ψ of Lcorr8ω Y tP u. Then the following are equivalent:

(i) There is a relevant formula θpxq of Lcorr8ω such that θpxq ” Px is a logical

consequence of φpP q in the standard classical sense.

(ii) If pM1, w1, P
M1q and pM2, w2, P

M2q are models of φpP q such that xZ1, Z2y is a

relevant directed bisimulation between the restrictions pM1, w1q and pM2, w2q

of pM1, w1, P
M1q and pM2, w2, P

M2q to Lcorr8ω , then xZ1, Z2y is a relevant di-

rected bisimulation between pM1, w1, P
M1q and pM2, w2, P

M2q.

Proof. (i) ñ (ii): It suffices to show that when pM1, w1, P
M1q and pM2, w2, P

M2q

are models of φpP q such that xZ1, Z2y is a relevant directed bisimulation between

the restrictions pM1, w1q and pM2, w2q of pM1, w1, P
M1q and pM2, w2, P

M2q to Lcorr8ω ,

if x P PMi and xZiy then y P PMj . The result follows by the assumption (i) and

the easy direction of Proposition 87.

(ii) ñ (i): It is enough to establish that DP pφpP q^Pxq implies @P pφpP q Ą Pxq

along relevant directed bisimulations for PROPDP pφpP q^Pxq X PROP@P pφpP qĄPxq over K,

since then, by Theorem 96, it follows that there is a relevant formula θpxq of Lcorr8ω

which is an interpolant for DP pφpP q ^ Pxq and @P pφpP q Ą Pxq over K according

to the standard consequence relation. Consequently, (i) holds.

Next we prove a more familiar interpolation result, but this time for the relevant

infinitary formulas of Lcorr8ω when LÑ8ω is a basic relevant language with absurdity.

We will say that a class of models K is closed under relevant directed bisimulation

products if whenever the conditions in Lemma 45 hold for M1,M2 P K, then the

model M3, given by Lemma 45, is also in K.

Corollary 99. Let φ, ψ be infinitary relevant formulas of Lcorr8ω (a correspondence

language for a basic infinitary relevant language with absurdity LÑ8ω) and K a class
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of Routley-Meyer structures defined by some formula σ of Lcorr8ω and closed under

relevant directed bisimulation products. Then, φ implies ψ in the standard sense of

logical consequence over K iff φ implies ψ along relevant directed bisimulations for

PROPφ X PROPψ over K iff there is a relevant infinitary interpolant θ for φ and ψ

over K according to the standard consequence relation, with propositional variables

in PROPφ X PROPψ.

Proof. The second biconditional follows immediately from Theorem 96, so we only

need to concern ourselves with the first. The right to left direction of the equivalence

is clear since the identity is a relevant directed (auto)bisimulation.

Now suppose that φ implies ψ in the standard sense of logical consequence over

K but there is a relevant directed bisimulation xZ1, Z2y for PROPφX PROPψ between

models pM1, w1q and pM2, w2q such that w1Z1w2 and M1, w1 , φ while M2, w2 . ψ.

We will aim for a contradiction.

The idea is to use Lemma 45 to get a relevant directed bisimulation product

model M3 P K in the propositional signature PROPφ Y PROPψ such that there exists

a relevant directed bisimulation xZ 11, Z
1
2y for PROPφ between M3 and M1 such that

w1Z
1
1xw1, w2y and a relevant directed bisimulation xZ21 , Z

2
2y for PROPψ between M3

and M2 such that xw1, w2yZ
2
2w2.

But then M3, xw1, w2y , φ from M1, w1 , φ and Theorem 88. Now, by the

assumption that φ implies ψ over K, then M3, xw1, w2y , ψ. However, this would

imply that M2, w2 , ψ, again by Theorem 88. Hence, contradiction.

7.7 Conclusion

We have shown that many facts from the model theory of classical infinitary logic

have analogues in the context of relevant logic and the Routley-Meyer semantics.

In particular, versions of Karp’s theorem and Scott’s isomorphism theorem can be
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obtained. Also, most infinitary relevant languages with absurdity are incompact,

from which we can derive incompleteness of most Hilbert systems based on them (in

the sense of there being a semantic consequence of a certain set of formulas which

cannot be deduced from the set in the formal system).

We have also showed that the formulas of classical infinitary relevant logic corre-

sponding to infinitary relevant formulas are exactly those preserved under relevant

directed bisimulations. This was obtained as a consequence of a certain interpo-

lation result (Theorem 96), from which a Beth definability theorem followed as

well.
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Chapter 8

Quantificational relevant

languages

In this chapter we will take a brief look at the expressive power of the languages

resulting from adding first order quantifiers @, D to the relevant languages we have

seen so far in the thesis. The key point is the extension of the notion of relevant

directed bisimulation by a couple of clauses to cover the new operators in our

languages.

We will focus our attention on structures with a constant domain of individual

quantification. This is the same setting as the recent paper [102].

8.1 Syntax, semantics and first order translation

A quantificational relevant language with absurdity L comes from a propositional

relevant language with absurdity by adding the quantifiers @ and D, some countable

list of relation symbols and denumerably many variables. A model for L, M “

xW,R,D, ˚, vy has a domain of quantification D, a set of worlds W as before, a

ternary relation R on worlds, the operation ˚ which goes from worlds to worlds and

a function v assigning a subset of Dn as the interpretation of a predicate letter of
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arity n at a particular world.

In what follows we use x, a, etc. for finite sequences of objects or variables (the

context will make clear which). The new semantic clauses read:

M,w , Pxras iff a P vpP,wq,

M,w , @xφras iff M,w , φrads for all d P D,

M,w , Dxφras iff M,w , φrads for some d P D.

A first order correspondence language for L is a two sorted language with one

sort s1 for worlds and a second sort s2 for individuals (also called objects). Now

we add n ` 1-ary relations P n`1 for each n-ary relation P n in L. The argument

places of each new n ` 1-ary relation symbol are equipped with the sort symbols

s10 , s21 , . . . , s2n`1 . The argument places of the function ˚ and the distinguished

relation symbol R come with the sorts s1 and s1, s1, s1 respectively. O has sort s1

as well.

We define again a translation from quantificational relevant languages with ab-

surdity into first order logic and state a Switch Lemma (we only state below the

new cases):

TwxpPxq = Pwx

Twxp@yφq = @yTwxpφq

TwxpDyφq = DyTwxpφq

Lemma 100. (Quantificational Switch Lemma) For any world v, finite tuple of

objects a, M, v , φras if and only if M ( Twxpφqrv, as.

8.2 Characterization of expressive power

Definition 45. Let M1 “ xW1, R1, D1, ˚1, v1y and M2 “ xW2, R2, D2, ˚2, v2y be two

models for a quantificational relevant language L. A world-object relevant directed

bisimulation for L between M1 and M2 is a pair of non-empty relations xZ1, Z2y

where
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Z1 Ď
Ť

0ănăωppW1ˆD
n
1 qˆ pW2ˆD

n
2 qq and Z2 Ď

Ť

0ănăωppW2ˆD
n
2 qˆ pW1ˆD

n
1 qq,

such that when i, j P t1, 2u, i ‰ j,

(1) xx, zyZixy, vy only if xy˚j , vyZjxx
˚i , zy

(2) If xx, zyZixy, vy and Rjybc for some b, c P Wj, there are b1, c1 P Wi such that

Rixb
1c1, xb, vyZjxb

1, zy and xc1, zyZixc, vy.

(3) If xx, zyZixy, vy and P is a predicate of L,

Mi, x , P rzs only if Mj, y , P rvs.

(4) If xx, zyZixy, vy, then for each d P Dj there is an object d1 P Di such that

xx, zd1yZixy, vdy.

(5) If xx, zyZixy, vy, then for each d P Di there is an object d1 P Dj such that

xx, zdyZixy, vd
1y.

When L has fusion and the Ackermann constant we simply add the following

clauses:

(6) If xx, zyZixy, vy and Ribcx for some b, c P Wi, there are b1, c1 P Wj such that

Rjb
1c1y, xb, zyZixb

1, vy and xc, zyZixc
1, vy,

(7) If xx, zyZixy, vy and there are u, v P Oi Ď Wi such that Riuvx then there are

u1, v1 P Oj Ď Wj such that Rju
1v1y.

Definition 46. A first order formula φ is said to be preserved under world-object

relevant directed bisimulations if whenever M1 and M2 are models for a quantifi-

cational relevant language with absurdity L such that for each n-ary predicate P

different from R appearing in φ the corresponding n+1-ary predicate P is in L,

xZ1, Z2y is a world-object relevant directed bisimulation between M1 and M2, and

xx, zyZixy, vy, where i, j P t1, 2u,
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Mi, x ( φrzs only if Mj, y ( φrvs.

Lemma 101. Quantificational relevant formulas are preserved under world-object

relevant directed bisimulations.

Proof. Suppose M1 and M2 are models for a quantificational relevant language L,

xZ1, Z2y is a world-object relevant directed bisimulation between M1 and M2, and

xx, zyZixy, vy, we prove that for any quantificational formula φ,

Mi, x , φrzs only if Mj, y , φrvs.

We argue by induction on φ. The propositional cases are taken care of as before.

Let φ “ @xψ. Suppose that Mi, x , @xψrzs, so for all d P Di, Mi, x , ψrzds

but then Mj, y , ψrvd1s for every d1 P Dj by property (4) of world-object relevant

directed bisimulations and inductive hypothesis. On the other hand, when φ “ Dxψ,

ifMi, x , Dxψrzs, there is d P Di such thatMi, x , ψrzds and by (5) of Definition 45,

there is d1 P Dj such that xx, zdyZixy, vd
1y. By inductive hypothesis, Mj, y , ψrvd1s,

i.e., Mj, y , φrvs.

Theorem 102. Let φpxq be a formula in the correspondence first order language of

a quantificational relevant language with absurdity. Then, φpxq is preserved under

relevant directed world-object bisimulations iff φpxq is logically equivalent to the

translation of a quantificational relevant formula.

Proof. Fix a quantificational relevant language L. The right to left direction of the

theorem is immediate from Lemma 101. For the converse, the argument is entirely

analogous to the case of the basic relevant language with absurdity so we merely

sketch the place where it differs.

To replace our use of Proposition 38, we need to show that whenever M1 and

M2 are two ω-saturated models, k,m P t1, 2u, k ‰ m, w and v are worlds of Mk and

Mm respectively while a and b are sequences of objects of Mk and Mm respectively,

then
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(i) Mk, w , φras only if Mm, v , φrbs for every formula φ of L

implies that

(ii) there is a world-object relevant directed bisimulation xZ1, Z2y between M1

and M2 such that xw, ayZkxv, by.

It can be seen that the relations

xx, zyZ1xy, vy iff rel-tpM1px, zq Ď rel-tpM2py, vq,

xx, zyZ2xy, vy iff rel-tpM2px, zq Ď rel-tpM1py, vq,

define a world-object relevant directed bisimulation xZ1, Z2y between M2 and M1.

The only new clauses that we have to verify are (4) and (5) in Definition 45.

For (4), let i, j P t1, 2u. Suppose that xx, zyZixy, vy, i.e., rel-tpMi
px, zq Ď rel-

tpMj
py, vq. Take an object d of Mj. Let

nrel-tpMj
py, vdq “ tTwzpφq : Mj, y . φrvds, φ P FmlapLqu.

Every finite subset of nrel-tpMj
py, vdq is refutable in Mi by x and zd0 for some

object d0 of Mi. To see this, suppose tTwzpδ1q, . . . , Twzpδnqu is a finite subset

of nrel-tpMj
py, vdq. Clearly, by the Quantificational Switch Lemma, Mj, y .

@x
Ž

tδ1, . . . , δnurvs (d is a counterexample to this general claim). Consequently,

Mi, x . @x
Ž

tδ1, . . . , δnurzs by contraposing the assumption that rel-tpMi
px, zq Ď

rel-tpMj
py, vq and the Quantificational Switch Lemma. This means that for some

object d0 of Mi, Mi, x .
Ž

tδ1, . . . , δnurzd0s. Since Mi is ω-saturated, there must

be an object d1 of Mi such that nrel-tpMj
py, vdq is refutable in Mi by x and zd1. So,

Mj, y . φrvds only if Mi, x . φrzd1s for each φ P FmlapLq. Now, contraposing this,

we readily see that xx, zd1yZixy, vdy as desired. Hence, condition (4) holds.

For (5), let i, j P t1, 2u. Suppose that xx, zyZixy, vy, i.e., rel-tpMi
px, zq Ď

rel-tpMj
py, vq. Take an object d of Mi. Every finite subset of rel-tpMi

px, zq
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is satisfiable in Mj by y and vd0 for some object d0 of Mj. To see this,

suppose tTwzpδ1q, . . . , Twzpδnqu is a finite subset of rel-tpMi
px, zq. Clearly,

Mi, x , Dx
Ź

tδ1, . . . , δnurvs (d witnesses this claim). Consequently, Mj, y ,

Dx
Ź

tδ1, . . . , δnurzs by the assumption that rel-tpMi
px, zq Ď rel-tpMj

py, vq. This

means that for some some object d0 of Mi, Mi, x .
Ž

tδ1, . . . , δnurzd0s. Since Mj is

ω-saturated, there must be an object d1 of Mj such that rel-tpMi
px, zq is realized in

Mj by y and vd1. Hence, condition (5) holds.

8.3 Conclusion

In the same vein of what we did for propositional relevant languages, we have

characterized the expressive power of their quantificational extensions via a preser-

vation theorem. For this purpose we introduced the model-theoretic relation of

world-object relevant directed bisimulations where the idea was simply to extend

the concept of a relevant directed bisimulation by adding clauses to cope with the

presence of the new domain of objects or individuals over which the quantifiers will

range.

One line of further research would be to extend these results to the semantics

for quantificational relevant logics introduced in [66]. We are confident that this

can be done but it will certainly take some revising of the relation of directed

bisimulation appropriate for that context. The interest of such work lies in the fact

that the constant domain semantics that we have been using in this chapter has

proven unsuitable for a number of famous systems of quantified relevant logic (see

the classical paper on incompleteness by Fine, [38]). Mares and Goldblatt have

offered in [66] a sensible new alternative.
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Chapter 9

A glimpse at relevant

correspondence theory

The Sahlqvist Correspondence Theorem is a celebrated result in modal logic (see

[22, 27] for slightly different expositions). It tells us that when a modal formula φ

has certain syntactic form, we can always compute a first order formula ψ in the

signature of Kripke frames such that a frame validates φ iff it satisfies condition

ψ, so the class of frames definable by φ is elementary. The proof relies on the

so called “Sahlqvist-van Benthem algorithm” for transforming second order frame

correspondents of some modal formulas into first order properties.

The present chapter is a contribution to the correspondence theory of relevant

logic in the Routley-Meyer semantic framework. We will show that, mutatis mu-

tandis, the argument for the Sahlqvist Correspondence Theorem (as presented in

[22]) can be adapted to the context of relevant logic to prove an analogous result in

the Routley-Meyer semantics. This result improves our understanding of the first

order properties of Routley-Meyer frames which are definable in relevant logic.

The standard references on modal correspondence theory are [12, 13], both the

work of van Benthem (however the field had a number of other influential people

such as K. Fine or R. Goldblatt). Correspondence theory in the relevant framework

was explored by Meyer in [70, 71]. Correspondence theory for the broader setting
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of substructural logics with frame semantics was briefly explored by Restall in [82]

(pp. 263-265) but it was also studied in [57]. Recently, Suzuki [97] provided a

rather general Sahlqvist result for substructural logics with respect to what he calls

bi-approximation semantics (which unfortunately is much more complicated than

the Routley-Meyer framework). Other settings without boolean negation where

Sahlqvist theorems have been obtained are positive modal logic [26] and relevant

modal logic [94]. In particular, the work in [94] is rather close to ours, but the

concern there is still modal logic.

In this chapter we will consider only B˝t-frames minus the condition that ˚ be

an involution. This condition is dropped so we can indeed compute it using the

Sahlqvist algorithm. Hence, our starting basic system of relevant logic is slightly

weaker than B˝t from [24]. Indeed, the system is just the Hilbert calculus B˝t

presented in [24] (p. 74) minus the axiom ∼∼p Ñ p, whose axioms and rules we

review here for the sake of completeness (a substitution rule will be tacitly assumed):

A1. t

A2. t Ñ ppÑ pq

A3. p^ q Ñ p

A4. p^ q Ñ q

A5. ppÑ qq ^ ppÑ rq Ñ ppÑ q ^ rq

A6. pÑ p_ q

A7. q Ñ p_ q

A8. p^ pq _ rq Ñ pp^ qq _ pp^ rq

R1. p, pÑ q{q

R2. p, q{p^ q

R3. pÑ q{pq Ñ rq Ñ ppÑ rq

R4. pÑ q{pr Ñ pq Ñ pr Ñ qq
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R5. pÑ ∼q{q Ñ ∼p

R6. pp ˝ qq Ñ r{pÑ pq Ñ rq

R7. pÑ pq Ñ rq{pp ˝ qq Ñ r

9.1 Elementary classes of frames

A class (or, informally, a property) K of Routley-Meyer frames will be said to be

definable by a relevant formula φ if K is exactly the class of all frames validating

φ. Now let us recall some notions from classical model theory.

Definition 47. A class of structures K is said to be elementary or EC if there is

a first order formula φ such that K is identical to the class of all models of φ.

Definition 48. A class of structures K is said to be ECΣ if K is the union of a

collection of elementary classes.

Definition 49. A class of structures K is said to be EC∆Σ if K is the union of a

collection of EC∆ classes.

Since frames are clearly structures, it makes sense to talk about elementary

classes of frames. Note that it is easy to prove that a class of Routley-Meyer frames

which is definable by a formula of relevant logic is elementary iff it is closed under

ultraproducts. Goldblatt [47] observed that this was so for modal logic and the same

quick little argument applies here. Recall that a class of structures is elementary iff

both the class and its complement are closed under ultraproducts ([28], Corollary

6.1.16 (ii) 1). Now, the complement of a class of Routley-Meyer frames definable by

a relevant formula φ is always closed under ultraproducts. For it is the class of all

models of a Σ1
1 sentence DP1, . . . , Pnp

Ź

0ăiăn UpďpPiq^ Txpφq
T {xq and Σ1

1 formulas

are preserved under ultraproducts ([28], Corollary 4.1.14). Hence, we have proven

the observation.

1Note that in [28] elementary classes are called “basic elementary”.
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Following [11], we can do better than the characterization in the above paragraph

by establishing the next results due (originally for the setting of modal logic) to van

Benthem and Goldblatt. The proofs here are identical to theirs but we rehearse

them for the benefit of the reader.

Lemma 103. Let tFi : i P Iu be a family of Routley-Meyer frames and
ś

Fi{U an

ultraproduct. Then
ś

Fi{U is isomorphic to a generated subframe of the ultrapower
À

iPI F
I
i {U .

Proof. Simply consider the mapping f{U ÞÑ f 1{U where f 1 : I ÝÑ
Ť

iPIWi is

defined by f 1piq “ fpiq. The details of the proof are, mutatis mutandis, as in the

proof of the Lemma in [11].

Corollary 104. A class K of Routley-Meyer frames definable by a formula of

relevant logic is EC iff K is closed under the formation of ultrapowers.

Theorem 105. The following facts are true:

(i) For any set of relevant formulas Θ, the class of Routley-Meyer frames vali-

dating Θ is EC∆Σ only if EC∆.

(ii) For any set of relevant formulas Θ, the class of Routley-Meyer frames vali-

dating Θ is ECΣ only if EC.

(iii) For any relevant formula θ, the class of Routley-Meyer frames validating θ is

EC∆ only if EC.

Proof. piq: Recall that the class KΘ of Routley-Meyer frames validating Θ must be

closed under disjoint unions and generated subframes (and trivially closed under

isomorphisms). Hence, if KΘ is ECΣ∆, it has to be closed under elementary equiva-

lence and, therefore, ultrapowers (by  Loś’s theorem), so it must also be closed under

ultraproducts using Lemma 103. But this means that KΘ has to be ECΣ.

piiq: By (i), we see that KΘ must be EC∆ if ECΣ (for trivially ECΣ classes are

also EC∆Σ). However, by the compactness of first order logic, if KΘ is both ECΣ

and EC∆ it follows that it is EC (see Theorem 1.15 from [7]).
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piiiq: Take the set of first order formulas Γ such that Kθ “ ModpΓq. Now we

have that Γ logically implies @x@P0, . . . , Pnp
Ź

iăn UďpPiq^Ox Ą Txpθpp0, . . . , pnqqq.

In particular, Γ logically implies @xp
Ź

iăn UďpPiq ^ Ox Ą Txpθpp0, . . . , pnqqq, so

by compactness of first order logic, there is a finite Γ0 Ď Γ, Γ0 logically im-

plies @xp
Ź

iăn UďpPiq ^ Ox Ą Txpθpp0, . . . , pnqqq. Since the second order vari-

ables P0, . . . , Pn do not appear in Γ, we can indeed conclude that Γ0 logically

implies @x@P0, . . . , Pnp
Ź

iăn UďpPiq ^ Ox Ą Txpθpp0, . . . , pnqqq. Consequently,

Kθ “ ModpΓ0q, so Kθ is EC as desired.

As an example of a relevant formula which defines an elementary class of frames

we have p0 _ pp0 Ñ p1q _ ¨ ¨ ¨ _ p
Ź

0ďiďn´1 pi Ñ pnq. The intuitionistic counter-

part of this formula on intuitionistic Kripke frames corresponds to a cardinality

claim ([27], Proposition 2.40). The first order correspondent of the formula on

Routley-Meyer frames is @x1, y1, . . . , xn, ynp
Źn

i“1 xi ď yi Ą
Ž

1ďjăiďn xi ď yjq.

This can be seen as follows. Let F be an arbitrary Routley-Meyer frame. Sup-

pose first that F satisfies our first order condition and that for some model M

based on F, M,T . p0 _ pp0 Ñ p1q _ ¨ ¨ ¨ _ p
Ź

0ďiďn´1 pi Ñ pnq for some

T P O. The latter means that for each number 1 ď i ď n, there are xi, yi

such that xi ď yi, M,xi ,
Ź

0ďjďi´1 pj but M, yi . pi. Now take xi, yj, jăi

such that xi ď yj. We have that M,xi ,
Ź

0ďjďi´1 pj but M, yj . pj, which

by the Hereditary Lemma implies that M,xi . pj, a contradiction. On the

other hand, suppose @x1, y1, . . . , xn, ynp
Źn

i“1 xi ď yi Ą
Ž

1ďjăiďn xi ď yjq fails

in F, that is Dx1, y1, . . . , xn, ynpp
Źn

i“1 xi ď yiq ^ p
Ź

1ďjăiďn xi ę yjqq holds in

F. Without loss of generality, we may assume that for some T P O, we have

x0 “ T, T “ y0, x1, y1, . . . , xn, yn is an enumeration such that xi ď yj implies that

i ď j. Consider a valuation V on F such that V ppiq “ tx : x ę yiu (this set

is upward closed under ď by the transitivity of ď). First thing to note is that

xF, V y, T . p0 since ď is reflexive (which also implies that xF, V y, yi . pi). But for

any ią0, xF, V y, xi ,
Ź

0ďjďi´1 pj, since otherwise for some jăi, xi ď yj, which is

impossible by assumption. Hence, F . p0 _ pp0 Ñ p1q _ ¨ ¨ ¨ _ p
Ź

0ďiďn´1 pi Ñ pnq,

as desired.

The example in the above paragraph also serves as a point of comparison between

the expressive power of relevant formulas on Routley-Meyer frames and intuition-
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istic formulas on Kripke frames. More illustrations of relevant formulas defining

elementary classes will follow in §9.3, as applications of our Sahlqvist correspon-

dence theorem.

9.2 Failure of elementarity

One question that arises immediately is whether all relevant formulas have first order

correspondents, i.e., define elementary classes. This section will show that this is

not the case (though §9.3 will provide a positive result). The formula witnessing

this fact in the following theorem is roughly the analogue of the famous McKinsey

axiom from modal logic (which was shown not to be elementary simultaneously by

van Benthem [10] and Goldblatt [47]). We use a technique due to van Benthem

[10].

Theorem 106. The class of Routley-Meyer frames defined by the formula

(M) ∼p∼p^ pt_∼t Ñ pp ˝ pt_∼tqqqq _ ppt_∼tq ˝ pt_∼t Ñ pqq

is not elementary. In other words, the above formula has no first order correspon-

dent.

Proof. Consider the structure F0 “ xW,R, ˚, tquy, where

W “ tq, su Y tqn : n P ωu Y tqn,i : n P ω, i P t0, 1uu Y trf : f P t0, 1uωu,

R “ txq, x, xy : x P W u Y txqn,i, qn,j, qn,jy : n P ω, i, j P

t0, 1uu Y txrf , qn,fpnq, qn,fpnqy : n P ω, f P t0, 1uωu Y txqn,i, qn,i, xy : x P W ztqn : n P

ωu, n P ω, i P t0, 1uu Y txqn,i, qn,i, qny : n P ω, i P t0, 1uu Y txs, rf , qy : f P t0, 1uωu,

and ˚ is the identity function. F0 is trivially a Routley-Meyer frame, since in F0,

a ď b iff a “ b. Note that any subset of W is upward closed with respect to ď due to

this. It is easily seen that F0, w , t_∼t for any w P W by our definition of ˚, which
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basically makes ∼ collapse to boolean negation in F0. Clearly, F0 has uncountable

cardinality. Also, we observe that over frames where ˚ is the identity (such as F0),

a formula like (M), of the form ∼φ_ ψ, is essentially a material implication.

First, we show that (M) is valid in F0. Let V be an arbitrary valuation on

F0. Suppose that xF0, V y, q , ∼p ^ pt _ ∼t Ñ pp ˝ pt _ ∼tqqq. This means that

xF0, V y, q , ∼p (which implies that xF0, V y, q . p by our definition of ˚) and

xF0, V y, q , t_∼t Ñ pp ˝ pt_∼tqq (which implies that for all w P W , xF0, V y, w ,

p ˝ pt _ ∼tq, i.e., there are v1, v2 such that Rv1v2w and xF0, V y, v1 , p). By the

latter, for each qn there must be some qn,i such that xF0, V y, qn,i , p (for q, qn cannot

witness p˝pt_∼tq since xF0, V y, q . p). Take rf to be such that xF0, V y, qn,fpnq , p

for any n P ω. Then since Rsrfq and xF0, V y, zf , t_∼t Ñ p (since in F0, Rrfxy

iff for some n P ω, x “ qn,fpnq “ y), we have that xF0, V y, q , pt_∼tq˝pt_∼t Ñ pq,

as desired.

Now suppose (M) has a first order correspondent φ. By the above paragraph,

F0 ( φ. By the downward Löwenheim-Skolem theorem, there is a countable elemen-

tary substructure F0
1 of F0 including tq, suYtqn : n P ωuYtqn,i : n P ω, i P t0, 1uu as

a subset of its domain. We will show that (M) is not valid in F0
1. This will produce

a contradiction since F0
1
( φ, given that F0

1 and F0 are elementarily equivalent.

Being countable, F0
1 must leave out an element zg (g P t0, 1uω) of W . Consider a

valuation V on F0
1 such that V ppq “ tqn,gpnq : n P ωu. We note that xF0

1, V y, q . p,

so xF0
1, V y, q , ∼p. Now, for any qn, since Rqn,gpnqqn,gpnqqn, xF0

1, V y, qn , p˝pt_∼tq.

Similarly if w ‰ qn (n P ω), xF0
1, V y, w , p ˝ pt _ ∼tq. Hence, for all w in the

domain of F0
1, xF0

1, V y, w , p ˝ pt_∼tq, which implies that xF0
1, V y, q , t_∼t Ñ

pp˝pt_∼tqq. Finally, we want to show that xF0
1, V y, q . pt_∼tq˝ pt_∼t Ñ pq. If

Rxyq either (1) x “ y “ q or (2) x “ y “ qn,i for some n P ω, i P t0, 1u, or (3) x “ s

and y “ zf for some zf in the domain of F0
1. It suffices to show that in all three

cases xF0
1, V y, y . t _ ∼t Ñ p. If (1), since xF0

1, V y, q . p and given that Rqqq,

xF0
1, V y, y . t _ ∼t Ñ p. If (2), since Rqn,iqn,hpgpnqqqn,hpgpnqq (where h : t0, 1u ÝÑ

t0, 1u is the function such that hp0q “ 1 and hp1q “ 0) and xF0
1, V y, qn,hpgpnqq . p,

we have that xF0
1, V y, y . t_∼t Ñ p. If (3), f ‰ g, so they differ in their value for

some n, hence, qn,fpnq ‰ qn,gpnq, which implies that xF0
1, V y, qn,fpnq . p. Given that

Rrfqn,fpnqqn,fpnq, we see that xF0
1, V y, y . t_∼t Ñ p, as desired.
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Next we provide a much easily graspable non-elementary class of Routley-Meyer

frames which is definable in the language of relevant logic. For the conjunction of

conditions (i) and (ii) in Proposition 107 is not expressible in first order logic as

will be seen through a compactness argument. This time we build a relevant logic

analogue of the well-known Löb axiom.

Put R#xy “df DzpRxyz _ Rxzyq and �p “df pp _ ∼p Ñ pq ^ p∼p Ñ p ^ ∼pq.
In any frame F where @xpx˚ ď x ^ x ď x˚q, using the Hereditary Lemma, we see

that a formula of the form ∼φ_ ψ behaves essentially as a material implication in

a classical language at the level of models based on F. Also, for any valuation V in

any such frame F, xF, V y, w , �p iff for all x, y such that Rwxy, xF, V y, x , p and

xF, V y, y , p iff for all x such that R#wx, xF, V y, x , p.

Now, for any frame F, F , pp^∼pÑ qq^pq Ñ p_∼pq iff F ( @xpx˚ ď x^x ď

x˚q.

Proposition 107. F , pp ^ ∼p Ñ qq ^ pq Ñ p _ ∼pq ^ pp�p�p Ą pq ^ pq Ą

�pq iff (i) F ( @xpx˚ ď x ^ x ď x˚q and there is T P O such that (ii) there

is no infinite sequence of worlds T “ s0, s1, s2 . . . such that s0 ę sip0ăiăωq and

R#s0s1, R
#s1s2, R

#s2s3, . . . and (iii) for any x, y, R#Tx and R#xy implies that

R#Ty.

Proof. Let F be an arbitrary Routley-Meyer frame. We have that if (i) holds, the

validity of �p�p Ą pq ^ p Ą �p implies (ii). For suppose (ii) fails, then there is an

infinite sequence of worlds T “ s0 ę s1, s2 . . . such that R#s0s1, R
#s1s2, R

#s2s3, . . .

Now take any valuation V based on F such that V ppq “ tw : w ę si, 0ăiăωu. By

transitivity ofď, V ppq is upwards closed underď. For each si, si ď si, so xF, V y, si .

p. Hence, xF, V y, T . �p. Also, by assumption, T ę si (0ăiăω), which means that

xF, V y, T , p. Now let R#Tv and suppose that xF, V y, v , �p but xF, V y, v . p.

The latter means that v ď si for some 0ăiăω, however since xF, V y, si`1 . p

and R#sisi`1, it must be that xF, V y, si . �p, and by the Hereditary Lemma,

xF, V y, v . �p. Hence, xF, V y, T , �p�p Ą pq. Similarly, if (iii) fails, we have

some x, y such that R#Tx and R#xy but not R#Ty. Just consider a valuation V
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such that V ppq “ tw : w ę x, yu. V ppq turns out to be upwards closed under ď due

to the transitivity of ď. This concludes the left to right direction of the proposition.

For the converse suppose xF, V y, T . �p�p Ą pq ^ p Ą �p. If (i) holds, one

can build the desired sequence to falsify (ii) by taking x such that R#Tx while

xF, V y, x . p and applying xF, V y, T , �p�p Ą pq in conjunction with (iii).

To see that the conjunction of conditions (i) and (ii) in Proposition 107 is not

a first order property, let us suppose it is to derive a contradiction. Say φ is the

first order formula expressing (i) and (ii). Expand the correspondence language by

adding a constant ci for each ią0. Let ∆ be the collection of first order formulas

axiomatizing our class of Routley-Meyer frames and Θ the set of first order formulas

tOpT q, R#Tc1, R
#cici`1 : 0ăiăωu. For each ną0, take the frame Fn where W “

tk : k ď nu, R “ tx0, i, iy : i ď nuY txj, j` 1, j` 1y : jănu, T is simply the number

0 while O “ t0u and ˚ the identity. Each finite subset of tφu Y∆YΘ has a model

in Fn for sufficiently large n. By compactness, the whole set must have a model,

which is impossible since φ forbids Θ from being true by assumption.

So we have seen that at the level of frames, the language of relevant logic can

go beyond the expressive power of first order logic. More precisely, the fragment

of monadic second order logic corresponding to the language of relevant logic over

frames can express some non-first order concepts. Does it contain first order logic,

though? We will give next an easy argument that it does not (though there was

never a reason to believe that it did). This shows that the “relevant fragment” of

monadic second order logic is indeed incomparable with first order logic in terms of

expressive power.

When one omits condition (i) in Definition 15, we might speak of a bounded

morphism from a frame F into a frame F1.

Proposition 108. If there is a bounded morphism f from a frame F “ xW,R, ˚, Oy

into a frame F1 “ xW 1, R1, ˚1, O1y, then F , φ implies F1 , φ for any relevant formula

φ.
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Proof. Suppose F1 . φ. So there is a valuation V 1 such hat xF1, V 1y, T . φ for some

T P O1. Consider now the valuation V such that V ppq “ tx P W : fpxq P V 1ppqu

for any p. Note that V ppq is closed under ď in F. For suppose x P V ppq (i.e.,

fpxq P V 1ppq) and x ď y in F, which by conditions (ii) and (v) in Definition 15 and

our assumption, implies that fpxq ď fpyq. Hence, fpyq P V 1ppq, which means that

y P V ppq. So f is now a bounded morphism from the model xF, V y into the model

xF1, V 1y, which, using Proposition 29, means that F . φ.

Finally, let F1 be the frame xW,R, ˚, tsuy where W “ ts, tu, R “ W ˆW ˆW

and ˚ “ txt, ty, xs, tyu. On the other hand, let F2 be the frame xW 1, R1, ˚1, tsuy where

W 1 “ tsu, R “ W 1 ˆW 1 ˆW 1 and ˚ is the identity. There is only one function

f : W ÝÑ W 1. The function f is a bounded morphism from F1 onto F2 as it is

easy to check. The first order property DxpOx ^ x ‰ x˚q (where the denotation

of T is s in both F1 and F2) holds at F1 but fails at F2, so by Proposition 108,

DxpOx^ x ‰ x˚q is not definable by a relevant formula.

To end this section, using a formula defining a non-elementary property of

frames, given a relevant language L, we establish the incompactness of L2, the

language resulting from adding propositional quantifiers Dp, @p over B˝t Routley-

Meyer models. In particular, we prove the incompactness of the @1 fragment of

L2. This fragment will contain all formulas equivalent to formulas of the form

@p0, . . . pn.φ, where φ is quantifierless. The new logical operators have the following

semantics:

M,w , @p.φ iff for all upwards closed subsets S of W , M rp ÞÑ Ss, w , φ,

where M rp ÞÑ Ss.

M,w , Dp.φ iff there is an upwards closed subset S of W

such that M rp ÞÑ Ss, w , φ.

Proposition 109. The set of @1-validities of basic second order propositional rel-

evant logic is recursively axiomatizable.

Proof. The proof is a straightforward modification of the argument for Proposition

9 and left to the reader.
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Let � “df ∼�∼, then on a frame F where @xpx˚ ď x ^ x ď x˚q holds, for any

valuation V , xF, V y, w , �p iff there some x such that R#wx and xF, V y, x , p.

Lemma 110. F , @p, qppp ^ ∼p Ñ qq ^ pq Ñ p _ ∼pq ^ pp�p�p Ą pq ^ pq Ą �pqq

iff (i) F ( @xpx˚ ď x ^ x ď x˚q and there is a T P O such that (ii) there is

no infinite sequence of worlds T “ s0, s1, s2 . . . such that s0 ę sip0ăiăωq and

R#s0s1, R
#s1s2, R

#s2s3, . . . and (iii) for any x, y, R#Tx and R#xy implies that

R#Ty.

Theorem 111. The @1 fragment of basic second order propositional relevant logic

is incompact.

Proof. Consider the set

Θ “ t@p, qppp^∼pÑ qq ^ pq Ñ p_∼pq ^ pp�p�p Ą pq ^ pq Ą �pqqu Y t∼pi : i ă

ωu Y t�p0u Y t�ppi Ą �pi`1q : i ă ωu.

First we note that this set is unsatisfiable. For if there were a model M such that

Θ holds at all T P O, M would contain a sequence of the sort forbidden by the

formula in the first set forming Θ according to Lemma 110. To see this take T P O

given by Lemma 110 and note that since M,T , �p0 there is a y such that R#Ty

and M, y , p0. Obviously, T ę y by the Hereditary Lemma and the fact that

M,T , ∼p0. Put s1 “ y. Having obtained the n ` 1 element of the chain, sn`1

(and guaranteeing that M, sn , pn by construction), we get sn`2 as follows. Recall

that for any x, y, R#Tx and R#xy implies that R#Ty. Since M, sn , pn and

M,T , �ppn Ą �pn`1q, then M, sn`1 , �pn`1, that is, there is z such that R#yz

and M, z , pn`1. We simply let sn`2 be z. Again, T ę sn`2 by the Hereditary

Lemma and the fact that M,T , ∼pn`1.

Now we show that Θ is finitely satisfiable. Suppose Θ0 Ď Θ is finite. For

each ną0, take the frame Fn where Wn “ tk : k ď nu, Rn “ tx0, i, iy : i ď

nuYtxj, j` 1, j` 1y : jănu, while On is simply the number t0u and ˚n the identity.

Now let m be the biggest natural number such that �ppm Ě �pm`1q P Θ0. Then

consider a valuation V on the domain of the frame Fm`2 such that V ppiq is an

arbitrary upwards closed subset of Wm`2 for i ą m ` 1, while V ppiq “ ti ` 1u
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(which is always upwards closed in Fm`2) for i ă m ` 2. It is not difficult to see,

using Lemma 107, that then Θ0 is satisfied at 0 in xFm`2, V y.

9.3 A Sahlqvist correspondence theorem

In this section, we prove the result promised at the beginning of this chapter. In

the proof we use lambda terms as in [22], which are to be understood as predicate

constants (i.e., the denotation of the lambda term λu.pφq is fixed by the set of

individuals (worlds in our case) satisfying φ).

Definition 50. A relevant formula φ is said to be positive if Txpφq is a formula built

up from atomic formulas involving only unary predicates and first order formulas

where the only non-logical symbols are R and O, using the connectives D, @,^ and _.

On the other hand φ is negative if Txpφq is a formula built up from boolean negations

of atomic formulas involving only unary predicates and first order formulas where

the only non-logical symbols are R and O, using the connectives D, @,^ and _.

Lemma 112. Let M be a Routley-Meyer model for a relevant language L, φpxq

a positive first order formula of Lcorr where x is a sequence of variables, and M 1

a Routley-Meyer model identical to M except that the interpretation of the unary

predicates of the signature of M in the model M 1 are supersets of the interpretation

of the corresponding predicates in M . Then for any sequence of elements a of M ,

M ( φras only if M 1 ( φras.

Proof. This follows from Theorem 10.3.3 (a) in [51].

Lemma 113. Let φ, θ, ψ and χ be relevant formulas such that θ contains no propo-

sitional variable and φ and χ have no propositional variable in common. Suppose

φ, ψ and χ have first order frame correspondents. Then θ Ñ φ, φ ^ ψ and φ _ χ

have first order correspondents.
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Proof. Suppose φ1, ψ1, χ1 are the first order local correspondents of φ, ψ and χ re-

spectively.

For pθ Ñ φq, supposing that all its propositional variables appear in the list

p1, . . . , pn, we have that

F, w , θ Ñ φ iff F ( @P1, . . . , Pn@x, yp
Ź

iăn`1 UpďpPiq

^Rxyz ^ Txpθq Ą Txpφq
z{xqrws

iff F ( @P1, . . . , Pn@x, ypRxyz

^Txpθq Ą p
Ź

iăn`1 UpďpPiq Ą Txpφq
z{xqqrws

iff F ( @x, ypRxyz

^Txpθq Ą @P1, . . . , Pnp
Ź

iăn`1 UpďpPiq Ą Txpφq
z{xqqrws

iff F ( @x, ypRxyz ^ Txpθq Ą φ1qrws.

For pφ ^ ψq, supposing that all its propositional variables appear in the list

p1, . . . , pn, we have that

F, w , φ^ ψ iff F ( @P1, . . . , Pnp
Ź

iăn`1 UpďpPiq Ą Txpφq ^ Txpψqqrws

iff F ( @P1, . . . , Pnpp
Ź

iăn`1 UpďpPiq Ą Txpφqq^

p
Ź

iăn`1 UpďpPiq Ą Txpψqqqrws

iff F ( @P1, . . . , Pnp
Ź

iăn`1 UpďpPiq Ą Txpφqq^

@P1, . . . , Pnp
Ź

iăn`1 UpďpPiq Ą Txpψqqrws

iff F ( φ1 ^ ψ1rws.

For pφ _ χq, F, w , φ _ χ iff F, w , φ or F, w , χ. Right to left is obvious.

For the converse suppose that F, w , φ _ χ, F, w . φ and F, w . χ. Then there

are V1, V2 such that xF, V1y, w . φ and xF, V2y, w . χ. It is easy to show by

induction on formula complexity that for any two valuations V, V 1 on a frame F

such that V ppq “ V 1ppq for all propositional variables p appearing in a formula φ,

xF, V y, w . φ iff xF, V 1y, w . φ for any world w of F. Say p1, . . . , pn and q1, . . . , qm

are the propositional variables appearing in φ, χ respectively. Take a valuation V3

such that V3ppiq “ V1ppiq while V3pqjq “ V2pqjq. It follows that xF, V3y, w . φ and

xF, V3y, w . χ, contradicting our assumption that F, w , φ _ χ. Finally, F, w , φ

or F, w , χ iff F ( φ1rws or F ( χ1rws iff F ( φ1 _ χ1rws.
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Definition 51. A formula φÑ ψ is called a relevant Sahlqvist implication if ψ is

positive while φ is a formula built up from propositional atoms, double negated atoms

(i.e., formulas of the form ∼∼p), negative formulas, the constant t and implications

of the form t Ñ p (for any propositional variable p) using only the connectives _,^

and ˝.

Example 114. p ^ ∼p Ñ q,∼∼p Ñ p, p ˝ q Ñ p ^ q, ppp ˝ qq _ pt Ñ pqq Ñ p _ q,

pÑ pt_∼t Ñ pq and pt Ñ pq Ñ p are all relevant Sahlqvist implications according

to Definition 51, while pp Ñ pp Ñ qqq Ñ pp Ñ qq is not since, for one thing,

TxppÑ qq is not a positive formula.

Lemma 115. Every relevant Sahlqvist implication has a local first order correspon-

dent on Routley-Meyer frames.

Proof. Let φÑ ψ be a relevant Sahlqvist implication. We consider the local frame

correspondent

(T) @P1, . . . , Pn@y, zpUpďpP1q ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ UpďpPnq ^Rxyz ^ Txpφq
y{x Ą Txpψq

z{xq.

Renaming variables we can make sure that no two quantifiers bind the same variable

and that x remains free. One can abbreviate Txpψq
z{x, which is a positive formula,

as POS.

Using the classical principles of associativity, distributivity and the well-known

equivalences

pDxθpxq ^ σq ” Dxpθpxq ^ σq,

pDxθpxq Ą σq ” @xpθpxq Ą σq,

pθ _ δ Ą σq ” ppθ Ą σq ^ pδ Ą σqq,

@P1, . . . , Pn@x1, . . . , xkpθ ^ σq ” pp@P1, . . . , Pn@x1, . . . , xk . . . θq ^

p@P1, . . . , Pn@x1, . . . , xk . . . σqq,
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by “pulling out” the fusions in the antecedent of (T) ´which amounts to pulling

out the existential quantifiers in their translations´, we will obtain a conjunction

of formulas of the form:

(1) @P1, . . . , Pn@x1, . . . , xkpUpďpP1q ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ UpďpPnq ^REL^ (DN)AT^ IMP^

NEG Ą POSq.

Here, REL is a conjunction of atomic first order expressions involving only the

ternary predicate R, (DN)AT is a conjunction of translations of (double negated)

propositional variables, IMP is a conjunction of translations of formulas of the form

t Ñ pi, that is, formulas of the form @y, zpRxyz ^ DbpOb ^ b ď yq Ą Pizq, while

NEG is a conjunction of negative formulas. Our purpose will be to eliminate all the

second order quantifiers in (1).

Next we observe that one may assume that any unary predicate (corresponding

to a propositional variable) appearing in POS, appears also in the antecedent of (1).

For suppose not, that is, there a unary predicate Pi which appears only in POS.

Take

(2) rλu.pu ę uq{Pis@P1, . . . , Pi´1, Pi`1, . . . , Pn@x1, . . . , xkpUpďpP1q ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^

UpďpPnq ^ REL^ (DN)AT^ IMP^ NEG Ą POSq,

the formula resulting by instantiating the quantifier @Pi to the particular instance

λu.pu ę uq. Note that the extension of λu.pu ę uq is empty on any Routley-Meyer

frame (by (i) from Definition 7) and that, moreover, Upďpλu.pu ę uqq holds trivially.

Now assume that (2) to show that (1) holds. Take arbitrary P1 . . . Pn and suppose

that the antecedent of (1) holds. By (2), it follows that rλu.pu ę uq{PisPOS, but

by Lemma 112, rPisPOS must be case. Hence, (1). So (1) and (2) are actually

equivalents.

It is easy to see that (1) is equivalent to

(3) @P1, . . . , Pn@x1, . . . , xkpUpďpP1q ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ UpďpPnq ^REL^ (DN)AT^ IMP Ą

 NEG_ POSq.
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Observe that  NEG_ POS is a positive formula.

Suppose π1pxi1q, . . . , πkpxikq are all the conjuncts of (DN)AT and IMP in the

antecedent of (3) in which the unary predicate Pi occurs. Then if πjpxijq appears

in one of the conjuncts in IMP, it must be a formula of the form @yzpRxijyz ^

DbpOb ^ b ď yq Ą Pizq, in which case we define σpπjpxijqq “ λu.pDyzpRxijyz ^

DbpOb ^ b ď yq ^ z ď uqq. On the other hand if πjpxijq appears in one of the

conjuncts in (DN)AT we put σpπjpxijqq “ λu.pxij ď uq in case πjpxijq “ Pixij and

σpπjpxijqq “ λu.px˚˚ij ď uq in case πjpxijq “   Pix
˚˚
ij . Note that σ is a well-defined

function and that for any πjpxijq, if πjpxijqrws then @ypσpπjpxijqpyq Ą Piyqrws. Next

define δpPiq “ λu.pσpπ1pxi1qqpuq_¨ ¨ ¨_σpπkpxikqqpuqq. Now, if (DN)ATrww1 . . . wks

and IMPrww1 . . . wks then @upδpPiqpuq Ą Piuqrww1 . . . wks.

At this point we should note that UpďpδpPiqq holds for any Pi. This is so

because each σpπjpxijqqpuq is upward closed under ď, and any union of upward

closed sets under ď is also upward closed under ď. Moreover, by the reflexivity of ď,

rδpP1q{P1 . . . δpPnq{Pns(DN)AT and rδpP1q{P1 . . . δpPnq{PnsIMP will hold trivially.

So, from

(4) rδpP1q{P1 . . . δpPnq{Pns@x1, . . . , xkpUpďpP1q^¨ ¨ ¨^UpďpPnq^REL^(DN)AT^

IMP Ą  NEG_ POSq,

we end up with the equivalent formula

(5) @x1, . . . , xkpREL Ą rδpP1q{P1 . . . δpPnq{Pnsp NEG_ POSqq.

Given that any unary predicate appearing in POS also appears in the antecedent

of (4), (5) is a first order formula in the signature of Routley-Meyer frames, which

contains R, ˚, and O as the only non-logical symbols.

We have seen that (1) implies (5). All that is left is to show that (5) implies

(1). Recall that (1) is equivalent to (3). Thus it suffices to prove that (5) implies

(3). Assume (5), let P1, . . . , Pn be arbitrary and suppose further that
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UpďpP1q ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ UpďpPnq ^ REL^ (DN)AT^ IMPrww1 . . . wks,

so, by (5), we obtain that

rδpP1q{P1 . . . δpPnq{Pnsp NEG_ POSqrww1 . . . wks.

But recall that since (DN)ATrww1 . . . wks and IMPrww1 . . . wks, it must be the case

that @upδpPiqpuq Ą Piuqrww1 . . . wks. Hence, by Lemma 112,

p NEG_ POSqrww1 . . . wks,

which proves (3).

The procedure in the above proof is better understood by working out some

examples, which we will do next for the benefit of the reader.

Example 116. By the Sahlqvist-van Benthem algorithm, the following list of

equivalences must hold:

F, w , p^∼pÑ q iff F ( @P,Q@y, zpUpďpP q ^ UpďpQq

^Rxyz ^ Py ^ Py˚ Ą Qzqrws

iff F ( @P@y, zpUpďpP q ^ Upďpλu.pu ę uqq ^Rxyz

^Py ^ Py˚ Ą λu.pu ę uqpzqqrws

iff F ( @P@y, zpUpďpP q ^Rxyz ^ Py ^ Py
˚ Ą z ę zqrws

iff F ( @P@y, zpUpďpP q ^Rxyz ^ Py Ą Py˚ _ z ę zqrws

iff F ( @y, zpUpďpλu.py ď uqq ^Rxyz

^λu.py ď uqpyq Ą λu.py ď uqpy˚q _ z ę zqrws

iff F ( @y, zpRxyz ^ y ď y Ą y ď y˚ _ z ę zqrws

iff F ( @y, zpRxyz Ą y ď y˚ _ z ę zqrws.

It is easy to check that this correspondence is accurate. First, if F (

@y, zpRxyz Ą y ď y˚ _ z ę zqrws and M is any model based on F, if Rwyz
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and M, y , p ^ ∼p either z ę z or M, y , p and M, y . p (contraposing

the Hereditary Lemma). So, M,w , p ^ ∼p Ñ q as desired. Conversely, if

F * @y, zpRxyz Ą y ď y˚ _ z ę zqrws, F * Dy, zpRxyz ^ y ę y˚ ^ z ď zqrws, i.e.,

F * Dy, zpRxyz^y ę y˚qrws. Take a valuation V on F such that V ppq “ tx : y ď xu

and V pqq “ tx : x ę zu (note that these two sets are upward closed under ď by

transitivity of ď). V suffices to show that F, w . p^∼pÑ q. Note that from this

correspondence, we obtain that F , p ^ ∼p Ñ q iff F ( @y, zpy ď z Ą y ď y˚q iff

F ( @ypy ď y˚q.

Example 117. By the Sahlqvist-van Benthem algorithm,

F, w , ∼∼pÑ p iff F ( @P@y, zpUpďpP q ^Rxyz ^  Py
˚˚ Ą Pzqrws

iff F ( @y, zpUpďpλu.py
˚˚ ď uqq ^Rxyz

^  λu.py˚˚ ď uqpy˚˚q Ą λu.py˚˚ ď uqpzqqrws

iff F ( @y, zpRxyz ^ y˚˚ ď y˚˚ Ą y˚˚ ď zqrws

iff F ( @y, zpRxyz Ą y˚˚ ď zqrws.

Next we establish that the correspondence is correct. Suppose that F (

@y, zpRxyz Ą y˚˚ ď zqrws, so, using the Hereditary Lemma, F, w , ∼∼pÑ p. On

the other hand if F * @y, zpRxyz Ą y˚˚ ď zqrws, i.e., F ( Dy, zpRxyz^y˚˚ ę zqrws.

Then any valuation V such that V ppq “ tx : x ę zu guarantees that xF, V y, z * p

and xF, V y, y˚˚ ( p, so F, w . ∼∼pÑ p.

The above condition reduces to @xpx˚˚ ď x^x ď x˚˚q when we consider validity

with respect to all the worlds in O of the frame. This is not the same in general

as @xpx “ x˚˚q which is the condition usually required to validate ∼∼p Ñ p.

However, it is certainly the case that, using the construction from Theorem 5 [55],

by restricting our attention to just the frames where ď is antisymmetric, we get

exactly the same set of validities as in the general case.

Example 118. By the Sahlqvist-van Benthem algorithm,
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F, w , p ˝ q Ñ p^ q iff F ( @P,Q@y, zpUpďpP q ^ UpďpQq ^Rxyz

^Du1u2pRu1u2y ^ Pu1 ^Qu2q Ą Pz ^Qzqrws

iff F ( @P,Q@y, z, u1, u2pUpďpP q ^ UpďpQq ^Rxyz

^Ru1u2y ^ Pu1 ^Qu2 Ą Pz ^Qzqrws

iff F ( @y, z, u1, u2pUpďpλu3.pu1 ď u3qq

Upďpλu3.pu2 ď u3qq ^Rxyz

^Ru1u2y ^ λu3.pu1 ď u3qpu1q

^λu3.pu2 ď u3qpu2q Ą

λu3.pu1 ď u3qpzq ^ λu3.pu2 ď u3qpzqqrws

iff F ( @y, z, u1, u2pRxyz ^Ru1u2y ^ u1 ď u1

^u2 ď u2 Ą u1 ď z ^ u2 ď zqrws

iff F ( @y, z, u1, u2pRxyz ^Ru1u2y Ą.

u1 ď z ^ u2 ď zqrws.

Now we show that the correspondence is indeed correct. First, let F (

@y, z, u1, u2pRxyz^Ru1u2y Ą u1 ď z^u2 ď zqrws. SupposeM is an arbitrary model

based on F, then if Rwyz Du1u2pRu1u2y^Pu1^Qu2q both hold, u1 ď z and u2 ď z,

and, by the Hereditary Lemma, Pz and Qz as desired. Hence, F, w , p˝ q Ñ p^ q.

On the other hand, suppose F * @y, z, u1, u2pRxyz^Ru1u2y Ą u1 ď z^u2 ď zqrws.

A valuation V on F such that V ppq “ tx : u1 ď xu and V pqq “ tx : u2 ď xu suffices

to guarantee that F, w . p ˝ q Ñ p^ q (for xF, V y, y , p ˝ q but xF, V y, z . p^ q).

Example 119. By the Sahlqvist-van Benthem algorithm,
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F, w , pt Ñ pq Ñ p iff F ( @P@y, zpUpďpP q ^Rxyz

^@u, vpRyuv ^ DbpOb^ b ď uq Ą Pvq Ą Pzqrws

iff F ( @y, zpRxyz ^ @u, vpRyuv ^ DbpOb^ b ď uq Ą

λu1.pDu2u3pRyu2u3

^DbpOb^ b ď u2q ^ u3 ď u1qqvq Ą λu1.pDu2u3pRyu2u3^

DbpOb^ b ď u2q ^ u3 ď u1qqzqrws

iff F ( @y, zpRxyz ^ @u, vpRyuv ^ DbpOb^ b ď uq

Ą Du2u3pRyu2u3 ^ DbpOb^ b ď u2q ^ u3 ď vqq

Ą Du2u3pRyu2u3 ^ DbpOb^ b ď u2q ^ u3 ď zqqrws

iff F ( @y, zpRxyz Ą Du2u3pRyu2u3^.

DbpOb^ b ď u2q ^ u3 ď zqqrws.

The latter condition can be written as @x, y, zpOx ^ Rxyz Ą Du2u3pRyu2u3 ^

DbpOb ^ b ď u2q ^ u3 ď zqq when we consider correspondence with respect to the

worlds in O of a given frame. This condition is actually equivalent (using (i), (ii)

and (iv) from Definition 7) to the condition @xDbpOb^Rxbxq corresponding in [24]

to pt Ñ pq Ñ p ([24], p. 80, q6).

All that is left is to verify that F ( @y, zpRxyz Ą Du2u3pRyu2u3 ^ DbpOb ^ b ď

u2q ^ u3 ď zqq does locally correspond to pt Ñ pq Ñ p. Take a frame F such

that F ( @y, zpRxyz Ą Du2u3pRyu2u3 ^ DbpOb ^ b ď u2q ^ u3 ď zqqrws. Let

M be any Routley-Meyer model based on F. Consider arbitrary worlds w1, w2

such that Rww1w2 holds in M and suppose that M,w1 , t Ñ p, which means

that @u, vpRyuv ^ DbpOb ^ b ď uq Ą Pvq holds in M . Since Rww1w2, we can

conclude that Du2u3pRw1u2u3 ^ DbpOb ^ b ď u2q ^ u3 ď w2q, but then Pu3, and,

by the Hereditary Lemma, Pw2 as desired. On the other hand suppose that F *

@y, zpRxyz Ą Du2u3pRyu2u3 ^ DbpOb ^ b ď u2q ^ u3 ď zqqrws, so there are worlds

w1, w2 such that Rww1w2 and @u2u3pRw1u2u3 ^ DbpOb^ b ď u2q Ą u3 ę w2q. Take

any model M based on F such that V ppq “ tx P W : x ę w2u. V ppq is upward

closed under ď thanks to the transitivity of ď. Also, using the reflexivity of ď, it

is easy to see that M,w . pt Ñ pq Ñ p, as desired.

The procedure can be used to obtain in a systematic way the following well-

known correspondences for the fusion version of some important principles of rele-
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vant logic (cf. [82], Table 2.2):

a ď b Ą Dy, zpRyzb^ a ď y ^ a ď zq pÑ p ˝ p

(which is equivalent to @xRxxx) (WL)

@y, zpa ď b^Ryza Ą Dv0, v1, v2, v3pRv0v1b^ p ˝ q Ñ p ˝ pp ˝ qq

y ď v0 ^Rv2v3v1 ^ y ď v2 ^ z ď v3qq (W)

(which is equivalent to @x, y, zpRxyz Ą DvpRxvz ^Rxyvqq)

@y, zpa ď b^Ryza Ą z ď bq p ˝ q Ñ q

(which is equivalent to @x, y, zpRxyz Ą y ď zq) ( K1)

@y, zpa ď b^Ryza Ą y ď bq p ˝ q Ñ p

(which is equivalent to @x, y, zpRxyz Ą x ď zq) ( K)

@y, zpa ď b^Ryza Ą p ˝ q Ñ q ˝ p

Dv0, v1pRv0v1b^ z ď v0 ^ y ď v1qq (CL)

(which is equivalent to @x, y, zpRxyz Ą Ryxzq)

@y, z, u, vpa ď b^Ryza^Ruvy Ą pp ˝ qq ˝ r Ñ p ˝ pq ˝ rq

Dv0, v1, v2, v3pRv0v1b^ u ď v0 ^Rv2v3v1 ^ v ď v2 ^ z ď v3qq (B1)

(which is equivalent to @x, y, z, vpDwpRxyw ^Rwzvq Ą

DwpRxwv ^Ryzwqq)

Definition 52. A formula φ Ñ ψ is called a dual relevant Sahlqvist implication

if ψ is negative while φ is a formula built up from negated propositional atoms (i.e.

formulas of the form ∼p), triple negated atoms (i.e., formulas of the form ∼∼∼p),

positive formulas, the constant ∼t and implications of the form p Ñ t (for any

propositional variable p) using only the connectives _,^ and ˝.

Lemma 120. Every dual relevant Sahlqvist implication has a local first order corre-

spondent on Routley-Meyer frames.

Proof. We argue essentially as in the proof of Lemma 115. Hence, our purpose is

to eliminate all second order quantifiers in a formula of the form:

(1) @P1, . . . , Pn@x1, . . . , xkpUpďpP1q ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ UpďpPnq ^ REL^ (T)NAT^ IMP^

^POS Ą NEGq,
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where REL is a conjunction of literals involving only the non-logical symbols R and

O, (T)NAT is a conjunction of translations of negated atomic relevant formulas

and triple negated atomic relevant formulas, IMP is a conjunction of translations

of formulas of the form pÑ t, POS is a conjunction of positive formulas and NEG,

a negative formula.

As before, we may assume that any unary predicate (corresponding to a propo-

sitional variable) appearing in NEG, appears also in the antecedent of (1). Oth-

erwise, instantiate the given unary predicate Pi appearing in NEG (and not in

the antecedent of (1)) to λu.pu ď uq getting a formula (1)1 ´and note that

Upďpλu.pu ď uq). As before, using (the contrapositive of) Lemma 112 and the

fact that a negative formula is just the (boolean) negation of a positive formula, we

see that (1)1 implies (1), so they are indeed equivalent.

We also see that (1) is in fact equivalent to

(1) @P1, . . . , Pn@x1, . . . , xkpUpďpP1q ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ UpďpPnq ^REL^ (T)NAT^ IMP Ą

 POS_ NEGq,

where  POS_ NEG is, of course, a negative formula.

Finally, let π1pxi1q, . . . , πkpxikq be all the conjuncts of (T)NAT and IMP in the

antecedent of (3) in which the unary predicate Pi occurs. Then if πjpxijq appears in

one of the conjuncts in IMP, it must be a formula of the form @yzpRxijyz ^ Piy Ą

DbpOb^ b ď zqq, in which case we define σpπjpxijqq “ λu.p@zpRxijuz Ą DbpOb^ b ď

zqqq. On the other hand if πjpxijq appears is one of the conjuncts in (T)NAT we put

σpπjpxijqq “ λu.pu ę x˚ijq in case πjpxijq “  Pix
˚
ij and σpπjpxijqq “ λu.pu ę x˚˚˚ij q

in case πjpxijq “    Pix
˚˚˚
ij . Note that σ is a well-defined function and that

for any πjpxijq, if πjpxijqrws then, then @ypPiy Ą σpπjpxijqqpyqqrws. Next define

δpPiq “ λu.pσpπ1pxi1qqpuq ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ σpπkpxikqqpuqq. Now, if (T)NATrww1 . . . wks and

IMPrww1 . . . wks then @upPiu Ą δpPiqpuqqrww1 . . . wks. The remainder of the proof

is as before but using again the contrapositive formulation of Lemma 112 and noting

that the intersection of a collection of upward closed sets under ď is also upward

closed under ď.
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Example 121. Consider the dual relevant Sahlqvist implication pp Ñ tq ^ ∼t Ñ

∼p. Using our Sahlqvist-van Benthem algorithm, we obtain that the following

equivalences hold:

F, w , ppÑ tq ^∼t Ñ ∼p iff F ( @P@y, zpUpďpP q ^ @u, vpRyuv ^ Pu Ą

DbpOb^ b ď vqq

^Rxyz ^ DbpOb^ b ď y˚q Ą  Pz˚qrws

iff F ( @y, zp@u, vpRyuv^

λu1.p@u2pRyu1u2 Ą DbpOb^ b ď u2qqqpuq Ą

DbpOb^ b ď vqq ^Rxyz ^ DbpOb^ b ď y˚q Ą

 λu1.p@u2pRyu1u2 Ą DbpOb^ b ď u2qqqpz
˚qqrws

iff F ( @y, zp@u, vpRyuv ^ @u2pRyuu2 Ą

DbpOb^ b ď u2qq

Ą DbpOb^ b ď vq ^Rxyz ^ DbpOb^ b ď y˚q Ą

 @u2pRyz
˚u2 Ą DbpOb^ b ď u2qqqrws

iff F ( @y, zpRxyz ^ DbpOb^ b ď y˚q Ą

 @u2pRyz
˚u2 Ą DbpOb^ b ď u2qqqrws

iff F ( @y, zpRxyz ^ DbpOb^ b ď y˚q

Ą Du2pRyz
˚u2 ^ DbpOb^ b ď u2qqqrws.

We now show that the above correspondence is indeed correct. First let F (

@y, zpRxyz ^  DbpOb ^ b ď y˚q Ą Du2pRyz
˚u2 ^  DbpOb ^ b ď u2qqqrws. Then if

UpďpP q, Rwyz, @u, vpRyuv^Pu Ą DbpOb^ b ď vqq and  DbpOb^ b ď y˚q, it must

be that Du2pRyz
˚u2 ^ DbpOb^ b ď u2qq. Thus if Pz˚, DbpOb^ b ď u2q, which is a

contradiction, so  Pz˚. Consequently F, w ( pp Ñ tq ^∼t Ñ ∼p, as desired. On

the other hand suppose that F * @y, zpRxyz ^  DbpOb ^ b ď y˚q Ą Du2pRyz
˚u2 ^

 DbpOb ^ b ď u2qqqrws, so F ( Dy, zpRxyz ^  DbpOb ^ b ď y˚q ^ @u2pRyz
˚u2 Ą

DbpOb ^ b ď u2qqqrws. Take any model M based on F with a valuation such that

V ppq “ tx : z˚ ď xu. Now, if Ryu1u2 and u1 P V ppq, that is, z˚ ď u1, we see that

Ryz˚u2, and hence, DbpOb ^ b ď u2q. This shows that M, y , pp Ñ tq ^ ∼t while

M, z . ∼p, which implies that F, w * ppÑ tq ^∼t Ñ ∼p.
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Definition 53. A relevant Sahlqvist formula is any formula built up from (dual)

relevant Sahlqvist implications, propositional variables, and negated propositional

variables using ^, the operations on formulas Θ (for any propositional variable free

relevant formula θ) defined by Θpφq “ θ Ñ φ, and applications of _ where the

disjuncts share no propositional variable in common.

Theorem 122. Every relevant Sahlqvist formula has a local first order correspon-

dent on Routley-Meyer frames.

Proof. Immediate from Lemma 115, Lemma 120 and Lemma 113. The only thing

the reader should note is that F, w , p iff F ( x ę xrws and F, w , ∼p iff

F ( x˚ ę x˚rws.

9.4 Conclusion

After the incursion in the correspondence theory of relevant logic done in this chap-

ter some future lines of inquiry suggest themselves. First, as has been pointed

out to us by Ed Mares and Jeremy Seligman, it would be worthwile to find more

natural examples of relevant formulas expressing non-first order properties at the

level of frames. We have not been able to find any such example in the literature

so far, but it would be interesting if there were a propositional axiom which had

arisen in relevant investigations that did not correspond to a first order condition

on Routley-Meyer frames.

Second, not too long ago, a coalgebraic Goldblatt-Thomason theorem (cf. [22],

Theorem 3.19, for the modal case) for substructural logics (including the case of

relevant logic) was obtained by M. B́ılková et al. ([18]). A model-theoretic proof

of this result (as it exists in modal logic) would be desirable for it would give us

insights into the reasons why it holds without detouring through duality theory.

Finally, we have been going here from relevant formulas to first order formulas,

but it is legitimate to ask what happens when we reverse the direction of our

interest. In particular, given that the first order language of frames is incomparable
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with the relevant language, what first order formulas are correspondents of relevant

Sahlqvist formulas? This has been studied in detail in the modal case by Kracht

([54], Chapter 5) through his “calculus of internal descriptions”. Extending this

work to non-boolean contexts (not just relevant logic) is an exciting and unexplored

field of research.
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Chapter 10

Concluding Remarks

These pages are more about the Routley-Meyer semantics than about relevant logic

in the traditional sense spelled out in §1.1. However, they are about relevant logic in

the sense of a tool for talking about models (in particular, Routley-Meyer models).

Do they teach us anything about the concept of entailment? The answer is most

likely no (unless the reader sees some application that we are missing). Is this

problematic for a thesis in the field of relevant logic? We do not think so, at least

it is no more problematic than the perspective of a book like [22] in modal logic is

from the perspective of a more “traditional” text such as [45].1 The moral is that

a subject tends to grow well beyond its initial intended scope as years go by.

In contrast to Kripke’s semantics for modal logic (where the idea of a proposition

being necessary iff holding in all possible worlds was roughly traceable back to

1Now, of course, there is the question of what does modal logic as presented in [45] teaches
us about the concept of necessity. We are not convinced that it is in the bussiness of logic to
teach anything about non-logical or non-mathematical concepts. Though, it does seem to be the
case that in “philosophical logic”, metaphysical, ethical and other kinds of notions are explored
using mathematical methods but the reason any observation we might make applies to these
non-mathematical concepts is that it applies to a similar (in some relevant structural respect)
mathematical concept. For instance, when we consider a counterexample containing all sorts of
objects such as people, trees, etc. to refute a given metaphysical claim, the reason we have a
refutation is because what we are saying holds of an entirely isomorphic model containing no non-
mathematical objects. Naturally, general structural features of a given non-mathematical notion
can very well spark a field studying such features and then one might associate it to the original
non-mathematical notion to honor its origins.
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Leibniz), the Routley-Meyer semantics does not appear to have had the benefit of

a well-known thinker having left a natural hint.2 Nevertheless, one can understand

the technical reasons behind it immediately (which should be the reason why so

many authors came up with essentially the same proposal) but it is much more

difficult to regard it as a somehow obvious idea to arrive at just by reflecting on the

notions of relevant implication and De Morgan negation.

In this thesis we have learned one main fact about the Routley-Meyer seman-

tics: relevant directed bisimulations play an essential role in measuring the expres-

sive power of relevant languages. It is the appropriate relation when it comes to

estimating to what degree two given Routley-Meyer structures look alike from the

perspective of relevant languages.

The above is important to understand where propositional relevant languages

sit among other formal languages which can be used to describe Routley-Meyer

structures. One of the main reasons we want to do this is because languages without

boolean negation are not only interesting in philosophy (where we might want to

be able to model an inconsistent set of information or a state of affairs) but also in

computer science, where they are “widely used in areas as diverse as semantics of

programming and knowledge representation” since in “some applications boolean

negation is unnatural” ([56], p. 501).

One possible philosophical application of the notion of a relevant directed bisim-

ulation is to provide a model-theoretic criterion of what counts as a “logical” op-

eration (from the point of view of relevant logic) in the context of Routley-Meyer

models. The classical counterpart of this problem in first order logic has generated

quite a bit of discussion (a great reference is [98]). In particular, there is a thought,

originating with Tarski (see [98], pp. 61-65 ), that a necessary condition for “logi-

cality”, within a given domain of discourse, for a connective or an operation is to

be invariant under arbitrary automorphisms of the domain. In the case of (propo-

sitional) relevant logic instead of a domain of objects we have a domain of worlds

2As opposed to the containment semantics from [25] (see §1.1). The difficulty with this se-
mantics from the perspective of the present thesis is that it would force to start the question of
expressive power already at the level of monadic second order logic, where the semantics is given
using set inclusions and other such second order machinery.
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in a frame.

Also, ideally, any such criterion offered in relevant logic would rule out boolean

negation. So automorphism is simply not going to do the trick for it allows too

much. The following passage from a well-known paper of Restall suggests a way to

go (keep in mind that his frames are all at least B-frames but certainly not classical

frames where, say, the Routley star collapses into identity):

First, note what Boolean negation is doing in our semantic struc-

tures. It is clear that under interpretation, it is not functioning as

“negation as failure”, and it’s not “not” as anyone means it, as we have

all agreed that states can be both incomplete and inconsistent. Since

states can be incomplete, the mere fact that x ,  A only tells us that

x . A. And in our models, there is no guarantee from x . A to y . A

where x ď y. In fact, if x is incomplete and it is extended to y, we

can expect that some “gaps” in x are filled in y. This means either

that Boolean “facts” are not facts that are carried by states r. . . s or

that the inclusion relation ď is trivialized to identity. This makes states

collapse into possible worlds3. For the former, there is no reason for our

semantic formalism to encode any and every fact about states. the mere

fact that a state is mentioned in this paper or that some state has not

been considered by anyone do not appear to be the kinds of facts that

are supported by those states themselves. r. . . s There is a difference be-

tween claims about states, and claims supported by states. We have an

independent criterion for information supported by a state, and that is

that information preserved as the states is increased. Boolean negation

does not pass the test, and so, it does not appear to be a meaningful

connective in this context. ([81], pp. 19-20)4

So we have something like the idea that for a connective to make sense it has to

3Observe that in Restall’s paper, as in other places in the philosophical literature on the
Routley-Meyer semantics, “possible worlds” are supposed to be special points in models where
each formula or its negation holds and no contradictions obtain. What we call possible worlds in
this thesis, that is, the points in our models, Restall calls “states”.

4We are using here , rather than Restall’s “(” and  in place of Restall’s “´”.
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be preserved along the ď relation. Hence, we have to be able to prove a hereditary

lemma. The answers we will get are, of course, relative to the choice of underlying

frames. But we can see that, in, say the context of B-frames, the connective of

Boolean negation should not count as logical. Recall that we obtained the Hered-

itary Lemma as a corollary of the preservation of relevant formulas under relevant

directed bisimulations. Therefore, we propose to give the following criterion for

logicality in the context of relevant logic: given a particular Routley-Meyer model,

a connective is logical with respect to that model if it is preserved under all relevant

directed auto-bisimulations of the model.

In the case of classical logic, McGee has shown that Tarski’s criterion pins down

exactly those operations which are definable in the logic admitting arbitrarily large

conjunctions and disjunctions as well as strings of quantifiers. Theorem 90 seems to

indicate that, after laying out the appropriate definitions, a result in a similar vein

can be established showing that the “logical” operations in the sense of relevant logic

(according to our criterion) with respect to a given Routley-Meyer structure ought

to be definable already in the infinitary relevant logic where we admit conjunctions

and disjunctions of arbitrary length.

To conclude, let us summarize quickly once more, and for the benefit of the

reader, what we have accomplished in these pages.

The first part of this dissertation was concerned with an analysis of finitary

propositional relevant languages. We introduced (and in some cases, reviewed) some

model-theoretic ideas and elementary results such as the “standard” translation of

propositional relevant languages into first order logic, a group of fundamental facts

on compactness, the notion of a relevant directed bisimulation and the concepts

of bounded morphisms, generated submodels, disjoint unions and the unraveling

construction. We used a preservation theorem to characterize the expressive power

of relevant languages in the following form: a first order formula is equivalent to

the translation of a finitary propositional relevant formula iff it is preserved under

relevant directed bisimulations. In addition, we characterized the classes of pointed

Routley-Meyer models which can be defined by formulas in simple propositional rel-

evant languages using closure conditions under ultraproducts and relevant directed

bisimulations. We paid particular attention to the class of De Morgan Routley-
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Meyer models, which allowed to provide a Lindström theorem for basic relevant

languages interpreted over the mentioned class of models.

The second part of this dissertation looked at some natural extensions of the

simplest propositional relevant languages, namely infinitary and quantificational

extensions. The first thing we did was to present infinitary extensions of relevant

languages by adding infinitely long conjunctions and disjunctions. These languages

turned out to be, unsurprisingly, a bit more expressive than their finitary counter-

parts.We went on to establish analogues of a couple of famous results from infinitary

logic such as Karp’s and Scott’s theorems replacing the notion of ismorphism for

that of relevant directed bisimulation. We showed that the immense majority of

these languages are incompact, which lead to the failure of the strong completeness

of any reasonable system based on them with respect to a good number of classes of

Routley-Meyer models. We also proved a sort of interpolation theorem in classical

infinitary logic which allowed us to characterize infinitary relevant formulas among

standard classical infinitary formulas. As in the finitary case, the preservation of

the truth of the formula under relevant directed bisimulations was the defining fea-

ture. Then we moved on to study the expressive power of quantificational relevant

languages, characterizing it this time using the concept of a world-object relevant

directed bisimulation. To end this thesis, we stepped in the universe of relevant

correspondence theory. We showed that not all classes of Routley-Meyer frames

definable in relevant logic are axiomatizable in first order logic and provided a

Sahlqvist correspondence theorem allowing us to identify a decent number which

are. To this purpose we proposed a notion of a relevant Sahlqvist, which is, of

course, by no means perfect and we hope in the future to be able to expand it to

cover more than it currently does.

This dissertation constitutes, we hope, a solid first steps into a thorough in-

vestigation of model theory in the non-classical framework of the Routley-Meyer

semantics. Much is left to do, though, and we expect to continue this line of re-

search in our future work. In particular, one very suggesting problem is to develop

the model theory of mathematical theories in the quantificational Routley-Meyer

setting proposed in a recent paper like [102]. In this sense, we have obtained (in

collaboration with Andrew Tedder) some results on failure of quantifier elimination
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(which model-theoretically boils down to a property describing the definable sets

of individuals of a given structure) for some well-known mathematical theories. To

study the model theory of non-classical theories is important since it sometimes not

only generalizes classical results (by establishing them for a wider range of logics)

but also it gives us a point of comparison between the classical world and the non-

classical one. By looking at which model-theoretic results survive the move to a

non-classical logic as the underlying system and which do not we can get a better

sense of what (if anything) makes classical logic “special”.
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